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Abstract

Deiters cells provide structural support for outer hair cells within the mammalian organ of Corti, 

but may also be implicated in local homeostasis. This thesis has investigated electrical 

properties of Deiters cells of the apical guinea pig cochlea in order to assess their capacity for 

buffering [K^] in the immediate environment of the outer hair cell. A quantitative description of 

the Deiters cells membrane conductance was formulated according to the Hodgkin-Huxley 

model, based on whole cell voltage clamp experiments on isolated cells. Using an in situ 

preparation of the organ of Corti, the network properties of Deiters cells were found to be 

accurately reproduced by a two dimensional model of parallel sheets of membrane separated by 

a continuous internal medium. A numerical simulation estimated the electrotonic space constant 

within the Deiters cell network under in vivo conditions to be in the order of millimetres. The 

distribution of the conductance along the cell membrane was investigated using focal 

application of high [K^] to isolated cells under whole cell voltage clamp. Over 50 % of the 

conductance was found to be concentrated in the cup region of the Deiters cells, where they 

envelop the basal pole of the outer hair cell. Both the network properties of the cell syncitium 

and the distribution of conductance on individual cells were interpreted as favourable for 

spatial buffering. However, a simple calculation suggested that uptake by the Deiters 

cell, as delimited by the membrane conductance, is unlikely to significantly alter extracellular 

[K^] in the environment of the outer hair cell. On the other hand, modulation of the membrane 

conductance, as observed in isolated cells, could increase uptake enough to allow a 

significant contribution from Deiters cells to clearance from the narrow space around the 

outer hair cell base.
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Chapter 1 Introduction

Healthy mammalian hearing shows remarkable sensitivity and discrimination. It can tell 

apart tones with frequencies differing by less than 0.5 %, ranging from below 100 Hz 

up to over 20000 Hz. Noises comparable in intensity to thermal motion within the ear 

are detected, yet sounds up to a hundred thousand times louder are processed equally 

intelligibly. This feat of signal processing does not depend on the computational power 

of the brain, but is exclusively performed within the cochlea, a small fluid filled 

compartment buried deep within the bone of the skull.

1.1 Sound induced vibrations in the cochlea

Sound enters the cochlea via the outer and middle ear (figure 1). The outer ear, or pinna, 

forms a resonant cavity which collects sound and increases the sound pressure around a 

range of frequencies of physiological interest. From the outer ear sound enters the 

auditory canal. At the end of the canal the eardrum vibrates in response to the air 

pressure variation. The middle ear bones (malleus, incus and stapes) communicate the 

motion of the eardrum to the cochlear fluids, acting as an impedance matching device 

between the low impedance air medium and the high impedance cochlear fluids.

The cochlea is a fluid filled bony tube, which has been spiralled into a snail-shell shape 

for compactness around a central axis formed by the bony modiolus. Figure 2 shows a 

cross section of a guinea pig cochlea, in which four spiral turns run from the base of the 

cochlea to the apex. The dimensions of the guinea pig cochlea are only slightly smaller 

than the human cochlea, which stands at about 5 mm high from base to apex, with a 

width of approximately 1 cm (Pickles 1988).

The cochlear tube is separated through the middle into two compartments, scala 

tympani and scala vestibuli, by a flexible partition, with only a small gap of 

communication (the helicotrema) between the two scalae at the very apex of the 

cochlea. The length of the cochlear partition, unrolled, is approximately 20 mm in 

guinea pigs, and approximately 35 mm in humans (Greenwood 1990).

In fact, a third fluid compartment, scala media, which is hydrodynamically continuous
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with scala vestibuli, sits between scala tympani and scala vestibuli, sealed off from 

scala tympani by the cochlear partition and from scala vestibuli by Reissners’ 

membrane, which consists of a thin layer of cells connected by tight-junctions (Duvall 

and Rhodes, 1967).

Sound pressure variations are transmitted into the cochlear fluid via a flexible window 

(the oval window) which interfaces with scala vestibuli at the base of the cochlear 

spiral, and is in direct contact with the stapes. In response to stapes vibration, a wave of 

vibrational displacement travels along the flexible partition from the base of the cochlea 

to the apex, comparable to a ripple on a water surface (von Bekesy 1960). This 

travelling wave, schematically illustrated in figure 3, is propagated by the interaction of 

the elastic surface tension of the partition and the displacement of the incompressible 

fluid (Patuzzi, 1996). Interfacing with scala tympani at the base of the cochlea is the 

round window, which bulges to accommodate the fluid displaced by the oval window 

motion.

The foundation of the cochlear partition, often referred to as the basilar membrane, is 

formed by radial fibres embedded in extracellular matrix. The basilar membrane is 

suspended from bony shelves between the modiolus and outer cochlear wall, and 

increases in radial width gradually from the base to the apex of the cochlea. To 

illustrate, in the mongolian gerbil, the basilar membrane width increases from ~ 170 |xm 

at the base to ~ 210 \im  at the apex in the unfixed cochlea (Edge et al 1998). The basilar 

membrane also decreases in thickness from base to apex.

Due to the resulting gradual decrease of the partition stiffness, the travelling wave 

slows down towards the apex of the cochlea, until the point where the partition stiffness 

is too small to sustain its propagation. As the wave slows down, the amplitude of the 

vibrational displacement increases, and peaks just before the travelling wave comes to a 

halt. The length along the partition that the wave can travel, and thus the position where 

the vibration amplitude peaks, depends on the frequency of the incoming sound. 

Therefore, each longitudinal (base to apex) position along the partition undergoes 

maximal displacement for one specific frequency. The partition thus forms a spatial 

map of frequency (tonotopic map), with high frequencies peaking at the stiffer basal 

end, whilst lower frequencies peak increasingly closer towards the apex. Figure 4
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illustrates the tonotopic map in humans.

The ability of the cochlear partition to separate out different frequencies is referred to as 

its mechanical tuning, and the sharpness of mechanical tuning in the cochlea is assessed 

by measuring the relation between frequency and displacement (or velocity) at each 

point along the cochlear partition in a mechanical tuning curve.

1.2 Hair cell stimulation and transduction

In figure 5a, a cross section of a single cochlear turn is shown schematically. The 

basilar membrane supports a cellular structure, the organ of Corti, which runs all along 

the cochlear spiral from the base of the cochlea to the apex, with a radial profile as 

shown in figure 5b. The cells of this structure can be divided into sensory and 

supporting cells. The sensory cells are hair cells, named after the small hair-like 

stereocilia protruding from the top of the cell. The supporting cells, which comprise a 

variety of distinctive and highly differentiated cell types, form a structured epithelium 

surrounding the hair cells.

The apical surfaces (cuticular plates) of the hair cells are anchored in a stiff planar 

structure called the reticular lamina, which is formed by tight junctions between the 

apical surfaces of hair and supporting cells. In the central region of the organ of Corti, 

inner and outer pillar cells together form a fluid tunnel (tunnel of Corti) which separates 

the organ of Corti into an inner and an outer section. The pillar cells are shaped like 

rods, and contain microtubules, actin microfilaments and various structural proteins 

(Slepecky and Chamberlain 1987, Slepecky, Henderson, Saha 1995) which provide 

rigidity, and these cells are assumed to form a scaffolding holding the reticular lamina 

in place.

In the inner section of the organ of Corti, one row of inner hair cells is closely 

enveloped by supporting cells (inner phalangeal cells), whilst in the outer section three 

rows of outer hair cells sit relatively free in extra-cellular fluid (the spaces of Nuel), 

apart from their basal pole which is cupped by the top part of the Deiters cell bodies. 

Deiters cells, whose properties will be discussed in more detail later on, have a very 

distinct morphology, with a narrow phalange extending from the top part of the body 

towards the reticular lamina, into which it inserts at a slightly more apical location
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relative to the cell body. A microtubule stalk runs from the bottom of the cell, where it 

contacts the basilar membrane, through the phalanx towards the reticular lamina. 

(Spicer and Schulte 1993). Like the pillar cells, Deiters cells contain various structural 

proteins which provide rigidity (Slepecky and Chamberlain 1987, Slepecky, Henderson 

and Saha 1995), and are generally thought to form a structural support for the outer hair 

cells between the basilar membrane and the reticular lamina.

Towards the lateral wall of the cochlea, a number of supporting cell types can be 

observed of which the Hensen cells are most distinctive. This is due to intracellular lipid 

globules of which the function is as yet unclear (Merchan et al. 1980). Lateral to the 

Hensen cells lie the Claudius and Boettcher cells, and beyond those outer sulcus cells 

which extend root processes into the connective tissue lining the outer lateral wall of the 

cochlea. Towards the modiolar (inner) wall, inner sulcus cells form the border between 

the organ of Corti and the connective tissue lining the spiral limbus, which contains a 

variety of fibrocytes and interdental cells (Spicer and Schulte 1998).

From the base of the cochlea to the apex, the architecture of the organ of Corti changes 

gradually, although the elements remain the same. Figure 6 shows radial sections of the 

organ of Corti at a basal and an apical location within the cochlea. The main difference 

lies in the height of the outer hair cells, which almost double in size from base to apex. 

Concomitantly the size of the Deiters cells increases, as does that of the Hensen cells. 

The height of the organ of Corti and the angle of the reticular lamina relative to the 

basilar membrane are significantly altered due to these changes, and the extra-cellular 

fluid spaces around the outer hair cells increase in size towards the apex of the cochlea.

The tectorial membrane, a gelatinous acellular structure containing various collagens as 

well as glycosylated polypeptides (Richardson et al 1987), lies on top of the organ of 

Corti, attached only to the spiral limbus at the modiolar wall of the cochlear tube. 

Transverse motion of the cochlear partition rotates the reticular lamina around a pivotal 

point provided by the pillar cells, and causes a sliding motion between the reticular 

lamina and the tectorial membrane (Rhode and Geisler 1967). This relative motion of 

the reticular lamina and the tectorial membrane is thought to be the direct mechanical 

stimulus for the hair cells, as it deflects their stereocilia. The position of the stereocilia 

relative to the cuticular plate gates the open probability of mechano-transduction
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channels on the stereocilia of the hair cells (Hudspeth 1985, Russell, Cody and 

Richardson 1986). Deflection of the stereocilia thus changes the current flow into the 

cells, generating receptor potentials across the baso-lateral cell membrane. This is the 

essential step in sound transduction, as depolarization of the hair cell membrane induces 

the hair cells to release neurotransmitter onto nerves innervating the organ of Corti. At 

each location in the cochlea, the organ of Corti is innervated by several individual 

nerves, afferent and efferent, which enter the cochlea through the modiolus (Spoendlin 

1985, Bredberg 1977). Glutamate is thought to be the afferent neurotransmitter in most 

regions of the cochlea, while the efferent nerves are thought to be cholinergic and/or 

GABAergic (see Sewell 1996). From each afferent nerve leading out of the cochlea, a 

so-called neural tuning curve can be measured, which mirrors the local mechanical 

tuning curve, peaking sharply around the local best frequency of the travelling wave. 

However, whilst inner hair cells receive abundant afferent innervation, outer hair cells 

receive mainly efferent innervation. This indicates that while inner hair cells are 

responsible for transmitting information towards the brain, outer hair cells have an 

alternative modulatory function.

1.3 Mechanical amplification by outer hair ceils

When the travelling wave was first observed by von Bekesy in exposed cochleae within 

human cadavers (von Bekesy 1960), the mechanical tuning curves observed on the 

cochlear partition were broad compared to the psychophysical and neural tuning curves 

measured in living subjects (Tasaki 1954, Moore 1986). It was at the time assumed that 

a secondary filtering mechanism existed between mechanical tuning and neural output. 

However, in 1971, Rhode found that in living animals, the mechanical frequency tuning 

of the cochlear partition was in fact as sharp as that at the neural level (Rhode 1971). 

This observation was confirmed in other mammalian species (Sellick, Patuzzi and 

Johnstone 1982, Robles et al 1986), where it was also noted that the amplitude of the 

observed partition vibrations showed a compressively non-linear relation with sound 

intensity. The sharpness of the peak of the mechanical tuning curve and its non-linear 

behaviour were found to be highly vulnerable to physiological insult. Moreover, at 

sound levels above approximately 80 dB SPL, the mechanical tuning curve was
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observed to as be broadly tuned and linear as observed in the cochleae of cadavers by 

von Bekesy.

In figure 7, iso-output tuning curves are shown, each measured at a single location in 

the basal region of the cochlea in vivo. It can be seen that the mechanical and the neural 

tuning curve, as well as the tuning curve obtained from an inner hair cell, each show 

similarly sharp tuning. From this data the simplest conclusion is that both the inner hair 

cells and the afferent neurons are simply detectors of a very sharply tuned mechanical 

vibration of the cochlear partition, and no secondary filtering occurs between the 

mechanical and the sensory-neural level.

From theoretical considerations first formulated by Gold (Gold, 1948), it was generally 

recognised that the gross anatomy of the cochlear partition could not passively generate 

these sharp mechanical tuning curves observed in living subjects at relatively low sound 

intensities. A theoretical active amplification mechanism was proposed which would 

selectively enhance the mechanical responses around the best frequency region (Davis 

1983). This ‘cochlear amplifier’ would correspond to an energy consuming and 

physiologically vulnerable process, saturating at high sound levels.

It was subsequently discovered that in vitro outer hair cells change length in response to 

trans-membrane potential variations (Brownell et al 1985, Ashmore 1987). The basis of 

this electro-motile response lies in the dense expression within the outer hair cells baso- 

lateral membrane of the so-called motor protein (Forge 1991), which has recently been 

identified as a modified anion transporter (Zheng et al 2000), and was named prestin. 

Anions binding on its intracellular site constitute a voltage sensing element (Oliver et al 

2001). In response to voltage changes across the membrane, the protein changes its 

conformation within the cell membrane (Kalinec et al 1992). The massed and 

synchronised movement of motor proteins within the membrane changes the total 

surface area, and the particular shape of the cytoskeleton translates this area change into 

an axial length change (Holley 1996).

Selective poisoning of the outer hair cells by kanamycin was shown to broaden the 

tuning curve measured at the neural level and raise the intensity threshold in cats 

(Robertson and Johnstone, 1979). A similar effect was obtained by stimulation of the 

crossed olivocochlear bundle, which has efferent nerve fibers innervating mainly outer 

hair cells (Wiederhold and Kiang 1970). From this and similar findings, it was proposed
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that the outer hair cell formed the physiological basis of the cochlear amplifier. Through 

their electro-motile response, outer hair cells can exert a force on the cochlear partition 

(Mammano and Ashmore 1993) in response to changes in membrane potential. In vivo, 

this response would be driven by the receptor potential. If the force exerted by the outer 

hair cell has the right phase relation to the cochlear partition motion that generates the 

receptor potential, this could result in a cycle-by-cycle positive feedback loop between 

outer hair cell polarisation and electro-motile response, increasing the outer hair cell 

force output. Neely and Kim (Neely and Kim 1986) proposed that in this manner, the 

mechanical force of the outer hair cell can inject sufficient mechanical energy to 

counter the viscous damping on cochlear partition motion, thus increasing the sharpness 

of the local ‘resonance’. It should be noted that alternative views exist on how the outer 

hair cell electro-motile properties may alter the cochlear mechanics, for instance 

through changing the local stiffness (Kolston et al 1990).

Whether outer hair cells are in fact able to exert mechanical forces on the cochlear 

partition in vivo, and of what size and phase, depends both on the intrinsic properties of 

the outer hair cell and on the micro-mechanical structure of the organ of Corti. An 

important problem yet to be solved is that outer hair cell motility has shown no 

frequency selectivity, yet their amplifying action must be restricted to a small region 

near the peak of the travelling wave (Russell and Nilsen 1997). Secondary mechanical 

filtering mechanisms have been proposed to impart frequency selectivity to outer hair 

cell excitation, mainly focussing on the radial motion of the tectorial membrane which 

is coupled to stereocilia deflection (Zwislocki 1980). This mechanical system may have 

a distinct ‘resonance’ at a suitable frequency relative to the basilar membrane tuning to 

selectively excite outer hair cells. Whether or not the tectorial membrane shows an 

individual resonant motion is at present disputed (Gummer et al 1996, Ulfendahl et al 

1995, Hemmert et al 2000).

1.4 Electrochemical driving force for hair cell transduction

The energy source for both electro-mechanical and mechano-electrical transduction 

processes has long been recognized to originate from the unusual electrochemical
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profile of the cochlea. Scala vestibuli and scala tympani are filled with perilymph, 

which has a composition closely resembling the extra-cellular fluid in the CNS, high in 

Na"̂  (-150 mM) and low in (-  3 mM). The middle fluid space, scala media, is filled 

with endolymph, which has a composition resembling intracellular fluid, high in 

(-140 mM) and low in Na^ (-  2 mM). (Anniko and Wroblewski 1986).

Endolymph sits at a positive potential of about +80 mV compared to the perilymphatic 

spaces, which are themselves approximately at equipotential with surrounding bone 

(von Bekesy 1952). The borders of the endolymphatic space are formed by Reissner’s 

membrane, the outer cochlear wall and the apical surfaces of the cells of the organ of 

Corti, which are connected by tight junctions. Thus the apical surfaces of the hair cells 

and their stereocilia are bathed in endolymph, whilst the cell bodies are surrounded by 

perilymph. This organization has important consequences for the size of the hair cell 

receptor potentials.

Figure 8 shows a schematic representation of the ionic conductances of the outer hair 

cell. The mechano-electrical transduction (MET) channels are located on the stereocilia 

of the hair cells, possibly at tip links between individual stereocilia (Hackney and 

Furness 1995). When they are opened due to stereocilia deflection, current flows from 

the endolymph into the hair cell. As is the main ion both in endolymph and inside 

the hair cell, the MET current is almost exclusively carried by K^. The single channel 

conductance of the MET channels was estimated by different researchers to range 

between approximately 20 pS and 100 pS (Holton and Hudspeth 1986, Crawford Evans 

and Fettiplace 1991). The total MET conductance in neonatal outer hair cells has been 

reported as approximately 5 nS (Geleoc et al 1997), which would, given the single 

channel conductance, correspond to between 50-250 channels per cell. For adult outer 

hair cells the total MET conductance has so far been reported to be smaller than the 

neonatal figures (Kros, 1996).

At the baso-lateral membrane, the cell expresses a variety of mainly selective 

channels (Housley and Ashmore 1992), including voltage dependent, Ca^^ dependent 

and leak channels, most of which are open in the physiological range of membrane 

potentials for outer hair cells. The slope input conductance of the baso-lateral 

membrane around the potassium reversal potential (approximately -9 0  mV) ranges
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from 50 nS in the basal region of the cochlea to 4 nS in the apical region (Housley and 

Ashmore 1992). At potentials more depolarised than -50  mV, a larger outward 

potassium conductance is activated.

The steep potassium gradient between the cell interior and the extra-cellular fluid in the 

organ of Corti generates a highly negative reversal potential for across the baso

lateral membrane, which acts as a battery pulling down the intracellular potential 

relative to the extracellular fluid of the organ of Corti. The intracellular potential of the 

cell is determined by the relative size of the apical and the baso-lateral conductance, 

which act together as a type of voltage divider between the endolymph potential and the 

baso-lateral reversal potential (Patuzzi 1998).

At rest, with no force exerted on the hair bundle, MET channels are thought to be 

approximately 10 % open (Russell and Koessl 1991). The baso-lateral conductance at 

this point exceeds the apical conductance so that the intracellular potential sits close to 

the baso-lateral potassium reversal potential. This resting potential in vivo was 

measured to be about -70  mV in outer hair cells (Dallos et al 1982, Cody and Russell 

1987). This makes the total driving force for flow into the cell at rest approximately 

-1-150 mV for outer hair cells. A standing current of of 50 pA is estimated to flow in 

through the MET channels at rest and out through the baso-lateral membrane of each 

cell, thus generating a continual leak between the endolymph and the perilymph. 

Deflection of the stereocilia modulates the MET conductance, which acts like a variable 

resistor (Davis 1958). The midpoint of the voltage divider changes according to the 

apical conductance change, and so the intracellular potential varies with stereocilia 

motion. This variation of the intracellular potential around its resting level constitutes 

the receptor potential. The peak-to-peak amplitude of the receptor potential between 

maximal and minimal MET conductance is determined by the driving force on 

between endolymph and the cell interior. The positive potential of endolymph and its 

high levels combine to generate a powerful driving force on K'*’ into the cell, which 

is further enhanced by the hyperpolarized reversal potential across its baso-lateral 

membrane due to the potassium concentration gradient.
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1.5 The cellular basis of the endocochlear battery

As described in the previous section, a standing current flows between endolymph 

and perilymph via the hair cells. This current varies in size during sound stimulation, 

but does not reverse in sign. This means that the electrochemical gradient, which 

provides the driving force for flow through the hair cells, is continually dissipated. 

The maintenance of the electrochemical gradient in the face of this dissipation requires 

that there is a current return path from perilymph towards endolymph.

The site of entry into endolymph is known to be localised in the connective tissue 

epithelium that lines the outer wall of the cochlea within scala media. The stria 

vascularis, which is named thus as it receives the most abundant blood supply in the 

cochlea through a dense network of capillaries, is located at the upper most part of this 

epithelium. It consists of marginal, intermediate and basal cells (figure 1.9). It has been 

shown that metabolic activity in the stria vascularis is far larger than in any other 

cochlear structure (Kuijpers and Bonting 1970). Marginal cells express high levels of 

Na"̂ , ATPases and Na"̂ , Cl’ co-transporters as well as selective ion channels 

(Schulte and Adams 1989, Ichimiya et al 1994, Hibino et al 1997, Crouch et al 1997). It 

is generally accepted that these cells are responsible for pumping into the 

endolymph of scala media and thus maintain its high concentration.

The origin of the endocochlear potential between scala media and the other fluid 

compartments is more complicated to explain. It is clearly not a diffusion potential 

between endolymph and perilymph, as it has the wrong sign. Johnstone and Sellick 

(1972) showed that it is also not a Na"̂  diffusion potential, as perfusion of scala media 

with higher concentrations of Na^ did not decrease, but actually increase the 

endocochlear potential. In fact, the positive endolymph potential seems to originate in a 

much more direct way from the marginal cells, as microelectrode penetrations revealed 

that these cells sit at an even higher positive potential than the endolymph (Tasaki and 

Spiropoulos 1959, Offner et al 1987). A complicated and not quite understood 

arrangement of ion transport across the marginal cells lateral (facing intrastrial space 

and blood supply) and medial (facing endolymph) surfaces is thought to be responsible
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both for the maintenance of the high levels of the endolymph and its highly positive 

potential

1.6 recycling in the cochlea

Studies with radioactive have shown that is recycled directly from the perilymph 

towards the endolymph (Konishi et al, 1978), rather than being exchanged via blood 

capillaries lining the cochlear walls. Endolymph and perilymph thus appear to form a 

closed flow circuit, with the marginal cells acting as a battery, which drives a 

standing current between them. This means that the marginal cells are responsible for 

both the endolymphatic and the perilymphatic K"*” concentration maintenance. The 

advantage of this arrangement is that the site of metabolic activity required for 

maintaining the required ionic gradient in the face of continual dissipation is situated far 

away from the organ of Corti. This ensures that few blood capillaries need to be situated 

near the organ of Corti, avoiding flow related noise near the motion transducing 

elements.

Marginal cells have no direct interface with perilymphatic fluid from which to draw 

for transport into endolymph. This implies that an indirect K'*’ transport pathway must 

exist between the perilymph and the intrastrial fluid bathing the marginal cells. The 

intermediate and basal cells of the stria are connected via dense populations of gap- 

junctions to each other and to connective tissue cells called fibrocytes that run all along 

the cochlear lateral wall (Kikuchi et al 1995, Kikuchi et al 2000). Gap-junctions allow 

the intercellular communication of ions and small metabolites. The fibrocytes extend 

processes towards the perilymphatic spaces and have been shown to express large 

densities of Na^, ATPases and Na"̂ , K^, Cl co-transporters (Schulte and Adams 

1989, Weber et al 2001, Sakaguchi et al 1998, Ichimiya et al 1994, Crouch et al 1997). 

It is commonly thought that these cells absorb from the perilymph, which is then 

transported via the connective tissue network of the lateral wall, which comprises the 

basal and intermediate cells of the stria, towards the intrastrial fluid space. From there it 

is pumped by the marginal cells across its lateral and medial surfaces into endolymph.
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While some fibrocytes reach towards scala tympani, others closely associate with the 

root processes of the outer sulcus cells, denoted in the figure as root cells. These root 

cells form part of another extensive gap-junctionally connected cellular network, which 

comprises all of the organ of Corti supporting cells, from the outer sulcus cells until the 

very innermost interdental cells at the spiral limbus (Kikuchi et al 2000, Forge et al 

1999). The hair cells, through which flows into perilymph, are surrounded by this 

supporting cell network. This anatomical layout has led to the speculation that 

supporting cells take up released by hair cells into the extracellular fluid in the organ 

of Corti, which would then be passively transported via the supporting cell network 

towards the root processes of the outer sulcus cells (Weber et al 2001, Steel 1999). 

Fibrocyte pumps are proposed to generate an extra-cellular depletion around the root 

cell processes, which drives out of the cell into the immediate environment of the 

fibrocytes. From there, could then be pumped into the fibrocytes and flow via the 

lateral wall network towards the marginal cells. It should be noted that there is no 

evidence that cannot take an extra-cellular route via scala tympani to the fibrocytes 

directly facing perilymph. The basilar membrane is thought to be permeable to ions 

(Ulfendahl et al 2000, Slepecky 1996), and released by hair cells might enter scala 

tympani via the tunnel of Corti. Figure 1.10 illustrates the possible pathways that may 

transport from perilymph towards the striai marginal cells (Weber et al 2001, Steel 

1999).

1.7 Connexin mutations linked to congenital hearing impairment

Interest in gap junctions and gap-junctionally coupled cellular networks within the 

cochlea has increased dramatically in recent years. This is due to the discovery that 

about 40 % of known cases of human congenital hearing impairment in the Caucasian 

population are directly linked to mutations in connexins expressed in the cochlea 

(Kelsell et al 1997, Lefebvre et al 2000; Denoyelle et al 1997, Rabionet et al 2000). 

Connexins are proteins that form gap junctions. Six connexins come together to form 

hemi-channels or connexons, which insert into the plasma membrane. Hemi-channels in
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neighbouring cells align to form gap junctional channels, allowing communication of 

particles upto ~1 kDa in size. In the mature mammalian cochlea, four connexin 

isoforms have been found to be expressed, connexin 26, 30, 31 and 43 (Lautermann et 

al 1998, Forge et al 1999). Mutations in connexin 26 are the predominant cause of 

diagnosed non-syndromic congenital hearing loss (Lefebvre et al 2000), with one 

particular mutation, 35delG, accounting for the majority of these cases (Denoyelle et al 

1997); mutations in the other connexins have also been connected to hearing 

impairment (Rabionet et al 2000).

Whilst the information on these connexin mutations is rapidly increasing, the reason for 

their profound effects on hearing, and by inference the apparently quite specific role for 

connexins in cochlear function, are as yet uncertain. The answer must obviously be 

sought in the role of the non-sensory cellular networks within the cochlea, and the 

general view is that this role relates to homeostasis.

Uptake and transport of by the non-sensory cells of the cochlea may be important 

for two reasons. Firstly, as discussed in the previous section, the non-sensory cellular 

networks could provide a direct recycling pathway for K'*’ between perilymph and the 

intra-strial space. This is particularly relevant in the connective tissue network of the 

lateral wall, as no extracellular diffusional pathway appears to exist between perilymph 

and the fluid bathing the marginal cells. The second reason applies in particular to the 

supporting cell network of the organ of Corti, and relates to the rapid clearance of 

excess which may be accumulating near the hair cells during transduction.

The maintenance of low concentrations in the immediate environment of the hair 

cells could be important for optimising the electrochemical driving force on flow 

through the cells, which sets the gain for both mechano-electrical and electro

mechanical transduction processes. It would also protect hair cells against damage due 

to induced depolarisation (Zenner 1986, Okano and Iwai 1975) . Although may 

diffuse out into the extracellular spaces of the organ of Corti, it is possible that in the 

confined spaces between hair cells and supporting cells, such diffusion is not 

sufficiently rapid to immediately clear from the environment of the hair cells during 

transduction. It has been shown that in the confined spaces of the CNS and the retina.
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rapid clearance from the environment of nerve cells is performed by glial cells, in a 

process referred to as cellular buffering (Ballanyi et al 1986, Coles and Orkand 

1983, Coles 1986, Orkand 1986). It has been suggested that the supporting cells in the 

organ of Corti may similarly buffer in the immediate environment of the hair cells.

1.8 buffering

buffering has so far been mainly studied in glial cells of the CNS and in the retina. 

The mechanisms by which these cells can regulate extracellular [K^] can be divided 

into two types: space dependent and space independent (Amedee et al 1997). Space 

independent processes involve the temporary storage of K'*’ into the glial cells, which 

thus act as a sink. The excess taken up by the glial cells is released again at later 

times when neural activity has ceased and Na^/K^ pumps in the nerve cell membrane 

have been activated to re-absorb into the cell. The net uptake of by the glial cells 

that this involves can either be through active transport by Na^/K^ pumps and/or Na^, 

K^, 2C1" co-transporters, both of which consume energy, or by passive transport of 

down its electrochemical gradient through ion channels. In the latter case, the net uptake 

of would depolarize the cell, which would rapidly impede further uptake. To avoid 

this, passive net uptake must be coupled to either exit of other cations or entry of 

anions. The coupled passive flow of and Cl- through independent ion channels in 

the glial cell membrane has been reported in various cultured as well as in situ 

preparations of neural tissue (Walz and Hinks 1985; Coles et al 1989), and is thought to 

be one of the most ubiquitous mechanisms of net uptake by glial cells.

The space dependent mechanism for buffering by supporting cells, which requires 

neither energy consumption nor coupled uptake of other ions, is called spatial buffering 

(Gardner-Medwin et al 1981). In spatial buffering, passive influx of through 

selective ion channels in response to locally increased external [K^] causes 

depolarisation to spread along the glial cell membrane. This causes a net outward
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driving force on at the regions of the cell that face unchanged external [K^], and 

consequently flows out into extracellular space in those regions. The result is a 

redistribution of over extracellular space, with no net uptake by the glial cells. 

Gardner-Medwin (Gardner-Medwin, 1983) showed that to move within short time 

periods over long distances in CNS extracellular space, spatial buffering by glial cells is 

more effective than extracellular diffusion. This is because extracellular diffusion relies 

on the physical motion of ions through the fluid, whilst transport by spatial 

buffering is driven by electrotonic current spread.

Extracellular diffusion and spatial buffering, which are both considered ‘space- 

dependent’ processes, are thought to dominate clearance in cases where activity 

is fairly localised (Gardner Medwin 1983). For more uniformly distributed activity, it 

has been estimated that the contributions of the ‘space dependent’ mechanisms and the 

‘space independent’ mechanisms are approximately equal in the CNS and the retina 

(Coles et al 1986). Of the latter, coupled passive uptake of and Cl is by far the most 

ubiquitous, while the active transport pathways are thought to contribute little. The 

general principle appears to be that buffering by glial cells is preferably through 

mechanisms that do not involve energy consumption (Amedee et al 1997). 

Energetically demanding pump activity is thought to be reserved to the nerve cells, 

where it provides for long-term ionic balance. Glial cell buffering functions mainly 

to complement extracellular diffusion in ensuring clearance in the shorter term when 

the extracellular space is confined.

In the organ of Corti, buffering would in particular involve those supporting cells 

that immediately face hair cell membrane through which is released. The 

extracellular space surrounding the inner hair cells is very confined due to enveloping 

inner phalangeal cells, and the latter would therefore be very likely to be involved in 

some form of buffering. Outer hair cells are in contrast relatively free standing 

within the spaces of Nuel, such that extracellular diffusion could be sufficient for 

clearance through dilution into perilymph. However, the basal pole of the outer hair cell
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is closely enveloped by the top part of the Deiters cell body, which forms a cup holding 

the outer hair cell base (figure 1.11). It has been shown that the largest density of 

channels is in fact located on the most basal region of the outer hair cell membrane 

(Santos-Sacchi 1997), which means that the efflux will be highest at that region. In 

the confined space between the Deiters cup and the outer hair cell base, may not be 

able to diffuse out easily, and local concentrations could rise rapidly during sound 

stimulation unless is buffered by the Deiters cell.

Both for space dependent and for space independent buffering, functional gap- 

junctions between supporting cells may be important. In the former, electrotonic 

coupling between cells effectively increases the area of membrane over which 

release can be spread, and thus the volume of extracellular space in which dilution of 

can take place. In space-independent processes, diffusion through gap-junctions 

could muffle the increase in internal [K^], which would impede further uptake. It has 

therefore been suggested that the effect of connexin mutations on hearing may be in 

part due to the inhibition of buffering, as well to the block of the recycling 

pathway.

1.9 Measurements relating to dynamics within the organ of Corti

There is relatively little information on the actual dynamics within the organ of Corti 

and scala tympani during sound stimulation. A few experiments have been performed 

which may provide clues to what actually happens during sound stimulation to the 

flow within the organ of Corti.

Johnstone et al measured extra-cellular concentrations in the first (basal) turn of the 

cochlea at rest and during sound stimulation (Johnstone et al 1989). Their findings can 

be briefly summarized as follows. At rest, the concentration in scala tympani was 

slightly lower that that within the organ of Corti extracellular spaces, while no 

difference was observed between different locations within the organ of Corti. levels 

changed only slightly during sound stimulation in scala tympani, but within the organ of
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Corti, significant changes in concentration were observed. The concentration 

changes were largest in the extracellular space near the inner hair cells. The largest 

observed change there at high sound intensities was 3 mM, while in the tunnel of Corti 

and in the spaces of Nuel the maximal change was 1 mM at these intensities. Both rise 

and decay time constants of the changes in [K^] were slower in the outer than in the 

inner hair cell region. No changes were observed in the endolymph levels. Both the 

variations and the extracellular potentials varied with frequency and sound intensity 

in the manner that would be expected if they were directly linked to hair cell activity. 

Some conclusions can be drawn from these findings. Firstly, it can be concluded that 

concentrations, even in the larger fluid spaces of the organ of Corti, can change 

significantly during sound stimulation. Secondly, however, the observed [K'*’] increases 

were not of a size that would be considered damaging to the hair cell function. This 

means that, by whatever mechanism, was being cleared efficiently from the 

extracellular spaces, at least near the inner hair cells and from the spaces of Nuel.

Lastly, the findings appear to indicate that the region around the inner hair cells is most 

sensitive to increased flow. The latter observation may be due to the narrowness of

the extracellular space surrounding the inner hair cells, in which concentrations can 

rise rapidly. In contrast, the spaces of Nuel surrounding the outer hair cells are 

relatively large, and released there may be more significantly diluted, and diffuse 

away more rapidly into the larger fluid spaces within the organ of Corti. However, the 

[K^] increase in the space between the outer hair cells and the Deiters cells was not 

measured; it is in this region that [K^] is most likely to increase and affect the function 

of the outer hair cells.

In these experiments, no information is available on whether and how much flows 

into the supporting cells, and it is not possible to establish the contribution of the 

supporting cells to clearance. A different type of electrode experiment was

performed by Oesterle and Dallos, who investigated the electrical potentials in 

supporting cells and in extracellular space within the organ of Corti during sound 

stimulation in the apical, low frequency region of the cochlea (Oesterle and Dallos
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1989, 1990). They found that both the extracellular fluid and the supporting cells 

followed the AC electrical responses of the hair cells, but with much reduced 

amplitudes, which were in the order of millivolts. It was concluded that these AC 

responses were passive reflections of the hair cell receptor currents flowing into 

extracellular space. Fast DC components known to be present in the hair cells in this 

region of the cochlea due to non-linearities of the transduction process were also 

observed in the supporting cells and extracellular fluid. More interestingly, a slowly 

developing DC component was present in supporting cell responses, but absent from 

extra-cellular or hair cell responses. These DC components ranged up to 5 mV and 

decayed slowly after cessation of stimulation with a time constant of approximately 2 s. 

The total DC response to sound stimulation was larger in supporting cells than in the 

extracellular fluid. The authors interpreted the slowly rising and decaying potentials as 

possibly denoting the uptake by supporting cells. Again, the size of the supporting 

cell responses was found to be largest near the inner hair cells, was smaller in Deiters 

cells and dropped off even more towards the more peripheral ends of the organ of Corti. 

Intracellular potential measurements on supporting cells are not straightforward to 

interpret due to the extensive coupling via gap junctions. The more electrically coupled 

cells are, the smaller the potential changes generated by current flow into these cells. It 

is therefore hard to draw conclusions concerning the current flowing into these cells 

from their potential responses. A second problem for inferring flow from such 

measurements is that one cannot establish what charge carrier underlies these currents, 

it does however seem reasonable that the slowly rising potentials in the supporting cells 

may indicate accumulation in the supporting cells.

Finally, Zidanic and Brownell measured potential fields within the cochlear fluid spaces 

and concluded that a radial standing current flows through the extra-cellular fluid in 

scala tympani, and the largest current density was found to be located just underneath 

the spiral ligament where fibrocytes terminate (Zidanic and Brownell 1990). These 

results were interpreted as indicating that transport from the hair cell region towards 

the lateral wall fibrocytes does occur, but that a large fraction of this transport was via 

an extracellular pathway in scala tympani rather than an intracellular one. It is again not 

possible to be sure, however, what charge carrier underlay the detected current.
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although they estimated that approximately 50 % of this current was carried by K^. It is 

important to note that although current flow through hair cells is exclusively carried by 

K^, this is not necessarily the case elsewhere in the cochlea e.g. in perilymph, where 

Na^ is the main charge carrier.

1.10 Deiters cells

The evidence for buffering by supporting cells that has been presented so far has 

been highly circumstantial, and has appeared most convincing in the case of the 

supporting cells of the inner hair cells. In this thesis, aspects of the putative role of 

Deiters cells in homeostasis near the outer hair cells will be investigated. The 

importance of outer hair cell electro-mechanical and mechano-electrical transduction 

for optimal hearing has already been discussed, as has the importance of the 

concentration gradient across the basal membrane for optimal gain for the outer hair cell 

function. buffering by Deiters cells might therefore be vital for normal cochlear 

function, but arguments in favour of such a role have so far been formulated more from 

considerations of possible usefulness than from direct measurements. What remains to 

be explored is whether the properties of the Deiters cells themselves are compatible 

with a role in the buffering of extracellular [K^], and what mechanism these cells could 

employ to perform such a task.

Some findings in this context have been reported. It was observed that there is a 

significant difference in intracellular organization between the Deiters cells of the basal 

and the apical regions of the cochlea. At the apical, low frequency regions, Deiters cells 

show a unique intracellular structure called the rosette complex just underneath the cup 

region, which contains y actin (Spicer and Schulte 1993, Nakazawa et al 1995). In this 

region of the cell, a dense distribution of mitochondria is observed which is absent from 

the lower part of the cell (Spicer and Schulte 1994). Other features of this region of the 

cell are the presence of canalicular reticula and small Golgi complexes (Spicer and 

Schulte 1994, 1999). The lower part of the cell is in comparison void of intracellular 

structures. It has been suggested that the complex network of intracellular structures in
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the apical Deiters Cell, directly beneath the cup region where the outer hair cell rests, 

may be associated with ion resorption from the extracellular environment.

At basal, high frequency regions of the cochlea, these cellular specializations are absent 

from the Deiters cell, and mitochondria are more evenly distributed throughout the cell 

body. The thickness of the microtubule stalk increases towards the base of the cochlea, 

which could impart greater stiffness there (Spicer and Schulte 1994). In the lower 

compartment of the cell, mitochondria appear to be closely associated with the 

microtubule stalk.

Immunocytochemical studies have demonstrated abundant creatine kinase in Deiters 

cells (Spicer and Schulte 1992), indicating a level of energy consumption, which may 

indicate activity beyond a passive structural role. Based on the different features of 

Deiters cells at the basal and apical regions of the cochlea, it was proposed that whilst 

the role of Deiters cells in the basal region may lie in mechanical support which 

requires active regeneration of the stiff microtubule stalk (Spicer and Schulte 1993), in 

the apical region of the cochlea Deiters cell may play an active role in local 

homeostasis.

However, a very recent and interesting observation suggests a slightly different picture. 

It was shown that in adult mice cochlea, a K^/Cl’ co-transporter (Kcc4 gene) is 

expressed only by the inner phalangeal cells (surrounding the inner hair cells) and the 

Deiters cells, along their entire lateral membrane (Boettger et al 2002). Knock out mice 

lacking the gene for this co-transporter were found to show non-syndromic and rapidly 

progressive hearing loss, such that within a week after onset of normal hearing (P I4 in 

mice) a loss of 70-80 dB was measured. Histological analysis showed that the inner ear 

had developed normally, but showed exclusive and almost total loss of outer hair cells 

in the basal region of the cochlea at P21. Outer hair cell loss subsequently progressed 

from the basal to the apical turns of the cochlea. In adult knock out mice, the organ of 

Corti was completely lost in the basal turns, while some hair cells remained in the 

apical turns, accounting for residual hearing in adult mice.

The findings make a strong case for the involvement of the K^/CT co-transporter in the 

protection of the outer hair cells by regulation of external [K"*"]. These co-transporters 

operate near electrochemical equilibrium, are capable of net uptake and, unlike Na^
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pumps, do not require immediate metabolic energy. Some questions can be raised 

however concerning this putative uptake mechanism by the Deiters cells. It is 

interesting, for instance, that while both inner supporting cells and Deiters cells express 

the co-transporter, outer hair cells appear to be at least initially more affected by the 

loss of the Kcc4 gene, in spite of the fact that [K^] around inner hair cells is expected to 

be more steeply dependent on activity. Additionally, the apparently strongest expression 

of the co-transporter in the lateral membrane of the Deiters cells does not seem to be 

well aligned with the expected efflux path from outer hair cells. Other possible roles 

for the transporters could be suggested, such as cell volume control or even regulation 

of external [Cl ], bearing in mind the recently discovered importance of anions such as 

Cl for the voltage sensor of the motor protein.

The findings also suggest that the role of the K^/Cl" transporter is most directly 

concentrated in the basal regions of the cochlea, in contrast to previously described 

speculation concerning the respective roles for Deiters cells of the apical and basal 

cochlea. It could be argued reasonably that the K"*" activity near the outer hair cells in 

the basal regions may be larger, as both outer hair cell activity and the conductance 

of the outer hair cell basal membrane are thought to be larger at the base than in the 

apical regions. However, it is also possible that while K^/Cl" co-transport is the main 

mechanism for buffering by Deiters cells in the base, at apical regions Deiters cells 

perform buffering by a different mechanism. The observed slow depolarisations in 

apical Deiters cells during sound stimulation, which had been interpreted as evidence of 

uptake, could in fact not be explained by the co-transport of K^/Cl', which is an 

electro-neutral process. These slow DC depolarisations could be explained however if 

Deiters cells in the apex performed spatial buffering.

It has already been established that Deiters cells express selective ion channels 

(Nenov et al, 1998), which is clearly a pre-requisite for spatial buffering. In this thesis, 

the passive electrical and ionic properties of the Deiters cell membrane as well as their 

electrical network properties will be studied quantitatively. The aim is to assess whether 

these properties are compatible with a role in buffering by passive transport
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mechanisms, and spatial buffering in particular. As discussed above, it is particularly 

the Deiters cells of the apical region of the cochlea which may be implicated in such a 

role, and in this thesis only Deiters cells from the top two turns of the cochlea are 

investigated.
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1.11 Outline of thesis

The outline of this thesis is as follows:

Chapter 2 describes the experimental methods and preparations employed throughout 

this thesis.

In Chapter 3, the ionic membrane conductance of isolated Deiters cells is investigated 

using the whole cell mode of the voltage clamp technique. According to the Hodgkin- 

Huxley model for voltage dependent conductances, an analytical expression for the 

ionic membrane currents is formulated.

In Chapter 4, the network properties of Deiters cells are investigated in an in situ 

temporal bone preparation of the organ of Corti. The architecture and electrotonic space 

constant of the cellular network that Deiters cells form part of are investigated in the in 

situ preparation, and from the findings the possible in vivo network properties are 

inferred.

Chapter 5 examines the distribution of conductance along the membrane of isolated 

Deiters cells using focal application of a high solution.

In Chapter 6, the experimental results of Chapters 3, 4 and 5 are discussed in the 

context of possible buffering by Deiters cells.
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Chapter 2 Methods and Materials

2.1 Tissue preparation

The experiments described in Chapter 3 and Chapter 5 were performed on an in vitro 

preparation of isolated Deiters cells. Those described in Chapter 4 were performed on 

an in situ preparation of the organ of Corti. Both the in vitro and the in situ preparation 

used bullae from adult male or female albino guinea-pigs weighing 200-300 g. The 

guinea-pigs were killed by rapid cervical dislocation and decapitated. Both right and left 

bullae were removed and either dissected immediately or stored in a refrigerator and 

used within four hours.

2.1.1 The in vitro preparation

2.1.1.1 Dissection

The bulla was opened with bone nibblers and placed in a petri dish filled with standard 

external saline (solutions are described in section 2.2). Under a dissection microscope 

(Wild L7A, Switzerland), the bony shell of the cochlea was carefully removed with a 

scalpel. The cochlear spiral was disconnected from the bone at the base of the modiolus 

and transferred to another petri dish containing saline. Using small syringe needles, the 

stria vascularis was removed, after which the organ of Corti could be distinguished by 

the reflective lipid globules of the Hensen cells. The organ of Corti was disconnected 

from the modiolar bone in strips, which were collected with a Gilsen pipette in a 40 pi 

droplet and transferred to another petridish where the same amount of ~1 mg/ml trypsin 

(Sigma) in saline was added. After 10 to 20 minutes of incubation, the cells were 

mechanically dissociated by repeated suction into and expulsion from a Gilsen pipette. 

Subsequently the cells were transferred into an experimental chamber containing 

approximately 300 pi of saline. The cells were left at least half an hour to attach to the 

bottom of the experimental chamber before the start of experiments.
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2.1.1.2 Visualization and cell identification

The experimental chamber was mounted on the stage of an inverted microscope (IM, 

Zeiss Oberkochen), which stood on a anti-vibration table (Ealing electro optics pic, 

USA). Cells were observed using a 40x objective (Zeiss, Oberkochen) combined with a 

lOx eyepiece. For most of the experiments Nomarski optics were available. For some of 

the experiments a video camera (Philips, Holland) was linked to the microscope, 

connected to a PC running an image capture application (Axon Imaging Workbench 

2.1.1, Axon Instruments,UK).

Various cell types could be identified in this preparation, of which outer hair cells were 

the most abundant and also the first to settle down on the cover slip. Hensen cells 

(mostly in clusters), pillar cells, inner hair cells and various supporting cells were 

observed. Deiters cells were usually the slowest to settle down and attach to the cover 

slip, presumably due to a low specific mass. Deiters cells are easily identified by their 

distinctive phalange and a microtubule stalk running all the way down from the 

phalange to the bottom of the cell. The nucleus was mostly located in the upper part of 

the cell body, where the intracellular structures were more dense compared to the more 

transparent and flexible bottom half of the cell body. From their morphology and size 

(50 -  100 pm), it appeared that most of the Deiters cells found in the preparation 

originated from the more apical turns of the cochlea.

Deiters cells occurred either in isolation or in clusters of two or three of similar size, 

suggesting lateral rather than radial neighbourship. Sometimes the Deiters cells were 

attached by the footplate of the phalange to an outer hair cell, or to a cluster of Hensen 

cells. Cells chosen for experiments were single, large and intact cells, though cells with 

outer hair cells attached were also accepted.

2.1.1.3 Perfusion

Two different perfusion systems were used in the in vitro preparation. In early 

experiments, a simple gravity driven solution inlet was used, consisting of a 50 ml
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syringe hung at variable height above chamber level and connected to the inlet of the 

chamber by approximately 50 cm of silicone tubing of diameter upwards of 1 mm. The 

solution outlet was formed by a suction device consisting of a syringe needle connected 

via silicone tubing to a hermetically sealed glass bottle. The bottle was connected by 

tubing to a rotational pump which kept the pressure low in the bottle, so that fluid was 

sucked up through the syringe needle at the solution surface in the experimental 

chamber. The syringe needle could be adjusted in height to set the fluid level in the 

chamber.

In later experiments, a peristaltic pump (Minipuls 3, Gilson, France) was connected to 

both the inlet and the outlet of the chamber by ~ 50 cm of silicone tubing with the 

smallest diameter approximately 1 mm. The speed of the pump was varied between 20 

to 250 pl/minute. Fresh solution was pumped in from a reservoir into the inlet, while 

used solution was disposed of.

2.1.2 The in situ preparation

2.1.2.1 Dissection

The bulla was opened with bone nibblers exposing the intact cochlea. As much bone as 

possible was removed from the bulla without damaging the cochlea. The remaining part 

of the bulla was mounted on to a screw. In initial experiments, the bulla was attached to 

the screw using wax, but for later experiments a more stable method was used whereby 

a small hole was drilled through the bone (away from the cochlea) through which a 

screw could be inserted. The screw was then driven into a special rotating arm located 

in the experimental chamber (fig 2.1). The experimental chamber had a depth of 

approximately 1.5 cm and a diameter of approximately 2 cm, and was filled with ~ 500 

|Lil of saline.

Under a dissection microscope, the bone on the apex of the cochlea was carefully 

removed with a scalpel. A fine forceps was used to remove part of the stria vascularis. 

The organ of Corti could then be detected by the position of the Hensen cells reflective
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Screw for
mounting—
preparation

Perfusion inlet

Figure 2.1. Experimental chamber for the in situ  preparation. A  cylindrical hole 
( diameter ~ 2 cm) was made in a perspex block ( ~ 1 0 x 5 x 3  cm ), on either side 
o f which the walls were bevelled. A metallic rotating arm was inserted through 
the side o f  the block. The rotating arm was capable o f  transversal motion as 
indicated by arrows. At the end o f  the rotating arm a screw w as inserted onto 
which the preparation was mounted. Small inlets were drilled into the walls to 
allow  perfusion o f saline into and out o f  the chamber through silicone tubing.
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lipid globules, but usually the rest of the organ of Corti would be obscured by the 

Reissners and tectorial membrane. Both were removed using an ultra thin etched end of 

a tungsten wire.

Usually the experiment would start with only the most apical part, or turn 4, of the 

cochlea exposed, with only so much of the bone removed to allow a patch pipette to 

approach the organ of Corti. After experiments on turn 4, if the preparation was judged 

to still be in good condition, more bone would be removed as well as the apical portion 

of the organ of Corti to expose the next turn of the cochlea. At other times, the most 

apical turn was from the start removed to allow experiments on turn 3.

2.1.2.2 Visualization and cell identification

The experimental chamber containing the preparation was mounted onto the stage of an 

upright microscope (Zeiss Axioscope, Germany), which stood on an anti-vibration table 

(Ealing Electro Optics, USA). The preparation was illuminated through an optical fibre 

positioned close to the preparation. First a lOx air objective was used (in combination 

with the 10 X eyepiece) to centre the microscope as close as possible on the organ of 

Corti, using the distinctive border of Hensen cells as a point of reference. Subsequently, 

the objective was replaced by a 40 x water immersion objective (Zeiss, Oberkochen) 

with a working distance of 1.6 mm.

A CCD camera (Watec, USA) was linked to the microscope and provided online video 

images on a monitor via an image enhancer (CE-3, BRSL, UK). This was the main 

source of visual information from this point on.

Depending on the angle, the w- shaped stereocilia of the outer hair cells could be 

observed and the outlines of the hair cell bodies, as well as the clusters of Hensen cells 

on the outer border. The Deiters cells were at this point completely obscured by the 

Hensen cells that overlay them. To expose the Deiters cells, a large diameter glass 

pipette (section 2.3.3), connected via tubing to a mouth piece, was used to remove strips 

of Hensen cells while maintaining the rest of the organ of Corti as intact as possible. By 

gentle suction on the mouthpiece, the Hensen cells were removed and normally 

separated quite willingly from the organ of Corti, tearing off in strips. Under optimal
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conditions, all Deiters cells would remain in place, but occassionally portions of the 

outer row of Deiters cells were detached. Only Deiters cells removed at least a quarter 

turn from the cut edge of the organ of Corti were used for experiments. By these 

manipulations the bottoms of the tightly packed Deiters cells were exposed and 

accessible to the patch pipette. Even with the help of the contrast enhancer on the 

monitor, visualization was poor and often the entire Deiters cell body could not be 

traced.

2.1.2.3 Perfusion

A solution inlet was located at the bottom of the chamber whilst a solution outlet was 

located at the top of the opposite wall (see figure 2.1). In the initial set of experiments, 

solution was fed in through the gravity driven device described in section 2.1.1.3. In 

later experiments this system was replaced by the peristaltic pump, which was 

connected both to the inlet and the outlet of the chamber via silicone tubing. Fresh 

solution was pumped in from a reservoir into the inlet, while used solution was pumped 

out into a glass jar and disposed of.

2.2 Solutions

All solutions used were made up from ultrafiltered water (Elga, High Wycombe, UK). 

The pH and osmolarity were kept within narrow ranges, 7.25-7.35 and 320-330 

mOsm/kg respectively, using a pH meter (Coming Medical and Scientific Instruments, 

Halstead, UK) and a freezing point depression osmometer (Roebling, Germany). pH 

was adjusted using small amounts of 1 M KOH for the intrapipette solution and 1 M 

NaOH for the extracellular solution. Osmolarity was adjusted using D-Glucose. All 

chemicals were obtained from Sigma.
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Standard
Saline
(External solution 1)

High
Saline
(External solution 2)

[ Na'^] (mM) 140 65

[Cl ] (mM) 145 145

[K'"] (mM) 5 80

(mM) 1 1

[M g h  (mM) 1.5 1.5

HEPES (mM) 10 10

Glucose (mM) 20 20

pH 7.25-7.35 7.25-7.35

Osmolarity (mOsm.) 320-325 320-325

Table 2.1 Composition of extracellular solutions.
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Solution 1 Solution 2 Solution 3 Solution 4 Solution 5

[K'"] (mM) 140 140 105 60 10

[Na^] (mM) - - 35 75 20

[NMDG'"] (mM)* - - - - 120

[Cl ] (mM) 137 2 137 137 107

[Glu*] (mM) - 135 - - -

[Mg^" ]̂ (mM) 1 1 1 1 1

EGTA (mM) 5 5 5 5 5

Est. free [Ca^^] 10 nM 10 nM 10 nM 10 nM 10 nM

Est.free [Mg^^] 500 nM 500 nM 500 nM 500 nM 500 nM

HEPES (mM) 10 10 10 10 10

Glucose (mM) -20 -20 -20 -20 -20

pH 7.25-7.35 7.25-7.35 7.25-7.35 7.25-7.35 7.25-7.35

Osmolarity (mOsm.) 320-325 320-325 320-325 320-325 320-325

Table 2.2 Composition of intracellular solutions. Estimated free Ca^^ and 

concentrations were calculated from total concentrations of the divalent ions and of the 

buffer BGTA using WinMaxC software (Stanford University, USA). The Ca^^ 

concentration before buffering due to contamination of the salts used in the solution was 

estimated at 0.1 mM.

* NMDG = A-methyl-D-glucamine
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2.2.1 Extracellular solutions

Extracellular solutions were always made up on the day of the experiment or, 

occassionally, the previous day and kept in the refrigerator over night, in which case the 

pH was tested before use. The extracellular solution in which the cells were prepared 

and bathed during the experiments was a HEPES buffered saline of an ionic 

composition resembling that of perilymph. In Chapter 5, an alternative extracellular 

solution was applied transiently in which Na"̂  was partially replaced by K^. Table 2.1 

lists the composition of the standard extracellular solution and that of the high 

extracellular solution used in Chapter 5.

2.2.2 Intracellular solutions

A number of intracellular solutions was used, with the main variables between them 

being [Cl ], [Na^], and [K^]. Table 2.2 shows the contents of the intracellular solutions 

and their designation throughout the thesis. All intracellular solutions were filtered and 

aliquotted into 1.5 ml eppendorfs and stored at -20° C straight after preparation, and 

defrosted half an hour before experiments were started.

2.2.3 Drug application

Often the experiments involved the external application of a drug solution to the cell, 

either by bath perfusion or by pressure application through a puffer pipette at some 

distance from the cell. The puffer pipette was a glass pipette (section 2.3.2), which was 

connected to a variable pressure injection system (PMI-100, Dagan, USA). To achieve 

accurate timing of the application, the pressure injector was controlled by a digitimer 

((D4030, Digitimer Ltd., Welwyn Garden City, UK) which was triggered by the data 

acquisition system (section 2.3.3). The puffer pipette was inserted into a pipette holder 

(Clark electromedical Instruments, Reading) which was mounted on to a
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Figure 2.2. Schematic representation o f whole cell voltage clamp circuitry. (A) The 
potential o f the intracellular electrode is clamped to a command voltag e by a feedback 
amplifier circuit. (B) Electrical circuit representation o f the components o f (A) 
contained by dotted lines. (C) Simultaneous changes in command potential (V^), 
membrane potential ( V ^ ) and current through the intracellular electrode (ip) during 
stepwise change in applied command potential.
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Huxley manipulator (Huxley-Bertram, Cambridge, UK) with which the puffer pipette 

could be lowered into the experimental chamber and moved close to the preparation. 

The concentration and origin of the drugs will be described in the presentation of the 

relevant data. All drug solutions were made up on the day of experiment either afresh or 

from high concentration stock solutions kept at -20° C.

2.3 Experimental technique and set up

All the experiments in this thesis used the whole cell patch clamp technique developed 

by Neher and Sakmann (Hamill, Marty, Neher, Sakmann and Sigworth, 1981). In the 

voltage clamp mode of this technique, the trans-membrane potential of a cell is 

controlled ( ‘clamped’) while simultaneously the current through the cell membrane is 

monitored. Both the intracellular and extracellular fluid environments are under the 

control of the experimenter. Through use of appropriately defined command voltage 

protocols and fluid solutions, this technique allows the investigation of the electrical 

properties and the ionic permeabilities of the membrane of a voltage clamped cell in 

whole cell mode.

In Chapter 4, this technique was applied to cells that formed part of an electrical 

syncitium. In this case, the cell membrane cannot be considered to be clamped at 

equipotential, nor can the internal environment be completely controlled. In this case, 

the recorded currents must be interpreted differently. This is discussed explicitly in the 

text in Chapter 4.

2.3.1 Principles of whole cell voltage clamp

Figure 2.2a shows a schematic representation of the voltage clamp arrangement. An 

intracellular electrode, formed by a saline filled glass pipette with a small wedge shaped 

tip (< 1 pm), is sealed onto the cell membrane. In the whole cell mode, the membrane 

inside the pipette tip is ruptured so that solution diffuses freely between the pipette and 

the cell interior, and direct electrical contact is achieved. For a moderate sized single 

cell the intracellular solution will have been replaced by the intrapipette solution within
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~ 3 minutes.

The pipette electrode is connected to the negative input of a feedback amplifier A l, 

while the positive input of A l is connected to a command voltage. A bath electrode is 

immersed in the extracellular saline bathing the preparation and is connected to ground. 

The output of the feedback amplifier is the voltage difference between the electrode and 

the command voltage. Through the feedback resistor, current flows back to the pipette 

electrode, correcting the potential of the pipette electrode until the difference with the 

command voltage is zero. Thus the pipette electrode is clamped to the command 

voltage. For optimal voltage clamping, the response of the feedback amplifier needs to 

be very fast, which is achieved by minimizing stray capacitances associated with the 

feedback resistor and use of compensating circuitry (Ogden, 1994).

As Vp equals Vc, and current into the negative input of the amplifier A l can be 

neglected due to the high input impedance, it can be shown that ip * Rf = Vc -  Voi- 

Voi and Vc are connected to the negative and positive inputs of differential amplifier 

A2, so that the value of ip can be found from Vq2 = Vc - Vqi = ip * Rf.

Figure 2.2b shows a schematic representation of the whole cell electrical circuit which 

is outlined by dotted lines in figure 2.2a. Rp represents the internal resistance of the 

fluid filled pipette, which is expected to be small compared to the remaining resistances 

in the circuit. The insulating glass wall of the pipette, which separates the intrapipette 

solution from the bath solution represents a capacitance Cp through which current will 

flow transiently in response to voltage changes. This transient current is very fast and 

can be removed from the current repsonses using compensating circuitry provided in 

the patch clamp amplifier system. A leak resistance Rieak occurs between the pipette tip 

and the bath solution, which is reduced by tightening the seal between pipette tip and 

the cell membrane, and is required to exceed 1 GQ for acceptable seals.

The current pathway of interest is that which flows through the cell membrane, denoted 

by im, which equals ip-iieak after compensation for Cp. Rg represents the series resistance 

between the pipette electrode and the cell interior, which is largely dependent on the 

size of the pipette tip. The potential of the cell interior, Vm, can be calculated by 

subtracting the voltage drop over the series resistance which equals i^ * Rs, from Vp (=
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Vc), where Rp is considered negligible.

The highly insulating lipid bilayer that forms the cell membrane constitutes a 

capacitance between the intracellular and extracellular media. While the resistance 

of this bilayer is very high, the cell membrane resistance Rm will generally be lower due 

to the presence of conducting pores, or ion channels which are inserted int) the lipid 

bilayer. If the cell is space clamped, meaning that the membrane is at equipotential 

throughout the cell, the membrane can be represented by lumped electrical parameters 

representing the total resistance (R^) and capacitance (Cm), which sit in parallel in an 

equivalent circuit representation.

In figure 2.2c, the time course of the command voltage, membrane potential and 

membrane current are plotted when the command voltage is stepped to a new potential. 

The membrane potential lags the command voltage due to the charging time of the 

membrane capacitance, which gives rise to the transient current through the membrane 

which decays exponentially.

Once the values of Rg and Rjeak ^re known, the membrane current im and the membrane 

potential Vm can be calculated from the command voltage Vc and ip . By using specific 

command voltage protocols and experimental solutions, these parameters together 

provide information on the electrical properties of the cell membrane.

2.3.2 Experimental set up

Figure 2.3 shows a schematic outline of experimental apparatus used for the whole cell 

voltage clamp experiments. While different makes of some of the relevant equipment 

were used for the in vitro and the in situ preparations, the general outlay of the set up 

was the same.

The microelectrode pipettes were held in perspex holders (Clark Electromedical 

supplies, Reading, UK) which were inserted into the headstage of a patch amplifier 

system (schematically outlined in figure 2.2a), to which the electrodes were electrically 

connected. The headstage was mounted onto a Huxley micromanipulator

(Huxley-Bertram, Cambridge, UK) . The patch amplifier used in the in situ preparation
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Figure 2.3 Schematic representation o f experimental setup for voltage clamp 
experiments using either the in vitro or the in situ preparation. Dotted line indicates 
the alternative lightpath in the in situ preparation as compared to the in vitro 
preparation.
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was the EPC-7 model (List, Germany). In the in vitro preparation, an Axopatch 200 

(Axon Scientific Instruments, UK) was used.

The patch amplifier was connected via a CED 1401 (Cambridge Electronic Design, 

UK) AD/DA interface to a PC running CED ‘Patch and Voltage Clamp’ software 

package version 6.0. This software allowed the design of command voltage protocols 

and the management of data acquisition. Both the patch amplifier input and output were 

monitored on screen during recording and on an oscilloscope (5223, Tektronix, Oregon, 

USA). For some experiments, a digitimer (D4030, Digitimer Ltd., Welwyn Garden 

City, UK) controlling a pressure injection system connected to a puffer pipette was 

triggered directly by the voltage clamp software via the CED interface (not shown in 

figure).

In both preparations, a camera was connected to the microscope output which could 

alternate with the eyepiece. In the in situ preparation, this was a CCD camera (Watec, 

USA) whose output was connected to a monitor via an image enhancer (CE-3, BRSL, 

UK). In the in vitro preparation, a video camera (Philips, Holland) was used, which was 

linked to a PC running image capturing software (Axon Imaging Workbench 2.1.1, 

Axon Instruments Inc, USA).

2.3.3 Preparation of intracellular micro electrodes

Thin walled borosilicate glass pipettes of 1.2 mm diameter (GC120TF, Clark 

electromedical Instruments, Reading) were heat pulled using a two stage vertical puller 

(Heka, Germany) to achieve wedge shaped tips with diameters of < 1 p.m . The pipettes 

were backfilled with intracellular solution using 1 ml plastic syringes which were heat 

pulled in an open flame to achieve small diameter tips. A thin AgCl wire was inserted 

into the fluid filled pipette. A filament running down the length of the pipette 

guaranteed complete electrical contact between the AgCl wire and the saline at the 

pipette tip. An inlet on the pipette holder was connected via silicone tubing to a mouth 

piece through which suction could be applied directly to the intrapipette environment. 

Puffer pipettes were prepared in the same manner, with variable tip diameters as 

required.
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2.3.4 Whole cell recording

Positive pressure was applied to the patch pipette through the mouthpiece. 

Subsequently, the patch pipette was lowered into the saline filled experimental chamber 

containing the cellular preparation. By measuring the current between the pipette 

electrode and the bath electrode in response to step voltage commands, the electrical 

resistance of the pipette tip was calculated, and was found to be typically 2 - 4  MH. 

While the pipette was in the bath solution away from the cells, the baseline current was 

set to zero using the patch amplifier circuitry. The tip of the pipette was subsequently 

brought into close contact with the cell membrane at approximate right angles. From the 

size of the current response to command voltage steps of 10 mV, the leak resistance was 

monitored. Using gentle suction to the patch pipette through the mouthpiece, the leak 

resistance between the electrode and the cell membrane was increased until it exceeded 

1 GQ. The current responses were filtered at 3 kHz by the patch amplifier internal filter, 

and the fast pipette transient was cancelled out using patch amplifier internal 

compensating circuitry.

To achieve the whole cell mode, the membrane within the pipette tip was ruptured by 

brief increased suction to the patch pipette, producing direct electrical access to the 

inside of the cell whilst maintaining the gigaseal between the pipette and the membrane. 

In isolated cell experiments, the whole cell mode could be detected directly as large 

capacitive currents would appear in response to 10 mV command voltage steps. In the 

in situ preparation, the current responses after whole cell mode was achieved largely 

resembled a leak current, and only after application of gap-junctional uncoupler 1- 

octanol could single cell transients be observed to confirm that the cell was in whole 

cell mode. After whole cell mode had been established, the intracellular electrode was 

clamped at a hyperpolarized potential near the assumed physiological resting potential 

(~ -70 mV) of the cell. The capacitive transient current was recorded for analysis and 

could subsequently be cancelled out using the whole cell compensation circuitry of the 

patch amplifier. This compensation often needed to be adjusted during recording. Both 

the voltage command protocols and current responses were digitized and saved to the 

hard disk of a PC.
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2.3.5 Determination of membrane capacitance and series resistance

For the equivalent circuit of the cell in figure 2.2b, ignoring Rieak. Rp and Cp, which are 

either negligible or cancelled out during recording, the membrane potential and 

membrane current in response to an command voltage step applied to the intracellular 

electrode can be found analytically and are given by:

V m  =  V e - i m * R s  ( 2 . 1 )

im = ioo + io * exp(-t/Xm) (2.2)

where

ioo = Vc /(Rs+Rm) (2.3)

io = Vc*Rm/(Rs*(Rm+Rs))

— (Rs+Rm) ! (Cm*Rs * Rm)

where Vc is the applied command voltage. Here, iœ equals the steady state value of the 

current, io is the initial peak current through the capacitance and is the charging time 

constant. This is the time it takes for the membrane capacitance to charge to the new 

steady state value of V^.

By fitting the transient current response to applied command voltage steps to equation 

(2.2), the values of Rs, Cm and Rm could be determined using equations (2.3). Rs was 

generally of the order of M ^s, and much smaller than Rm, so that %m could be 

approximated by

Tm ~ Rs * Cm (2.4)

The above analysis assumed that Rm is constant and independent of Vm. In practice, ion
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channels in the cell membrane contribute to and may depend on Vm and time. It is 

usually assumed that by using small voltage steps (< 10  mV), preferably from a holding 

potential where any voltage dependent ion channels are not opened, the change in Rm is 

negligble. Rg and Cm are constants that do not depend on Vm-
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Chapter 3 Ionic membrane currents of isolated 

Deiters cells

3.1 Introduction

Isolated Deiters cells are known to show large voltage activated outward rectifying 

currents (Nenov et al 1998) carried by K^. Additional non-selective cation currents or 

Ca^^ currents have not been detected. Although some immunohistochemical evidence 

exists for the expression of the inward rectifying Kir 4.1 channel subunit in Deiters 

cells of the rat cochlea (Hibino et al 1999), no inward current corresponding to inward 

flow of has been reported as yet.

In this chapter, a series of whole cell voltage clamp experiments on isolated Deiters 

cells are presented. The experimental data are analysed using the empirical model for a 

voltage activated ionic membrane conductance developed by Hodgkin and Huxley in 

their investigation of the squid axon (Hodgkin and Huxley 1952, 1952b, Hille 1992). 

Through this analysis, the activation and inactivation parameters as well as the ionic 

permeabilities will be formulated in analytical expressions to provide a model of the 

Deiters cell ionic conductance. The aim is to produce a model that is capable of 

predicting the ion flow through the cell membrane at rest and in response to ionic and 

electrical perturbations.

3.2 Experimental methods

All experiments described in this chapter were performed using the whole cell patch 

clamp technique on an in vitro preparation of isolated Deiters cells. The experimental 

method, preparation and solutions are all described in Chapter 2.

3.3 Data analysis and simulation procedures

All data files were converted into text files and exported into Matlab for analysis and
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fitting. Fitting was performed using the fminsearch routine provided by Matlab, which 

minimizes difference between data points and function to a chosen termination 

tolerance. Statistical analysis was performed in Microsoft Excel. Simulations were 

performed in Matlab through numerical integration of relevant differential equations 

using the standard ODE45 solver provided in Matlab.

3.4 Results

3.4.1 Whole cell capacitance and series resistance

The whole cell capacitance (Cm) and series resistance (Rs) were determined as 

described in section 2.3 in Chapter 2. In the experiments described here, Cm ranged 

between 18 and 53 pF, with an average of 34.0 pF ±11.6 (n = 24), and Rg values 

averaged at 10.7 MQ ± 2.9 (n = 24). This rather large value for the series resistance can 

be attributed to the relatively small size of the patch pipettes used (4 -5 MH in bath 

saline), though the fact that the series resistance often increased during the recording 

suggests that cellular material may have collected near the pipette tip 

The relatively large cell capacitances reflect the large size of the Deiters cells that were 

recorded from. The size of the cells and their morphology indicated that they originated 

mainly from the apical region of the cochlea.

Large cell size can lead to problems with space clamp, when it becomes impossible to 

clamp al the cell membrane equipotential. Space clamp problems can also be 

encountered in cells that have narrow extensions such as the axons and dendrites of 

neurons. In Deiters cells, a long narrow phalanx extends from the cell body, which may 

pose additional space clamp problems. However, for all the cells used in this analysis 

the transient current responses to small applied voltage steps could be well fitted to a 

single exponential decay function. This indicates that the membrane was held at 

equipotential throughout the cell.
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Figure 3.1 Outward rectifying currents o f  D eiters cells. (A ) Currents were elicited  
by command voltage steps o f  200 ms duration from a holding potential o f  - 5 0  mV. 
V oltage steps ranged from -1 2 0  to -+- 80 mV in 10 mV increments. T im e interval 
between steps was 3 s. The patch pipette was filled with a KCl based solution  
(solution 1, table 2.2 Chapter 2). Inset show s the command voltage protocol. (B ) The 
current-voltage relation at the end o f  the varying steps is shown. The pipette leak  

current o f  the form i =  V ^/ was fitted to the linear region o f  the I-V  curve 
(thin solid line). (C) The fitted leak current was subtracted from the total current 
shown in (B ), and the membrane potential was found by subtraction o f  the voltage 
drop over the series resistance from the command potential.
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3.4.2 Whole cell current responses

Figure 3.1a shows a typical example of the current responses elicited by command 

voltage steps applied to a whole cell voltage clamped Deiters cell. Transient capacitive 

currents have been compensated via the patch amplifier circuitry during recording. At 

command voltages below approximately -20  mV very small inward currents were 

observed which showed no time dependence. Above command voltages of -20  mV, 

outward currents appeared which activated in a time-dependent manner towards a 

steady state value and subsequently showed a slow time dependent inactivation.

Figure 3.1b shows the current as a function of command voltage at the end of the 

varying step, where the currents have been fully activated and only slightly inactivated. 

This I-V curve can be taken to approximate the steady state voltage dependence of the 

current. Below -20  mV, the I-V curve was linear and could be fitted to a linear function 

of the form

i)eak — /  ^leak (3.1)

where Vc is the command voltage and Rieak is the leak resistance. Rieak was found to 

range between ~ 1 and 5 GH . This leak current can be attributed to the seal resistance 

between the pipette tip and the membrane, through which current flows directly 

between the intracellular electrode and ground. The total measured current ip is a sum of 

the leak current and the current flowing through the cell membrane. The membrane 

current im can thus be found from

im — ip " ileak (3.2)

At each applied command voltage step, the potential across the cell membrane Vm is 

given by

T/rn = irn (3.3)
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where Rs is the series resistance.

Using (3.2) and (3.3), the I-V curve for the Deiters cell membrane currents was 

calculated for the data in fig 3.1a and is shown in figure 3.1c.

The voltage dependence and kinetics of the membrane currents clearly suggest the 

activation and inactivation of outward rectifying ion channels. In the following sections, 

these membrane currents will be described quantatively using the empirical model 

developed by Hodgkin and Huxley to describe the voltage activated membrane currents 

of the squid axon. The Hodgkin Huxley model does not refer to ion channels, but 

describes the electrical behaviour of the cell membrane as a whole. A central 

assumption in the Hodgkin Huxley model for the membrane is that the ionic currents 

flow through a conductance which sits in parallel to the cell membrane capacitance in 

an equivalent electrical circuit description. The total membrane current is described as a 

sum of the displacement current through the capacitance plus the ionic current through 

the membrane conductance.

im “  ic ig (3*4)

where ig is the current through the conductance and ic is the capacitive current which 

will equal Cm*dVm/dt. In the experiments described here, ic will have been 

compensated by the patch amplifier circuitry and will be assumed to be zero.

Current flow through a conductance is by definition ohmic, which means that the 

instantaneous current-voltage relation is linear, and any nonlinear behaviour of the 

current is contained in the voltage and time dependent properties of the conductance. 

The current-voltage relation through a single ionic conductance is described by:

ig (Vm, t) = G(Vm,t) * (Vm-Eo) (3.5)

where G(Vm,t) is the voltage and time-dependent conductance and Eq is the membrane 

potential at which zero current flows through the conductance. The quantity Vm-Eo in 

equation (3.5) is referred to as the driving force, as it determines the size of the current
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for a given value of the conductance.

To explain the electrical properties of the squid axon, Hodgkin and Huxley showed that 

the squid axon membrane could be described by combining three separate ionic 

conductances, a Na^ selective conductance, a selective conductance and a linear leak 

conductance. By the combined action of these conductances, which each show crucially 

different voltage dependence and kinetics, the generation of action potentials could be 

explained. Deiters cells, which are not excitable, have been shown to be dominantly 

permeable to K^. From figure 3.1c, it is clear that very little leak current flows through 

the cell membrane. It will therefore be assumed here to start with that the ionic currents 

of the Deiters cell membrane can be described by a single ionic conductance of the form 

given in eq. 3.5. In the following analysis, analytical expressions for G(Vm,t) and Eq 

will be formulated based on the experimental data. These expressions will be used to 

formulate a complete model of the ionic membrane currents of the Deiters’ cell.

3.4.3 Instantaneous current voltage relation and Eq

It is possible to assess the ohmic behaviour of a non-linear ionic conductance and the 

value of Ho by measuring the instantaneous current-voltage relationship using so called 

tail currents. Tail currents are elicited as illustrated in figure 3.2a. First, the membrane 

is stepped to a conditioning potential Vj for a time period long enough for the 

conductance to reach a steady state non-zero value G(Vj^oo). Subsequently, the 

membrane is stepped to a final potential Vf for which the steady state conductance value 

G(Vf, oo) is zero. In response to the latter step potential change, the conductance does 

not switch off instantaneously, but decays exponentially. This is reflected in the 

timecourse of the ensuing tail currents. Immediately after the step to Vf, the 

conductance will still be given by G(Vj^oo). The driving force will however have 

changed rapidly, in fact as rapidly as the cell membrane can adjust to the new applied 

command potential. If the membrane time constant is considerably smaller than the 

deactivation time constant of the conductance, the ionic current immediately after the
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Figure 3.2 Determination o f  the zero current potential o f the outward current. (A ) 
After conditioning steps Vj to + 30 mV o f 100 ms duration , the voltage was 
stepped back to potentials V̂ - ranging from -120  mV to -10 mV. The time interval 
was 3 s. Inset show s the command voltage protocol. (B) O f the ensuing tail currents 
the peak I-V relation and the leak I-V relation at 50 ms after the step were 
measured. At the intersection point o f  the tail current I-V ( squares) and the leak  
current I-V (circles) the membrane potential equals the zero current potential.
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step to Vf will be described by:

iüii (T/f) == G(T/i/») * (T/f- Ek)) (3.6)

By keeping V, constant and varying V f ,  i t a i i  should be a linear function of V f  and equal 

zero when V f  equals E q .

Figure 3.2a shows the tail currents elicited from a Deiters cell by the voltage protocol 

described. The instantaneous I-V relation was measured at the peak of the tail currents 

denoted by itaii- The I-V relation of the leak current iieak, which will be a component of 

the total current, was measured at the end of the final voltage step and plotted together 

with the tail current in figure 3.2b. The intersection point of the leak I-V curve and the 

tail I-V curve is the point where only leak current is present in the tail current, ie where 

the current through the conductance is zero, which will only happen if V f  equals E q . 

Note that at E q ,  the current through the membrane equals zero, so that the membrane 

potential will at that point equal the command potential according to equation (3.3), so 

that no series resistance compensation is required at that potential.

It can be seen in figure 3.2b that itaii does not vary linearly with V f ,  which appears to 

contradict the ohmic assumption. It is well known that ion channels do not always show 

ohmic behaviour. Non-ohmic behaviour occurs when ions do not move independently 

through the ion channels, for instance when the ionic binding sites within the channel 

are saturated or when multiple ions in the channel pore interact (Hille, 1992). However, 

in the present results, the decreasing slope of the I-V curve towards more 

hyperpolarized values of Vf may also have been due to the fact that the conductance 

was already slightly deactivated at the time point where itaii was measured. The 

deactivation may have occurred more rapidly at hyperpolarised membrane potentials, 

which would have caused decreased current sizes at the measured time point for those 

potentials This latter explanation is more likely as non-ohmic behaviour usually only 

occurs when ion flux through the channels is high (Hille 1992), whereas here the non

linear behaviour occurs when the currents are small. As the instantaneous current-
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voltage relationship shows linear behaviour at the region of membrane potentials where 

the current is large, it will be assumed that the current flow is ohmic.

As itaii clearly differs from iieak above and below the intersection point of the two I-V 

curves, it can also be assumed that the conductance has not completely deactivated at 

this potential. The current through the conductance is zero at this potential and therefore 

the potential at this intersection point equals Eg.

Eg was determined from measurements as described in figure 3.2 for a number of cells 

using two intracellular solutions with different concentrations of Cl’ (where Cl was 

replaced in one solution by gluconate, which is assumed impermeant), but otherwise 

identical composition. The complete composition of the two solutions is described in 

table 2.2, Chapter 2, solution 1 and 2.

The values found for the average value of Eg were:

Solution 1 ([Cl'] = 137 mM) : -65.0 +/- 5.1 mV (n = 9)

Solution 2 ([Cl ] = 2 mM) : -71.9 +/- 3.2 mV (n = 8)

It can be seen that on average Eg is more hyperpolarized when the intracellular [Cl ] is 

lowered. Although the standard deviation are relatively large and overlap, a Students t- 

test produced a probability of less than 0.02 that the two data sets represent samples 

from an identical set. Therefore it is assumed that the zero current potential is 

significantly different for the two solutions used.

The zero current potential depends on the ionic permeability of the channels that 

underlie the conductance, and on the concentration gradients of the permeating ions 

across the cell membrane. The relation is described by the Goldman-Hodgkin-Katz 

voltage equation (Hille 1992). This equation was formulated assuming homogeneously 

permeable membranes rather than discrete ion channels, but within the assumption that 

ions flow independently through the ion channels (which is contained in the assumption 

of an ohmic conductance), the GHK voltage equation predicts the zero current potential 

accurately. It is assumed here that only the main monovalent ions K^, Cl’ and Na^ can
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permeate the channels in the Deiters cell membrane in which case E q  is described by:

E o = ( R * T / F ) * ln ( A /B )  (3.7)

A = Pk *[K 1o + PNa [Na"]o + Pci [Crji 

B = Pk * [K li + PNa [N a l i + Pci [C1-] o

where R is the gas constant, T is the absolute temperature and F is Faraday’s constant. 

Pk , PNa and Pci are the permeabilities of Na"̂  and Cl’ respectively through the 

membrane conductance.

The average values for E q  and the sets of internal and external ionic concentrations of 

the two solutions were entered into equation 3 . 7  to obtain two expressions for E q  in 

terms of the relative permeabilities Pci/ Pk and PNa / Pk- In this way an estimate was 

found for Pci : PNa: Pk which was approximately 1:2:100.

This estimate confirms that is the main permeating ion, but it can be noted that even 

the small permeability for Cl and Na^ shifts the zero current potential of the 

conductance significantly away from the Nernst potential of K^, which for both 

intracellular solutions used equals -  84 mV.

Using equation 3.7 and the estimated relative permeabilities, the zero current potential 

of the conductance can now be calculated for any set of internal and external ionic 

concentrations.

3.4.4 Preliminary description of G (Vm, t)

According to equation 3.5, the non-linear voltage- and time-dependence of the currents 

observed in figures 3.1 and 3.2 is due to the voltage and time dependent behaviour of 

G(Vm,t). Based on these figures, some preliminary conclusions can be drawn about 

G(Vm,t). The voltage dependence can be assumed to show a fairly steep outward 

rectification, such that the steady state conductance Goo(Vm) at membrane potentials
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Figure 3.3 Inactivation o f  the outward currents. Currents were elicited by applied  
voltage steps o f  400  ms duration, ranging from -60 mV to + 80 mV in 5 mV  
increments. Time interval between steps was 3 s. Patch pipette solution contained  
Kgluconate. (solution 2, table 2.2, Chapter 2). Holding potential (A ) -70 mV (B ) -40  
mV and (C) -20 mV. Inset show s the command voltage protocol where is the
holding potential.
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below — 20 mV approaches zero, while above -20  mV, Goo(Vm) is non-zero, and 

varies with a dependence on which is yet to be determined.

In response to step changes to the membrane potential, the conductance initially 

changes on a relatively fast time scale towards a new steady state value, as was 

observed in the fast current rise time in figure 3.1a and the fast current decay time in 

figure 3.2a. The half time of these conductance changes can be seen to be in the order of 

1 to 10 ms. After the initial fast rise time of the current, a slow decay can be observed, 

which appears to have a half time in full hundreds of milliseconds.

These fast and slow kinetic conductance changes are in the Hodgkin-Huxley model 

assumed to arise from two independent processes, which are referred to as activation 

and inactivation of the conductance. The two processes are assumed to be governed by 

independent sets of voltage and time dependent parameters. The total conductance 

G(Vm, t) is described as the product of the activation and the inactivation parameters:

G(Vm, t) = Gact(V^, t) * h (Vm, t) (3.8)

where Gact(Vm, t) describes the activation of the conductance, associated with the fast 

kinetic changes of the conductance, and h (Vm, t) describes the inactivation, associated 

with the slow kinetic changes. In this description, h is  a dimensionless parameter, which 

varies between 0 and 1 and modulates Gact (Vm, t). If h equals 1, no inactivation is 

present.

Figure 3.3 illustrates the voltage dependence of the inactivation. In this figure, current 

responses were elicited from a Deiters cell by a range of voltage steps of 400 ms 

duration, from holding potentials of -70  mV, -40 mV and -20  mV . It can be seen that 

from increasingly depolarised holding potentials, the elicited current responses are 

reduced in size, while retaining essentially the same kinetic features. These observations 

can be interpreted as follows. When the membrane is held for a long time at a potential

Vhoid, h reaches a steady state value hoo(Vhoid)- When the membrane is stepped from this

conditioning potential to a final potential Vf, Gact reaches a steady state value rapidly,

while h changes much more slowly. Thus, G(Vf,t) will initially be given by
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G ( V f ,  t) = G a c t ( V f ,  t) * hoo(Vhoid) ( 3 . 9 )

Thus the maximal value that G reaches is modulated by the factor hoo(Vhoid)' figure

3.3 it can be seen that with increasingly depolarised values of V^oid, hoo(Vhoid) gets 

smaller, resulting in a decreased value for the maximal conductance that can be 

activated.

In summary, it is assumed that the conductance G(Vm,t) can be described as the product 

of independent activation and inactivation processes. The activation parameter Gact has 

relatively fast kinetics with half time values in the order of 1-10 ms and shows a steep 

outward rectificating voltage dependence. The inactivation parameter h has slower 

kinetics with half time values in the order of 100s of ms, and in steady state decreases 

from 1 to 0 with increasingly depolarised membrane potentials.

In the following sections, Gact ^nd h will be investigated quantatively using the kinetic 

equations formulated in the Hodgkin-Huxley model.

3.4.5 Model formulation for Gact(Vm> 0

To investigate GactCV^, t) experimentally, the conditions must be chosen such that 

h(Vm, t) equals 1 throughout. This condition can be approximated by using two 

assumptions. The first is that when the membrane is held at a potential of -70  mV, no 

inactivation occurs and the steady state value of h i s  1. This assumption is based on 

figure 3.3. It will be tested quantitatively later whether this assumption is reasonable. 

The second assumption is that the half time constant of the inactivation is at all 

membrane potentials much larger than that of the activation. In that case h can be 

assumed to be constant over the time period it takes for Gact to reach a steady state 

value when the membrane is stepped to a new potential. This assumption will also be 

tested later on.

Figure 3.4a shows the membrane current responses to a range of command voltage 

steps from a holding potential of -70  mV for the first 20 ms after the command voltage 

steps are applied. Under the assumptions made above, h equals 1 over this time period
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Figure 3.4 Activation parameters o f  Deiters cell membrane conductance. (A) 
Outward currents were activated by command voltage steps ranging from -60 to + 80  
mV from a holding potential o f  -70 mV. Patch pipette solution contained Kgluconate 
(solution 2, table 2.2, Chapter 2). Current traces are shown for the first 20  ms after 
the varying command voltage step. Inset show s the sigm oidal time course o f  the 
function ( 1-exp(t/T„9)'^ for 1 ms and N = 1 and 4 respectively.
Current traces were leak subtracted and divided by (V ĵ -Eq) to obtain G (V , t). For 
each membrane potential the resulting conductance trace was fitted to the function 
G(V,t) = G oo*(l-exp(L/Xm))^, where G <» = Gmax* mc»^. Gœ was normalised to the 
maximal value and is shown in (B). (C) and (D ) show  the fitted im and N  as a 
function o f  membrane potential for 7 cells.
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so that these current responses are described by

igC^rruO — GactC r̂rn 0  * (^m " Eq) (3.10)

The time course of the currents will reflect the kinetics of Gact- H can be seen that the 

current follows a sigmoidal curve towards a steady state value. The time period for half 

maximum activation decreases with increasing membrane potential. The steady state 

value of the conductance increases with membrane potential and, as will be shown later, 

saturates at a maximum value.

The empirical Hodgkin -Huxley formulation for Gact is as follows:

Gact — Gjnax * rn (Vm,t) (3.11)

Gmax is the maximal conductance value, and m (Vm,t) is a dimensionless parameter 

ranging from 0 to 1, which describes the fraction of the conductance that is activated at 

Vm and t. N, was added empirically to produce the sigmoidal shape of the time 

dependent activation.

m (Vm, t) is taken to obey the following differential equation:

dm/dt = (m<x> - m) / Tm (3.12)

where moo is the voltage dependent steady state value of m and Tm is the voltage 

dependent half maximum time constant of activation. When under voltage clamp 

conditions Vm is stepped from an initial value Vi to a final value Vf chosen such that 

moo (Vi) =0 and moo (Vf) 0, the solution to equation 3.12 is of the form:

m (t) =  m oo(V f)*[l-exp(-t/T m )] (3.13)
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The inset of figure 3.4a shows an example of the time course described by equation 

3.13, marked N =l. Also shown is the time course with N=4. By comparing these curves 

to the activation time course of the currents shown in figure 3.4a, it can be seen that the 

addition of N in equation 3.10 is necessary to produce the correct sigmoidal temporal 

activation.

moo and are related via the voltage dependent parameters (Vm) and pm (Vm):

moo = Otm / (t̂ m"l"Pm) (3.14)

1 / (t̂ m'l’Pm)

Although the Hodgkin-Huxley model makes no formal reference to ion channels, these 

parameters are best explained in terms of the underlying ion channel kinetics. The ion 

channels are considered to be in one of two states: closed or open. Once open, the ion 

channels have a discrete single channel conductance value y, and Gmax represents the 

sum of the open conductances of the entire ion channel population underlying the 

conductance: Gmax = Z y .

On the level of single ion channels, m(Vm, t) describes the probability that the ion 

channel is the open state rather than a closed state. In terms of the whole cell 

conductance, m(Vm,t) is a statistical parameter which denotes the number of ion 

channels that are in the open state, relative to the total number of (non-inactivated) ion 

channels in the cell membrane, am and pm can be interpreted as the forward and 

backward transition rates between the closed and the open state of the ion channels.

The kinetics of activation are in fact more complicated than sketched here, as ion 

channels generally have more than one closed state. Multiple closed state transitions 

prior to channel opening will cause the risetime of the conductance to become 

sigmoidal rather than exponential. In this light, N can be intuitively regarded as a 

measure of the total number of closed state transitions made prior to channel opening.

It should be noted that the loose connection that can be made between the Hodgkin-
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Huxley model and ion channel kinetics is made with hindsight. The Hodgkin-Huxley 

model was not formulated to describe ion channels kinetics and in this analysis the 

activation parameters will be treated as empirical measures of the whole cell 

conductance only.

3.4.6 Determination of G m a x ,  oCm, P m  and N

From the model formulation in the previous section it can be concluded that to 

adequately describe Gact, the parameters a ^ , Pm, Ĝax and N must be determined.

The expressions for and pm as a function of cannot be known a priori, but some 

assumptions can be made concerning their dependence on Vm- oCm is interpreted as the 

forward transition rate between the closed and the open states of the ion channels. The 

ion channels underlying the whole cell conductance are clearly outward rectifying, and 

it can therefore be assumed that (Xm is very small at hyperpolarised potentials and 

increases with increasingly depolarised values of Vm- Pm represents the backward 

transition rate, and will by the same logic be expected to be very small at sufficiently 

depolarised potentials and increase with increasingly depolarised values of Vm-

Otm and pm can be described in terms of m«« and %m by rearranging equation 3.14:

t̂ m ~ moo / Tm (3,15)

Pm — ( 1 -moo) / Tm

The following strategies were applied to determine a  m and p m- The currents elicited as 

shown in figure 3.4a were fitted to a suitable function to obtain Gmax, N, moo and Tm 

simultaneously as a function of Vm- otm was subsequently calculated at each value of 

Vm using equation 3.15. As am is expected to be very small below -20  mV, it was 

assumed that the values obtained above this potential will be sufficient to find a
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functional expression for (Vm) by extrapolation.

To find pm(Vm), tm was determined at hyperpolarised membrane potentials from the 

time course of the tail currents described in figure 3.2. At sufficiently hyperpolarised 

membrane potentials, m^o will be very small and pm can be approximated by

Pm — 1 / (3.16)

SO that p m  could be found immediately from time constants of decay of the tail currents.

3.4.6.1 Gmax, ttm, and N

Under the voltage clamp conditions used to obtain the current responses of figure 3.4a, 

the solution to equation (3.12) produces the following expression for Gact •

Gact(Vm, t) = Gmax* nioo  ̂(Vm) * [ 1 -  exp (-t/Xm (Vm) f  (3.17)

where Vm is the membrane potential to which the cell is stepped.

It was assumed that h equals 1 throughout the time period of activation, and that the 

current responses in figure 3.4a are described by equation (3.10). For each value of Vm, 

the current trace was divided by the factor (Vm - Eq) to obtain G(Vm,t) and fitted to a 

function of the form:

G(Vn,,t) = G„* [ 1 - e x p (3. 18)

where

Goo = G„,ax*nu'^ (3.19)

It was found that equation (3.18) provided a good fit to the current traces. Figure 3.5
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Figure 3.5 Determination ol 01^ using the fitting results in figure 3.4. (A ) N was 

averaged for each cell for potentials over 0 mV. Averages shown +/- S.D . (B) 

was found for each cell from after was normalised. (C) (Xm was

found for each cell at each potential from / t ,„ , with the values o f

shown in figure 3.4C. (D ) a ,,, was averaged over 7 cells and fitted to the function 
described in text.
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shows the fitted Gœ, Tm and N as a function of for 7 cells. Goo has been normalised 

to obtain G^ax- The average value for G^ax was 74 ± 25 nS.

The starting time point tstau of the fitting procedure was set at two membrane time 

constants (~Rs*Cni) after the command voltage step, at which point the membrane 

current i^  ~ ig, as the transient capacitive current ig is at this point almost zero (eq. 

(3.4)). ig (Vm, tstart) is Very small, as the ionic conductance has not activated at this time 

point. Thus according to equation 3.3, at t = tstart Vm ~ Vc .

Once the conductance has reached its steady state value, ig(Vm, will be constant and 

non-negligible, and the membrane potential = Vg -  ig*Rs will be significantly 

different from V^. Thus, during the time period of the fit, is not strictly constant, but 

varies between an initial value ~Vc and a final value Vc - ig(Vm, oo) *Rg.

Here, it will be assumed that the conductance activates in response to the initial value of 

Vm (~ Vc), and the fitted parameters are taken to be a function of this value of Vm- It 

will be seen later on that this assumption is not entirely correct.

Although N is assumed to be a constant in the Hodgkin Huxley model, it can be seen 

that the values found for N vary considerably with Vm- N is associated with the 

sigmoidal ‘foot’ of the the current trace. The value for N is thus very sensitive to the 

starting time-point from which the current trace is fitted. Occasionally, the remaining 

capacitive transient associated with the cell capacitance was not completely 

compensated, and this interfered with the shape of the current trace in the first 

millisecond after the starting point of the fit. The value for N is very sensitive to errors 

in this time period, and it is likely that this accounts for the variability of N. It should be

noted that the value of N does not affect Tm or Goo.

N will be assumed to be a constant, and a value for N is found for each cell by 

averaging the values obtained above 0 mV, where the activated current was large and 

thus the fit is likely to be more accurate. The average value of N for each cell is shown 

in figure 3.5a. The total average N obtained from all cells was 3.7 ± 1.1.
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Using equation 3.19, nioo can be found from:

rn_ = (G _/G m ax)'^ (3.20)

Figure 3.5b shows the values for moo (Vm) calculated for the 7 cells in figure 3.4, where 

the average value of N for each cell was used individually .

Om (Vm) was found for all cells from the thus obtained values of m^ (Vm) and the fitted 

values of Xm (Vm) using equation 3.14, and is shown in figure 3.5c. Figure 3.5d shows 

the averaged ttm (Vm), which could be fitted to the equation

(Xm (Vm) = oco / [ 1 + exp ((])) + exp (Y) ] (3.21)

4̂ — (Vm - V(xi) / S(x]

V ~ (Vm  " V(x2) / S(x2

The fitted values for the activation constants ocq, Vqci, V«2, and Sa2 were:

(Xo = 0.8 ms’*

V(x] = 20 mV 

Sal = 20 mV 

V a 2 = 7 m V  

Sa2 = 7 mV

3.4.6.2 Determ ination of pm

In order to obtain pm, the deactivation time constants of the tail currents were

determined. Figure 3.6a shows the tail currents obtained as described in figure 3.2 in
O'-r-

close up. ^n the assumption that below -20  mV, m̂ o is negligible, the solution to 

equation (3.12) for this voltage protocol produces the following expression for the tail
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Figure 3.6 Determination o f  (3^ from tail currents. Tail currents were elicited as 
described in figure 3.2 . (A) show s the tail currents in close up for membrane 
potentials up to -20 mV. Each current trace was normalised to the maximal value  
and fitted to the function y = exp(-t/ ). (B) show s the fitted values o f  Xĵ ^̂ as a 

function o f V ^  obtained for 7 cells. (C) was obtained for each cell from =  

1 /  where = N* Xĵ -̂  . N is shown in figure 3.5A  for each cell. (D ) shows 

the averaged P,,  ̂ as a function o f membrane potential, which was fitted to a 
function described in text.
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current decay:

ig(t) = Go * (Vm - Eq) * exp ( -N * t / Tm ) (3.22)

where

(}0F=(:}max * m ..C V i) * h .. CVi) (3 .2 3 )

Vi is the conditioning membrane potential and Vm is the varying step ranging from -100 

mV to -20  mV. The tail currents were normalized to their maximal value Go, which 

does not vary in this experimental protocol, and fitted for each value of Vm to the 

function

y (t) = exp(-t / T fit) (3.24)

Figure 3.6b shows the fitted values for Tot obtained from 7 cells (all except one the 

same as were used in figure 3.4). As the currents are very small, it can be assumed that 

Vm is constant throughout and equals Vc . Near the zero current potential of the cells,

which is around -65 mV, the tail currents became very small and no reliable time

constants could be obtained.

According to equation (3.22) and (3.24), Tm equals N*Tfit. For each cell the average N 

obtained previously in figure 3.4 was used to obtain Tm from Tot- Using equation 3.16, 

Pm(Vm) was calculated and is shown in figure 3.6c. Figure 3.6d shows the averaged 

Pm(Vm) which was fitted to the function:

Pm = Po*exp (- Vm / sp) (3.25)

The fitted values for the activation constants Po and sp were:
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Po= 0.02 ms'  ̂

sp = 55 mV

It can be seen that below membrane potentials of approximately -70  mV, the values for 

Pm show large standard variations. At these membrane potentials, the currents are small 

and the deactivation time constants very short, approaching the membrane time 

constant. This will cause errors in the fit, which most likely accounts for the variability 

observed.

3.4.6.3 Comparison of model activation parameters to experimental data

Having found expressions for (V m) and p m (V m), h is now possible to test whether 

these expressions can in turn reproduce the values for m «o and T m that were directly 

obtained from fits to the experimental current traces. In this way, the internal 

consistency and applicability of the analysis procedure can be assessed.

In figure 3.7, the solid lines show the expressions for m«, and Tm as a function of Vm 

calculated from equation (3.14) using the expressions found for a  m and p m 

equations (3.21) and (3.25). The scatter plots in this figure show the averaged values (n 

= 7) of Tm and moo fitted directly from the current traces. For visual clarity the standard 

deviations of the averages are not shown.

It can be seen that the analytical curve calculated for Tm agrees reasonably well with the

directly fitted values. In contrast, the analytical curve found for moo does not exactly 

match the experimentally fitted values, shown in open squares. However, the closed 

squares show the fitted values of moo plotted as a function of the series resistance 

compensated membrane potential Vc - ig(Vm, *Rs, calculated using the steady state 

value of ig , as discussed in section 3.4.6.1. In this case, the match with the analytical 

curve is good. It was found to be impossible to match the experimentally fitted values 

of Tm and moo simultaneously to the analytical curves using the same values for the
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Figure 3.7 Comparison o f  experim entally fitted values and analytical expressions for 

and nioo (A ) Averaged fitted as a function o f  membrane potential are shown  

in closed circles ( n =1). Analytical expression calculated from and (3^ is shown  
in solid line. (B ) Averaged fitted nioo (n = 7) as a function o f  membrane potential are 
shown in open squares (before series resistance com pensation) and closed squares 

(after series resistance com pensation). Analytical expression calculated from and 

(3,,., is shown in solid line.
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Figure 3.8 Comparison o f the voltage- and tim e-dependent current activation o f  a real 
cell (left panels) and the model conductance simulation (right panels). (A ) Current 
responses to applied voltage steps ranging from -65 to +  85 mV, from a holding 
potential o f  -70 mV. First 20 ms are shown. (B) I-V relation o f  current responses in
(A ) at 20  ms after the voltage steps. Currents were leak subtracted and series 
resistance compensated. (C) Tail currents elicited by steps from a conditioning  
potential o f  0 mV to potentials ranging from -95 mV to 0 mV. M odel conductance 
parameters are discussed in text.
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membrane potentials. This mismatch is most likely due to the fact that the membrane 

potential is not constant throughout the fitted current trace; it appears that while for a 

good description of Tm, the initial values of Vm should be used, for m«, the steady state 

values of Vm are more appropriate.

As the calculated curves show reasonable qualitative agreement with the fitted values 

for either set of membrane potentials, it will be assumed that the expressions found for 

am and pm are essentially adequate. This was further tested by simulating the current 

responses to applied voltage steps of the model conductance as described by the 

analytical expressions for am and Pm, and comparing these model responses to the 

experimentally obtained current traces from a typical cell.

The model responses were obtained by numerically solving the following coupled 

differential equations:

dVm/dt = (1/ Cm) * [ (Vc-Vm) / Rg -  G(Vm, t) * (Vm -  Eq) ] (3.26)

dm / dt = am -  m * (am+Pm)

where G(Vm,t) is assumed to equal Gact(Vm,t) as only the first 20 ms after a voltage step 

will be considered. Gact is described by equation (3.11). Equation (3.26) was solved 

numerically using the standard ODE solver provided in Matlab (ODE45), using time 

increments At of 0.01 ms.

The values of Gmax, N, Eq, Rg and Cm were chosen to equal those found from the 

responses of the cell of which the current traces will be compared to the model 

simulation, a  m and P m are taken to be described by equations (3.21) and (3.25). The 

values for the activation constants were initially set at the values obtained in the 

previous sections; however, the values for these constants needed to be tweaked to

obtain a good resemblance between the model responses and the experimentally

obtained current traces for the particular cell.

Figure 3.8 shows the model current responses (right panels) compared to the real cell 

current responses (left panels). The values for the activation constants used for this 

simulation are listed in table 3.1, right column. With these values for the activation
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constants, the simulated responses reproduce the experimental current responses well 

overall. Both the time course of the activating currents and the deactivating tail currents 

of the model responses match the currents measured from the real cell. The model and 

experimental steady state I-V relations are indistinguishable when plotted in the same 

graph.

It is concluded that the expressions found in section 3.5 and 3.6 for oCm and pm can 

adequately reproduce the activation properties of the currents. However, the activation 

constants needed to be adjusted significantly from their analytically obtained values to 

obtain a good resemblance between the model simulation and the real cell responses. 

This may be partially due to the variability of these parameters between cells. This 

variability may have arisen from small differences in temperature, pH, or other 

variables which may affect the activation parameters of the conductance. Some 

examples of modulation of the conductance will be described later on in this chapter. 

Additionally, the mismatch between and pm and the experimentally fitted values for

moo and T m, as illustrated in figure 3.7, may be responsible for the difference between 

the activation constants obtained analytically and those required for the simulation.
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Fitted values Simulation values

Gmax (nS) 74 +/- 25 90

N 3.7+/- 1.1 3.7

oco(ms 0.8 0.55

Vai (mV) 20 0

Sod (mV) 20 25

V«2 (mV) 7 10

Sa2 (mV) 7 10

P o (ms '^) 0.02 0.03

sp (mV) 55 55

Table 3.1 Activation constants. Middle column shows the values obtained 

from fits to the experimental data. Right column show the values used to 

obtain the simulated current responses shown in figure 3.8.
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3.4.7 Voltage and time dependent inactivation h(Vm,t)

The inactivation parameter h(V m,t) obeys a differential equation analogous that for m 

(V m, t) :

dh /dt = (hoo - h) / Th (3.27)

where hoo is the steady state voltage dependent inactivation and T h is the inactivation 

time constant, hoc and Th are related by the transition parameters an and p h •

hoo = a h / ( a h + p h )  (3.28)

~ 1 Ph)

ah and Ph can be interpreted as the forward and backward transition rates between the 

non-inactivated and the inactivated state. Inactivation is considered to be a single 

transition process, in other words there is assumed to be only one inactivated state per 

ion channel which can be entered both from the open and the closed non-inactivated 

states.

tth and p h were not determined directly from the data for each cell, but instead hoo (V^) 

and Th (Vm) were determined in separate experimental protocols. Subsequently, hoo (Vm) 

and Th (Vm) were fitted to analytical expressions from which a  h and p h were calculated 

using equation 3.28.

3.4.7.1 hoo(Vm)

Figure 3.9 shows the experimental protocol used to determine hoo(Vm). The cell 

membrane was held at a range of conditioning potentials V,. Subsequently, the
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Figure 3.9. Determination o f as a function o f  membrane potential. (A ) After 
conditioning steps o f  400  ms ranging from -120 to + 20 mV, a comm and voltage o f  4- 

30 mV was applied. (B) The peak current (ig,y,ax) + 30 mV was measured for each  
conditioning potential and normalised to the maximal value. Results shown for 4 
cells after series resistance correction. (C) show s the same results as in (B ) but before 
normalisation the residual current at the most depolarised conditioning potential was 
subtracted. (D ) show s the average o f  the results in (C), (-(-/- S .D .). These were fitted 
to the sum o f two Boltzmann functions. Thin line: fit. Thick lines show  the two  
Boltzmann com ponents.
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membrane was stepped to a constant new potential Vf at which moo(Vf) is non-zero. It 

was assumed that during the time required for m to reach its steady state level m«,(Vf), h 

did not changed significantly, and the maximal current ig^ax at Vf was given by:

■gmax (Vf) = Gmax * h_(Vi)*m ..^ (Vf) * (V f- Eq) (3 .29 )

Only hoo(Vj) is variable in this voltage protocol, and thus ig^ax could be normalised to a 

function of only Vj. Figure 3.9b shows the values for ig^ax (Vj) found in this manner for 

4 cells. It can be seen that igmax does not approach zero at depolarised values of Vi, even

though it is expected that at these potentials h«, approaches zero. The reason for this is 

that the time period chosen for the conditioning potential step was insufficiently long 

and complete inactivation was not achieved within that time. However, if it is assumed 

that the time-constant of inactivation was approximately the same for all values of V;, 

this curve can still be used to estimate the voltage dependence of hoo. It was assumed 

that hoo will equal zero at membrane potentials over 0 mV. In figure 3.9c, the residual 

current elicited from the conditioning potential Vj = 0 mV has been substracted from 

igmax for all values of V j, and the resulting igmax (Vj) was subsequently normalised. The 

resulting curve is taken to reflect the voltage dependence of hoo.

Figure 3.9d shows the average of the data in figure 3.9c. These could be fitted to the 

sum of two Boltzmann functions :

hoo = C l / (1+ exp(- 0) ) -H C2 / (1+ exp(-%) ) (3.30)

8 = (Vm-Vhi) / Shi

X = (Vm-Vh2)/Sh2

The fitted values for the inactivation constants Vhi, Shi, Vh2, Sh2 , ci and C2 were:



Cl = 0.75 

Vhi = -17 mV  

Sjji — 6.1mV 

02 = 0.25 

Vh2 = -53.5 mV  

Sh2 = 19.1 mV

It can be seen in figure 3.9d that ĥ o is not strictly 1 at -7 0  mV, as has been assumed 

previously in the analysis of Gact- However, the difference is very small and the error 

caused by this on the obtained activation parameters will be small and affect only the 

value of Gmax, which will have been slightly underestimated.

The fact that h^ is described by the sum of two Boltzmann functions indicates that there 

are likely to be two rather than one inactivation processes affecting the conductance. 

Before discussing this further, the inactivation time constant Th will be examined.

3A7.2 Th(Vm)

The value of Th as a function of Vm was determined from the time course of the decay 

of the current, activated by the experimental protocol used in figure 3.3a. From a 

holding potential of -70  mV, where hoo is assumed to equal 1, the membrane was 

stepped to a range of depolarised potentials Vm for which m^ is non-zero and hoo is 

assumed zero. After Gact has reached a steady state value, the current will be described 

by

ig (t) = (Vm) * h (Vm,t) * (Vm-Eo) (3.31 )

In this equation, only h(V m,0 is time-dependent, while at each value of Vm, the
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Figure 3.10. Determination o f  Xj,. Currents were elicited as described in figure 3.3, 
from a holding potential o f  -70  mV. (A ) show s the current responses at comm and  
voltages from 0 mV upwards. Each current trace was normalised to the peak value 
and fitted to a decay function o f the form y = a ,*exp(-t/ x̂  ,) + a2 *exp(-t/ x,, 2 )-
(B ) show s the relative fractions a, ( closed sym bols) and a2 (open sym bols) fitted 

from 6 cells. (C) show s the fitted values o f  x hi obtained from the sam e cells, and (D) 
show s the fitted values o f  Xh2 . (E) and (F) show  the averaged values (n = 6, +/- S .D .) 
o f the results shown in (C) and (D) respectively.
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remaining parameters are constant. From figure 3.9d it is estimated that hoo reaches 0 at 

membrane potentials above 0 mV, and only current responses at those potentials will be 

used. With h (V m, 0) = 1 and h (V m, = 0, h(V m,t) can be described by

h(V m, t) = exp ( - 1 / Th) (3.32)

At each vale of the current traces were normalised to the maximal value and fitted 

to equation (3.32). It was found, however, that the equation 3.32 did not fit the data 

adequately, and it appeared that a double exponential decay function was required of 

the form:

y(t) = a] * exp(-t /xhi) + ^2 * exp(-t / xhi) (3.33)

In figure 3.10, the fitted values of Xhi, Xhi and a.\ and a] as a function of are shown 

for 6 cells, obtained by fitting the decay of current traces such as shown in figure 3.3a to 

equation 3.33.

From these results it can be concluded that the inactivation comprises a fast as well as a 

slow component, which are independent of each other. The inferred existence of a fast 

inactivation process is disturbing, as it had been assumed that the inactivation was slow, 

in particular compared to the activation time constants. It should be noted however that 

the fast inactivation process time constants are still larger than the slowest measured 

activation time constants. At the more depolarised potentials, where inactivation is 

significant, the fast inactivation time constant x hi is at least 10 times greater than x^. 

Moreover, the fraction a2 of the fast inactivating component is small, and it will be 

assumed that this fast inactivation has not invalidated the determination of Gact- 

The parameters Xhi ( i = l  ,2) cannot be directly determined at hyperpolarized membrane 

potentials, where no currents are activated . This makes it impossible to obtain a 

complete description of the %  and (3 h of the inactivation processes. The simplifying 

assumption is made that the Xhi (i = 1,2) do not vary with membrane potential. To obtain
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the (constant) values for x h i and x h 2, the averages of the values at all membrane 

potentials were calculated and were found to be:

X hi =  8 6 6  + /-  75 ms 

X h2 =  52 + /-  7 ms

3.4.T.3 Comparison of model inactivation parameters to experimental data

In the previous two sections, it was observed that the conductance G(Vm,t) is in fact 

subject to two separate inactivation processes, which shall be denoted hi and Y12. It is 

assumed that each inactivation process is defined by one of the two time constants Xh 

found in section 3.3.7.2, and by one of the two Boltzmann components of hoo found in 

section 3.3.7.1, and that each inactivation process affects a certain fraction a, of the 

conductance. In this case, the expression for the total conductance must now be adjusted 

to:

G ( V m , t ) =  ai * G a c t ( V m , t ) * h i ( V m , t ) +  * G a c t ( V m , t ) * h 2 ( V m , t )  (3.34)

where hi and h% are the separate inactivation parameters and ai and a2 are the relative 

fractions of the conductance, which inactivate according to hi and h2 respectively.

It will be necessary to determine which of the two Boltzmann components of hoo 

belongs to which x h- It was found that the fast inactivation affects only a small fraction 

of the currents, whereas the slow inactivation is associated with a substantial reduction 

of current.

In figure 3.9d it can be observed that the voltage dependence of the steady state 

inactivation has one steep Boltzmann component which does not undergo much change 

between -70  mV and -40  mV, and one broadly sloping component, which shows a 

relatively large drop between -70  mV and -40  mV. In figure 3.3, it can be seen that the
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Figure 3.11 Inactivation parameters o f the conductance. (A ) and Phi as a 
function o f membrane potentrial, calculated from the analytical expression fitted to 
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Figure 3.12 Comparison o f  the current inactivation o f  a real cell (left panels) to that o f  
the model conductance simulation (right panels). (A ) Current responses to applied 
voltage steps o f 400  ms duration, ranging from -65 to + 85 mV, from a holding  
potential o f  -70  mV. (B) Current responses to identical voltage protocol as in (A ), from 
a holding potential o f  -20  mV. M odel parameters are discussed in text.
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current responses from a holding potential of -40  mV are only slightly smaller than 

those from -70  mV. This would indicate that the slow inactivation parameter, which 

affects a large fraction of the conductance, does not change substantially between -70  

mV and -40  mV. From these two observations, it can be concluded that the slow

inactivation process is associated with the steep compnent of hoo, and so the fast

inactivation process must be associated with the broad sloped component of hoo.

Having assigned each inactivation parameter h with the appropriate Boltzmann function 

for hoo and the associated value for T h, a  h and p h can be calculated by rearranging 

equation (3.28) for each component and are shown in figure 3.11.

To assess the validity of the obtained inactivation parameters, the current responses of 

the model conductance described by the activation parameters am and pm and 

inactivation parameters a  hi and p hi (i = 1,2) were compared to those of a real cell 

showing typical inactivating currents. The model responses were simulated by adapting 

the coupled differential equations 3.30 to include the two inactivation processes:

dVm/dt = ( 1/ Cm) * [ (V c-V m )/R g-G  (Vm,t) * (Vm -  E q) ] (3.35)

G (Vm,t) = ai * Gact(Vm, t) * hi(Vm, t) 4- a] * Gact(Vm, t) * h](Vm, t)

dm / dt = ttm- m * (ttm + Pm)

dhi /dt = tthk -  hi * (tthi + Phi) ( i=  1,2)

and solving this equation numerically using the ODE45 solver provided in Matlab with 

time increments of 0.1 ms. The values of Gmax, N, E q, Rg and Cm were chosen to equal 

those found from the responses of the cell of which the current traces will be compared 

to the model simulation, a  m and p m are taken to be described by equations (3.21) and

(3.25), and a  hi and p hi (i = 1,2) as shown in figure 3.11.

Figure 3.12 compares the current responses of the real cell to those of the simulation. 

The cell used for this comparison is the same as used for the simulation in figure 3.8,
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and so the same activation constants are used, as listed in table 3.2, right column.

The steady state inactivation constants needed to be adjusted significantly from the 

previously obtained values for the simulated responses to resemble those of the real 

cell. The inactivation constants that provided the best resemblance are listed in table 

3.3, right column, while the previously fitted values are shown in the left column.

The discrepancy between the fitted inactivation constants and those used in the best 

matching simulation may be due to the incompleteness of the inactivation in the

determination of hoo (figure 3.9), which will have compromised the reliability of the 

analysis. It was however also observed that a substantial variation in inactivation 

parameters occurred between cells. Moreover, significant changes in inactivation were 

observed in individual cells during whole cell recording as the conductance appeared to 

run down. This phenomenon will he described in the next section.
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Fitted values Simulation values

Vhi (mV) -53.5 -45

Shi (mV) 19.1 10

Vh2 (mV) -17 -30

Sh2 (mV) 6.1 6

T h2 (ms) 52 +/- 7 50

T h2 (ms) 866+/- 75 700

Cl 0.25 0.3

C2 0.75 0.7

Table 3.2 Inactivation constants in eqs 3.34, 3..37 and 3.38. Middle column 

shows the values obtained from fits to the experimental data. Right column 

show the values used to obtain the simulated current responses shown in 

figure 3.12.
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Figure 3.13 Rundown of the outward currents. Currents were elicited by applied 
voltage steps o f 250 ms duration, ranging from -60 mV to •+ 80 mV in 5 mV 
increments. Time interval between steps was 3s. Patch pipette solution contained 
Kgluconate. (solution 2, table 2.2, Chapter 2).
(A) Holding potential : -70 mV. (B) Holding potential : -40 mV. Left panels show  
current responses immediately after whole cell mode was achieved. Right panels show  
current responses 15 minutes into the whole cell recording.
(C) and (D) show and obtained from the data in (A) as described in figure 3.4, 
initially (closed circles) and after 15 minutes into whole cell recording (open circles).
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3.4.8 Rundown of the conductance

In almost all cells, it was found that the current responses changed with time during 

whole cell recording. Figure 3.13 compares the current responses immediately after 

whole cell was achieved and those 15 minutes into the recording of a typical cell. The 

most striking change can be observed in the inactivation. The inactivation appeared to 

become faster at later times during whole cell recording, and the steady state 

inactivation at a holding potential of -40  mV was also increased substantially at those 

times.

Figure 3.13c and d show the changes that occurred in the activation parameters. The 

maximal conductance achieved from a holding potential of -70  mV decreased 

substantially with time into recording. This may be due to the fact that the steady state 

inactivation appears to be shifted towards more hyperpolarized potential, but may also 

indicate a general rundown of the ion channels.

The shape of the activation curve Goo(Vm) also changed during whole cell recording, 

with the half activation potential appearing to shift towards more hyperpolarized 

potentials. This shift was accompanied by a change in the voltage dependent time 

constants Tm as shown in figure 3.9d. The time constants became larger at depolarised 

membrane potentials and the slope of Tm(Vm) decreased with the apparent maximal 

point shifted leftwards. For the cell shown here, the curve of oCmCVmd), obtained as 

described in section 3.3.6.1, could after rundown be fitted to a single Boltzmann 

function, with the following parameter values:

oco = 0.27 ms'^

Vai = -10 mV 

Sal = 13 mV 

N =  1

No significant changes were observed in the decay time constants of the tail currents 

during rundown.
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Similar rundown effects were observed in all cells. It appeared that both the activation 

and inactivation of the conductance underwent changes during whole cell recording, 

which involved shifting of the voltage dependence towards more hyperpolarized 

potentials. It is possible that the maximal conductance Gmax decreased as well, due to 

rundown of the underlying ion channels.

Rundown and changes of the conductance during a whole cell experiment can occur for 

a variety of reasons related to the metabolic deprivation of the cell and washout of 

intracellular components into the pipette due to the whole cell configuration. It is 

interesting to note that a rundown of currents, which is accompanied by shifts in the 

activation curve, is generally taken to indicate that the ion channels are under some 

form of pharmacological control (Hille 1992). It is possible therefore that the activation 

and inactivation parameters of the ion channels in the Deiters cell membrane are 

modulated by intracellular messengers via direct interaction or via changes in 

phosphorylation states by kinases or phosphatases, and that the modulatory action is 

affected during whole cell recording.

3.4.9 M odulation by caffeine

One the most ubiquitous endogenous modulators of ion channel activation is 

intracellular Ca^^. It is not likely, however, that the run down of the Deiters cell 

currents is directly related to changes in intracellular [Ca^^], as it has previously been 

found that Ca^^ does not affect the Deiters cell currents (Nenov et al, 1998). However, it

was observed that the Deiters cell currents were significantly affected by caffeine, 

which is a well known Ca^^

Deiters cells (Sato et al 1998).

which is a well known Ca^^ store release agent, and is very likely to raise [Ca^^]j in

Figure 3.14 shows the effect of puffer pipette application of 10 mM caffeine on the 

Deiters cell membrane currents. During application of caffeine, the current responses 

were reduced and both the activation and inactivation kinetics changed, with current 

rise time constants and inactivation time constants apparently slowing down. Figure
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Figure 3.14 Inhibition o f the outward currents by caffeine. Currents were elicited by 
applied voltage steps o f  200 ms duration, ranging from -120  mV to 4- 80 mV in 5 mV  
increments from a holding potential o f  -50 mV. (A ) Current responses before 
application o f caffeine. (B) Current responses during puffer pipette application o f  10 
mM caffeine. (C) Current responses to voltage steps to 4- 30  mV from a holding 
potential o f  -50 mV, before (dashed line), during (solid line) and after (dotted line) 
application o f  10 mM caffeine.(D ) I-V relation at the end o f  the voltage steps in (A ) 
and (B). Currents were leak subtracted and series resistance com pensated.
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3.14c shows the current responses to voltage steps to + 30 mV before, during and after 

application of 10 mM caffeine for 10 s. The half maximum activation time constant 

increased significantly during caffeine application, and this effect was reversible.

After longer application of 10 mM caffeine, the effect on the overall size of the current 

was not reversible. Figure 3.14d shows the I-V relation at the end of the voltage steps 

for the current responses before (closed circles) and during prolonged application of 10 

mM caffeine (open circles). It can be seen that the shape of the I-V curve did not 

change notably, but the maximal steady state conductance was reduced. In one cell, 

caffeine appeared also to accelerate the rundown described in the previous section, with 

a large hyperpolarising shift of the activation curve (data not shown).

The effect of caffeine cannot easily be explained, as no effect of Câ '*’ on the Deiters 

cell currents has been reported. Recordings with varying amounts of Ca^^ buffer in the 

intrapipette solutions did not appear to affect the currents or halt the previously 

observed rundown. Prolonged application of ATP, which is known to raise [Ca^^ ]j in 

Deiters cells (Dulon et al 1993, Lagostena and Mammano 2001), has not been observed 

to have a similar effect on Deiters cell currents.

Caffeine is known to act as a phosphodiesterase inhibitor (Stryer 1988). 

Phosphodiesterases break down cyclic nucleotides such as cGMP and cAMP, and 

caffeine in particular inhibits the break down of cAMP. It is possible that the effect of 

caffeine on Deiters cell currents is mediated via cAMP directly or via downstream 

substrates of this intracellular messenger. In this context it is interesting to note that the 

ionic currents of isolated outer hair cells have been found to be modulated by cAMP, 

probably via its effect on protein kinase A (Jagger and Ashmore, 1999).

The effects of caffeine and the possible intracellular pathways which may modulate the 

Deiters cell currents were not studied here in more depth . It was noted however, that 

these observations again indicate that the Deiters cell membrane conductance is likely 

to be under some form of physiological control.
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3.5 Sum m ary and conclusions

In this chapter, a quantitative model was developed for the membrane currents of 

isolated Deiters cells according to the empirical Hodgkin-Huxley model. The central 

assumption was that the electrical properties of the cell membrane could be modelled by 

a single ionic conductance. This conductance sits in parallel to the whole cell membrane 

capacitance in an equivalent circuit representation.

The relative permeabilities of the main monovalent ions were investigated using the 

instantaneous current-voltage relation of the conductance, and was found to be Pci : 

PNa’ Pk 1:2:100. This confirms that the Deiters cell conductance is highly selective for 

K^.

The conductance was assumed to be shaped by two independent parameters 

representing the activation and inactivation. An analytical expression for the activation 

was formulated in terms of transition rates «m and Pm, an empirical shape factor N and a 

maximal conductance Gmax, as given by equations (3.11) to (3.13). Œm and pm were 

found to be voltage dependent according to functions given in equations (3.21 and

(3.25) respectively. The activation constants that were fitted to these functions, and the 

average values of Gmax and N are listed in table 3.1, left column. Simulations of the 

current activation using this analytical formulation showed a good resemblance to the 

responses of a real cell when the activation constants were tweaked to the values listed 

in table 3.1, right column.

Analysis of the inactivation process of the Deiters cell currents revealed that the 

conductance appears to be subject to two separate inactivation processes, one relatively 

fast (Th ~ 50 ms) and one slow (Xh ~ 800 ms). Analytical expressions were formulated 

for each component in terms of h«> and Xh, as given in equations (3.27) and (3.28). hoo 

was for each component found to be fitted by a Boltzmann function of the membrane 

potential, and Xh was for simplicity assumed independent of membrane potential. The 

inactivation constants obtained are listed in table 3.2, left column. Although simulation
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of the current inactivation using the analytical parameters could reproduce the responses 

of a real cell, the inactivation constants needed to be changed considerably, as listed in 

table 3.2, right column, reflecting the strong variability in inactivation between cells and 

in particular in individual cells during whole cell recording.

Rundown of the membrane currents was observed in all cells during whole cell 

recording, which was accompanied by hyperpolarizing shifts in the voltage dependence 

of the inactivation as well as the activation. This might be interpreted as a sign that 

these currents are subject to modulation. Although no direct effect of intracellular Ca^^ 

was observed on the Deiters cell currents, it was found that the conductance was

affected both in activation and inactivation properties by application of relatively large 

doses of caffeine, a well known Ca^^ store release agent. It is possible that the effects of 

caffeine are mediated via cAMP, as caffeine inhibits breakdown of cAMP

The presence of two separate inactivation processes can have two explanations in terms 

of ion channels. The first is that there is a single population of ion channels underlying 

the conductance, which has two inactivated states. The second possibility is that there 

are two populations of ion channels, which have apparently identical activation 

parameters but different inactivation kinetics. Strictly speaking, the membrane should in 

either case be modelled by two separate conductances, with relative fractions as listed 

in table 3.2.

It has been suggested (Nenov et al, 1998) that more than one type of channel is 

expressed in the Deiters cell membrane. The authors fitted the voltage dependent steady 

state (assuming negligible inactivation) activation curve of the conductance to the sum 

of two Boltzmann equations and proposed that each component represented a separate 

population of ion channels. This analysis is based on a fairly simplistic model of ion 

channel activation, in which only a single transition between a closed and open state 

occurs (~N = 1 in the empirical Hodgkin-Huxley model), which transition is governed 

by transition rates and pm which depend in a simple exponential manner on 

membrane potential. The results of the analysis presented here suggest that such a
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model is not likely to be correct. Nenov et al also showed a voltage dependent 

inhibition of a fast activating and inactivating component of the current by 4-AP a well 

known channel blocker, which appeared to alter the activation curve into a single 

Boltzmann function. This was interpreted as the selective inhibition of one of possibly 

two or more types of channels in the Deiters cell membrane. 4-AP is very non- 

selective, and its mode of action may in fact be a voltage dependent modulation of the 

entire population of channels rather than an inhibition of a subsection of the 

population. It is nevertheless possible that multiple channel types do underly the 

Deiters cell conductance, and that this might account for the two inactivation processes 

observed in the Deiters cell currents. Although it appeared possible to model the 

activation properties of the Deiters cell conductance using a single parameter m, the 

analysis and fitting procedures used here may have been incapable of distinguishing 

between two or more relatively similar activation processes.

Whether the conductance is in fact formed by more than one type of ion channel is 

relatively unimportant in the context of this chapter, and is best investigated either 

through molecular biological techniques or using highly specific channel blockers. 

The aim of this chapter was to formulate a phenomenological model of the conductance 

which could reproduce the observed current responses of the Deiters cells. This was 

achieved to acceptable standards assuming a single activation parameter. Using the 

model formulated here, the current flow through the Deiters cell membrane in responses 

to ionic or electrical changes in the environment can be calculated 

In Chapter 4, the model conductance will be used to assess the effect of the non-linear 

ionic conductance on the electrotonic length constant within the supporting cell 

syncitium.

In Chapter 6, the properties of the ionic membrane conductance will be discussed in the 

context of buffering by the Deiters cells.
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Chapter 4 Network properties of Deiters cells

4.1 Introduction

Most investigations of electrical coupling between supporting cells within the organ of 

Corti have been performed on isolated cell pairs and clusters, both of Hensen cells and 

Deiters cells. The main observations are so far that the resistance between cell pairs 

connected by gap-junctions can be as low as Mohms, and that electrical coupling 

between the cells is subject to modulation by internal [H^] and [Ca^^] (Sato and Santos 

Sacchi, 1994, Santos Sacchi 1985) as well as the NO- cGMP pathway (Blasits et al 

2000). Effects of temperature and membrane tension have also been reported (Santos 

Sacchi 1986, Zhao and Santos Sacchi 1998). More recent isolated cell pair studies have 

also shown a voltage dependence of the gap-junctional conductance in Hensen and 

Deiters cell pairs, both in relation to the trans-membrane potential and to the trans 

junctional potential.(Zhao and Santos Sacchi 2000, Zhao 2000). Interestingly, it appears 

that the voltage dependence of the gap-junctional conductance can be asymmetrical, 

suggesting that the current flow through the channel is to a degree directional. This 

occasional asymmetrical behaviour has been interpreted as evidence for the presence of 

heterotypic and/or heteromeric gap-junctional channels.

Explorations of electrical coupling in the intact organ of Corti, both in vivo and in 

temporal bone preparations, have so far concentrated on the Hensen cells, which are the 

most accessible supporting cell type without disturbance of the organ of Corti. These 

studies have focussed on the electrical coupling ratios between relatively closely spaced 

cells (Santos-Sacchi and Dallos, 1983), and showed for instance a coupling ratio of 1:3 

between outer Hensen cells 9 cell units apart in a dissected turn of the organ of Corti 

(Santos Sacchi and Dallos, 1983). So far, relatively little has been published on the the 

larger scale network properties of the supporting cell syncitium. No direct evidence has 

been presented, for instance, concerning the one or two-dimensional nature of the 

electrical coupling within the supporting cell syncitium. Moreover, there has been no 

clear measure reported of the spatial extent of coupling within the organ of Corti, as
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could be expressed by an electrotonic space constant.

Here, an investigation of the electrical network properties of a syncitium of gap- 

junctionally coupled Deiters cells is presented. An in situ preparation is used in which 

the organ of Corti remained within the cochlear bone, but in which both the stria 

vascularis and the outer supporting cells as far as the Hensen cells are removed to gain 

access to the Deiters cells. Patch clamp experiments are performed both before and after 

application of 1-octanol, a well-known inhibitor of gap-junctional conductance. 

Network models with varying architectures are formulated to represent the cellular 

syncitium. By comparison between the experimental data and the simulated responses 

of the network models, the model description that most closely reproduces the cellular 

syncitium is identified. Using initially a linear approximation for the cellular membrane 

properties, a quantitative estimate is made of the spatial extent of the electrical coupling 

within the Deiters cell syncitium in situ. Subsequently, the non-linear membrane 

conductance, as formulated in Chapter 3, is integrated into this network model to assess 

its effect on the network behaviour.

4.2 M ethods

The experimental technique, preparation and solutions are described in Chapter 2. 

Recordings were used both from in situ and in vitro cell preparations. In all 

experiments, the whole cell voltage clamp mode of the patch clamp technique was used. 

In the in situ preparation, recordings were made from cells of the most apical (low 

frequency) two turns of the cochlea. Access was gained to all but the most apical region 

of the cochlea by removal of the more apical turns of the organ of Corti, but only cells 

located more than approximately fifty cells removed from the cut edge of the organ of 

Corti were recorded from. In all experiments, strips of Hensen cells were locally 

removed to expose the outer row of Deiters cells, and only the outer row of Deiters cells 

could be accessed with the patch pipette. The removed strips of Hensen cells varied in 

length but were usually in the order of a quarter turn long. The remaining organ of Corti 

was kept intact as the hair cells and Deiters cells tended to remain in place after removal 

of Hensen cells. Pipette seals were always made on the lower body of the in situ Deiters 

cells. Gigaohm seals between the patch pipette and the cell membrane were achieved
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Figure 4.1 Current responses o f  a whole cell voltage clamped Deiters cell within 
the in situ  preparation, located on the second cochlear turn from the top. Currents 
were elicited by command voltage steps o f  200 ms duration from a holding potential 
o f  - 4 0  mV. V oltage steps ranged from -1 2 0  to + 120 mV in 10 mV increments. 
Tim e interval between steps was 3 s. The patch pipette was filled with a KCl based  
solution (solution 1, table 2.2 Chapter 2). Inset show s the command voltage 
protocol. Capacitive currents were not compensated. (A ) Before perfusion o f  1 mM  
1-octanol. (B ) After ~ 5 minutes o f bath perfusion o f  1 mM 1-octanol. (C) After ~ 
10 minutes o f  bath perfusion o f  1 mM 1-octanol (D ) After ~ 15 minutes o f  bath 
perfusion o f  1 mM 1-octanol. Holding currents at -40 mV are shown at the start o f  
the current traces.
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easily and generally exceeded 5 Gohm.

The isolated cell experiments presented in the later parts of this chapter were performed 

on in vitro isolated Deiters cells that from their size and appearance could be identified 

as originating from the apical regions of the cochlea

4.2 Analysis and simulation procedures

All datafiles were converted into text files and exported into Matlab for analysis and 

fitting. Fitting was performed using the fminsearch routine provided by Matlab, which 

minimizes difference between data points and function to a chosen termination 

tolerance.

Model simulations were performed in Matlab by numerical integration of multi

dimensional differential equations using the standard ODE solver (ODE45) provided.

4.4 Results

4.4.1 Current responses of an in situ Deiters cell

Figure 4.1 shows a typical example of the current responses of a Deiters cell within the 

in situ preparation, which had been patch clamped and with which whole cell mode had 

been achieved. This particular cell was located on the second cochlear turn from the 

top.

Figure 4.1a shows the current responses to a range of command voltages applied to the 

intracellular electrode from a holding potential of -40  mV when the preparation was 

bathed in standard extracellular saline. The large capacitive transient current was not 

compensated but has been truncated by the figure boundary. Apart from the capacitive 

transient, the current responses showed very little time dependent behaviour, and the 

current size appeared to show a linear relationship to the command voltage.

Figure 4.1b and c show the current responses to the same voltage protocol after 

approximately 5 and 10 minutes respectively of bath perfusion of 1 mM 1-octanol. 

Upon application of 1-octanol, the current responses decreased in size and showed 

increasingly non-linear voltage and time dependence. Figure 4 .Id shows the responses
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Figure 4 .2  Schematic representation o f current flow  through the D eiters cell 
syncitium  in response to current injection into one central cell. (A ) Current flow  in 
case o f  high gap-junctional resistance. All injected current leaves the cell via the 
central cell membrane. (B) Current flow  in case o f  low  gap-junctional resistance. 
Current flow s internally through the syncitium and leaks out through local cell 
membrane.
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after approximately 15 minutes of bath perfusion of 1-octanol. These current responses 

strongly resembled those observed in isolated Deiters cells (cf Chapter 3). The currents 

activated in a voltage and time dependent manner, which indicated the opening of 

outward rectifying channels in the cell membrane. When 1-octanol perfusion was 

continued beyond 15 minutes, no further change in the current responses were 

observed.

As the supporting cells of the organ of Corti are known to be electrically coupled via 

gap-junctions, these current responses may be interpreted as arising from a coupled 

syncitium of predominantly Deiters cells, in which the gap-junctional conductance is 

gradually decreased by the action of 1-octanol. 1-octanol is a well-known, non-specific 

inhibitor of gap-junctional conductance. The mechanism by which 1-octanol operates is 

not entirely understood. Electrical coupling within the organ of Corti is known to be 

sensitive to a number of cellular parameters, such as [Ca "̂ ]̂j , and amongst others 

(Santos Sacchi, 1985, 1986, Sato and Santos-Sacchi 1994, Zhao and Santos-Sacchi 

1998). It is possible that the effect of 1-octanol is mediated through one of these 

pathways. Another possibility is that the short chain n-alkanol molecules insert into the 

cell membrane, and in particular into the ‘plaques’ of membrane at the interface 

between two cells that contain the gap junctional channels, and there by some direct 

interaction close the gap-junction.

In figure 4.2, a schematic depiction is shown of the current pathways through the 

Deiters cell syncitium in response to command voltages applied intracellularly to one 

cell via the patch clamp electrode. The current injected into the central cell can flow 

either via the central cell membrane into the extracellular medium, which is connected 

to the ground electrode, or via gap junctions into neighbouring cells.

If the gap-junctional resistance Rg is large compared to the membrane resistance Rm, 

most of the injected current will flow out of the clamped cell via the central cell 

membrane, as shown in figure 4.2a. In this case, the cell behaves electrically as would a 

single voltage clamped cell. This is assumed to occur in figure 4 .Id.
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If Rg is comparable or smaller than Rm, a significant fraction of the injected current will 

flow via the gap junctions into neighbouring cells, as sketched in figure 4.2b. Current 

will flow internally through the cellular network away from the electrode, and leak out 

through local cell membrane along the way. Due to the current leaking out through the 

membrane, the internal current density within the network will decrease with distance 

from the electrode. The rate at which the internal current decreases as a function of 

distance from the electrode is determined by the electrotonic space constant X, which 

depends on the relative sizes of Rm and Rg as well as on the architecture of the cellular

network (Jack, Noble and Tsien, 1983). X has the unit of length, as it denotes the

distance over which the internal current drops a certain defined amount compared to the 

total injected current.

4.4.2 One-dimensional linear equivalent circuit model

As has been discussed in Chapter 3, the whole cell current of a single voltage clamped 

Deiters cell can be described by

i m = Cm *dVm/dt + Gm(Vm,t) * (Vm-Eo) (4.1)

where Cm is the cell membrane capacitance, Gm is the voltage and time dependent 

membrane conductance formed by ion channels in the cell membrane and Bq is the 

membrane potential at which zero current flows through the conductance.

For small enough voltage steps, the assumption can be made that the change in 

membrane conductance is negligible. In this case, Gm (Vm,t) can be replaced by Rm and 

equation 4.1 simplifies into

im = Cm*dVm/dt + Vm/Rm (4.2)

Eo has been left out in this equation as it adds only an offset value (= Eq / Rm) to im , 

whereas here only changes in the membrane current are considered. It should be noted
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Figure 4 .3  Equivalent circuit representation o f a single voltage clam ped D eiters 
cell. (A ) Equivalent circuit o f  a single cell. =  com m and voltage, =  series 
resistance, =  w hole cell membrane resistance, =  w hole cell mem brane 
capacitance. (B ) Current response (low er trace) to small com m and voltage step 
(upper trace) o f  in situ  Deiters cell uncoupled by 1-octanol. (fig. 4 . ID ). Indicated 
parameters are discussed in text.
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that throughout the following linear analysis, which uses small applied voltage steps, 

Vm signifies the change in membrane potential relative to the value prior to the step, 

and Eo will thus be cancelled out in Vm.

For the case of a single voltage clamped cell, where the membrane is assumed at

equipotential throughout, the equivalent circuit is as shown in figure 4.3a, where Rg is

the series resistance between the electrode and the cell interior, such that

Vm = Vc-im*Rs (4.3)

where Vc is the applied command voltage step and Vm is the resulting membrane 

potential. The time-dependent current response of this circuit in response to a voltage 

step AVc can be analytically solved from eqs 4.2 and 4.3 to yield:

im = ioo + io*exp(-t/ Tm) (4.4)

where

L=AVc/(Rs+Rm ) (4.5)

io = AVc*Rm/[Rs*(Rm+ Rs)]
T-m — (R$+Rm) / (Cm*Rs*Rm)

Figure 4.3b shows the fit to equation 4.4 of the transient current response of the in situ 

Deiters cell in figure 4. Id after 15 minutes of bath perfusion of 1-octanol. A voltage 

step Vc of 10 mV was applied from a holding potential of -40  mV. The fitted curve and 

the data overlap completely, with the fit parameters equalling: Cm = 55 pF, Rg = 6 

Rm = 1.3 GQ. As these parameters are close to those expected for a single Deiters cell 

from the apical region of the cochlea (cf Chapter 3), it was concluded that this current 

response originated from a single cell, which had been electrically isolated from its 

neighbours, in other words Rg/Rm » 1 .
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Figure 4.4 shows the current responses obtained from the same cell to an identical 

voltage protocol after 0, 5 and 10 minutes respectively of 1-octanol perfusion. These 

transient current responses could not be fitted to equation 4.4, which indicates that 

under these conditions, the membrane area through which current flowed was not at 

equipotential, and thus that Rg/Rm < 1- The equivalent electrical circuit of the 

experimental situation must in this case account for internal current flow in the 

syncitium through the gap-junctions. In the steady state, the equivalent circuit 

comprising the electrode and the cellular network can be represented as shown in figure 

4.4d, where Rjn is the input resistance of the total Deiters cell syncitium as seen by the 

electrode. The steady state current in response to voltage step AVc applied at the central 

cell will be given by:

i oo = AVc / ( Rs + Rin) (4.28)

where the offset current is ignored. The value of Rg was determined from the uncoupled 

cell current response in figure 4.3b, and is assumed not to vary during the cell 

recording. Thus, Rin can be calculated from equation 4.28 at each time point during 1- 

octanol perfusion and is shown in the individual plots of figure 4.4.

To reproduce the transient current responses of the syncitium in figure 4.4 , a non

steady state representation is required. If the equivalent circuit shown in figure 4.3a can 

represent a single cell at equipotential, and assuming that a linear resistance can 

represent the gap-junctional connection between cells, the simplest equivalent electrical 

circuit representation of the Deiters cell syncitium that can be drawn is shown in figure

4.5. In this one-dimensional model, the cellular network is represented by a chain of 

2*N-1 cellular units, where each unit is indexed by j = -N to N, and the units are 

connected in parallel by gap junctional resistances Rg. The intracellular and 

extracellular fluid resistances are considered negligible compared to the membrane 

resistance Rm as well as to the gap-junctional resistance Rg, so that each cell represents 

an isopotential unit. A voltage clamp electrode is inserted at the central cell which is at
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position j = 0 along the cellular chain.

An implicit assumption in this equivalent circuit representation is that the cells in this 

network are electrically identical, in other words that the values of Rm, Cm and Rg do 

not vary along the cellular chain. This assumption is unlikely to be entirely valid in the 

Deiters cell syncitium, as it is well known that there is a longitudinal gradient in Deiters 

cell size along the cochlear spiral. As Cm is directly proportional to cell surface area. Cm 

is likely to vary with location along the organ of Corti. In addition, Rm and Rg might 

well show variability between cells. It was assumed here however that these variations 

are negligible on the scale of the spatial extent of the electrical coupling within the 

syncitium.

It is also assumed that no ruptures of the membrane occur along the syncitium that 

would short circuit the internal current to ground. This requires that in the experimental 

preparation, the cellular membrane at the location where the organ of Corti has been cut 

apically has sealed over or that the internal current flowing away from the electrode has 

become zero before the ruptured edge is reached.

The kinetic equations governing the current spread along this model network are found 

by applying Kirchoff’s law at each cellular unit node j. Conservation of current requires 

that the sum of all currents flowing in and out of the node equals zero. If ia denotes the 

current flowing internally through the gap junctions, im denotes the current flowing out 

through the membrane and ig is current applied by an external current source such as a 

voltage clamp electrode, at each node j the following equation holds:

^ iaj imj — iej (4 * 6 )

where Aigj is the internal current flowing into the node j minus the current flowing out of 

node j. Aiaj can be expressed at all nodes away from the ends of the chain as:

Aiaj = (Vj -V j.i)  /  Rg - (Vj+i -V j) / Rg ( j ^  N  and j N ) (4.7)
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The endpoints of the cellular chain are considered sealed over by membrane, and the 

cellular unit at j = -N and j = N are gap-junctionally connected to only one neighbour, 

so that the internal current is given at these points by:

Aiaj = (V j+ i-V j)/R g  0  = -N) (4.8)

Aiaj = (V j-V j.i)/R g  ( j = N )  (4.9)

The voltage clamp electrode supplies an external current at node j=0 given by

ieO = (Vc-Vo)/Rs (4.10)

and ie is zero at all other nodes.

In the assumption of linear membrane properties, i^  will be given by equation 4.2.

Combining eqs 4.6 to 4.10 with equation 4.2 renders the complete set of kinetic 

equations for the cellular chain:

Cm*dVj/dt = (2*Vj -Vj.i - Vj+i ) / R g - V j / R m  (4.11)

j 9̂  0 and |j I 7̂  N

Cm*dVj/dt = (Vj - V j . i ) / R g - V j / R m  (4.12)

j = N

Cm*dVj/dt = (Vj+1 -V j) / R g - V j / R m  (4.13)

j = -N

Cm*dVj/dt = (2* Vj -Vj.i - V j + i ) / Rg -Vj / Rm + (V^-Vj) /  Rs (4.14) 

j = 0

Equations 4.11 to 14 form a set of 2*N-1 coupled first order differential equations.
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which can be represented by a matrix equation:

dV/dt = (l/Cm)*(A*V) + ie (4.15)

where V is a vector of 2N-1 by 1 containing the voltages at all nodes, A is a tridiagonal 

matrix which is described in appendix A and ie is a vector of 2*N-1 length containing 

the external current sources, which is zero everywhere except at j = 0 where it equals 

Vc/Rs.

The one-dimensional equivalent circuit described above in fact constitutes a particular 

version of the discrete leaky cable model, of which the general equation is given in 

equation 4.11, while equations 4.12 to 4.14 comprise the boundary conditions that 

define the particular experimental situation. It can be shown that the general steady state 

(dVj/dt = 0) solution to equation 4.11 is given by:

Vj (oo) = A* cosh(j*Ax/X) + B*sinh(j*Ax/X) (4.16)

where Ax is the cell spacing (in metres) and X is the electrotonic space constant. Under 

the special boundary conditions where the cable is infinitely long (I j I —> «» ), and a 

steady current io is applied at the centre of the cable (j = 0), the steady state voltage 

spread along the cable is given by :

Vj (oo) = io* * exp ( - 1 j l*Ax / X )  (4.17)

where

R„=(VRn,*Rg)/2 (4.18)

is the input resistance of the infinite discrete chain.
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For a leaky cable of finite length ( j = -N...N), of which the endpoints are sealed by a 

resistance equal to Rm, the steady state solution for the voltage spread in response to a 

steady current io injected at j = 0 is given by:

Vj (oo) = io*Rf *cosh(Ax*(N-j)/A,) / cosh(Ax*N/X ) (4.19)

where the input resistance of the finite cable Rf is given by

Rf = Roo*cosh (Ax*N/ X ) (4.20)

Although any physical situation will always involve finite numbers of cells, and thus be 

described by a finite cable model, the infinite cable solution will be a good

approximation for the finite cable if N »  X j.

The electrotonic length constant X is in the discrete chain given by:

À = Ax/cosh" ' [R g/(2*R m )+1] (4.21)

The cell spacing Ax can be chosen to equal 1 to obtain a dimensionless electrotonic 

space constant, which has units of cell number rather than length:

X i = l /  cosh'' [Rg / (2*Rm) +1] (4.22)

in which case equation 4.17 and 4.19 describe the voltage spread as a function of cell 

number relative to j = 0 along the chain.

4.4.3 Continuous cable equation and a time-dependent solution

For X d »  1, equation 4.22 approximates to
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Xd = V(Rm/Rg) (4.23)

In this case, the discrete leaky cable in fact approximates to a continuous leaky cable. 

The continuous leaky cable model is often applied to cellular structures such as nerve 

axons and dendrites. These are described as elongated radially symmetric cylinders of 

continuous cell membrane, filled with highly conductive saline through which internal 

current flows along the axis of the cylinder. At each point x along the cylinder, current 

‘leaks’ out radially through the cell membrane into the extracellular medium, where 

external current flows in parallel to the internal current. The continuous linear cable 

equation (where linear refers to the membrane resistance being voltage and time- 

independent) reads:

^^*dVm/dx^ -  Vm - Tm*dVm/dt = ie(x) (4.24)

X = l̂ rJ{Ti+ re) (4.25)

'̂ m — rm*Cm

where rm is the membrane resistance per unit length of cable in Q m, q is the internal 

resistance per unit length in Q/m, re is the external resistance to current flowing in 

parallel to the internal current, Cm is the membrane capacitance per unit length F/m, and 

ie represents external current sources. Under conditions where the external conductor is 

formed by a large fluid bulk, re is usually assumed negligible compared to rm and q, and 

X is given by V .

Note that the assumption that the extracellular resistance is negligible was made 

implicitly in the discussion of the discrete cable, while the internal resistance was 

assumed to equal the gap-junctional resistance, compared to which the internal fluid 

resistance was assumed negligible. The time constant Tm is for the discrete cable given 

by

Tm = Rm*Cm (4.26)
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The steady state solutions for the continuous infinite and finite cable are equivalent to 

equations 4.17 to 4.20, with the substitution of the continuous parameter x for Ax*j, r^  

for Rm, q for Rg and X given in equation 4.23. In this continuous case, these expressions 

represent exact solutions to equation 4.24. In the discrete case, equations 4.16 to 4.22 

are exact solutions, but equation 4.23 is an approximation for equation 4.21.

For certain boundary conditions, time dependent solutions to the continuous cable 

equation can be found analytically, which can be taken as an approximation for the 

discrete cable for X »  Ax. For instance, when a prolonged voltage step is applied to the 

center of an infinite cable (x = 0), it can be shown that the current that needs to be 

injected by the electrode is given by (Jack, Noble and Tsien 1975):

i e = [ V(0) /R.. ] * [erf ( T ) + / (jc*T)] (4.27)

where T is t/Xm- In this expression, the current goes to infinity at t = 0, as an infinite 

amount of current is required to instantaneously change the voltage across the 

membrane at x = 0. This would require a current source with zero internal resistance, 

which will not ever be the case in real life experimental situations, where the electrode 

will have a finite internal resistance. In reality therefore the voltage change at x = 0 will 

not be instantaneous. Adjustments can be made to the analytical solution to account for 

certain types of controlled non-instantaeous voltage changes at x = 0. However, this 

solution will also become increasingly inaccurate approaching x = 0, as in realistic 

situations, current is applied through an electrode of a finite width.

Because of the finite width and internal resistance of the experimental electrode, the 

analytical time dependent solution for the response of an infinite cable to applied 

voltage steps at the center of the cable cannot be directly compared to the experimental 

transient current responses in figure 4.4, even if À »  Ax. Instead, a numerical 

computation will be performed to find the time-dependent response of the discrete leaky 

cable using the kinetic equations defined in eqs 4.11 to 4.15, and these will be
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compared to the experimental data in figure 4.4 to establish whether this model can 

adequately represent the cellular syncitium in the in situ preparation.

4.4.4 Comparison of experimental data to leaky cable simulation

It was estimated that the Deiters cell syncitium stretched out for at least ~ 50 cells on 

either side of the electrode in the experimental preparation. It was however not possible 

to evaluate the exact number of cells on either side of the electrode. Moreover, the 

number of cells extending from the electrode at either side will have been different, as 

on one side the cellular syncitium was cut short in the preparation. Thus it was difficult 

to formulate the boundary conditions for a finite cable representation precisely. Instead, 

it was assumed N »  Àj , in which case the chain of cells would approximately behave 

like an infinite cable. In particular, it was required for this assumption that N >10. 

In the steady state, the voltage spread and input resistance of the cellular syncitium are 

in this case given by eqs 4.18 and 4.20, where Vq equals

Vo = Vc-L*Rs (4.29)

and X is given by equation 4.21, although here the dimensionless version X^ as given in 

equation 4.22 will be used.

It is assumed that perfusion of 1-octanol altered the value of X^ , but did not affect any 

other of the cable parameters. In that case. Cm can be assumed to equal the value found 

in the completely uncoupled cell, which was for this cell 55 pF. In principle, 1-octanol 

is thought only to affect gap-junctional resistance Rg, while effects on membrane 

resistance Rm have not been described. Thus, one could use the value for Rm found in 

the completely uncoupled cell, which was 1.3 G£2, and the value found for Rjn in the 

coupled cell to directly calculate Rg and X^ using the infinite cable equations 4.18 and 

4.22. However, there is some reason to suppose that Rm is in fact altered during 

uncoupling by 1-octanol, as will be discussed later on, and it was found more useful to
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currents. Simulation parameters: AT = 0.1 ms, N=100.
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compare the cable model responses for varying values of to the experimental data, so 

that both Rm and Rg are considered unknown variables. For any chosen value of and 

the known value of Rjp, the values of Rm and Rg are directly found by combining 

equation 4.18 and 4.22.

With the model parameters set in this way, the current response of a chain of 2*N-1 

cells, where N/X^ > 10, was simulated by numerically integrating equation 4.15, using 

the standard ODE solver (ODE45) provided by Matlab, in time increments equalling the 

sampling rate of the cell recordings, ie 0.1ms, for time periods long enough to achieve a 

steady state condition. In this way, the voltage spread along the cable was computed as 

a function of time. The current flowing through the intracellular electrode into the 

syncitium equals

itot=(Vc-Vo)/Rs (4.30)

and this will equal the total recorded current between the electrode and ground, where 

the current leaking through the patch seal ( Rieak > 5 GQ) is ignored, itot was calculated 

at each time point and the resulting current trace was compared to the experimental 

current response.

In figure 4.6 a to c, the experimental current responses in figure 4.4 are compared to 

simulated current responses of the infinite leaky cable model for varying values of Xj. 

For each simulation, N was set at 100 so that for all shown N/X^ >10. The left panels 

show the current responses. Note that these plots have double logarithmic scales. For 

each simulation, the value of X^ and Tm (= Cm * Rm) is given in the figure, which 

together completely define the infinite cable parameters. The right panels show the 

voltage spread along the cable for each value of X^ after a time period of 10 * Tm > after 

which no change in the voltage spread was observed and thus steady state was assumed 

to have been reached. For all simulated current responses, the steady state voltage 

spread was found to obey equation 4.17. This confirms that the simulation behaved like
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an infinite cable. It can be noted that the same value for in figures 4.6a to c will be 

associated with different values of Rg and due to the varying values of R«, This 

meant that while the steady state voltage spread for a certain value of X^ was identical in 

figures 4.6a to c, the time course of the current and in particular the time period 

required to reach steady state was different in each case, as is reflected in the values for 

Tm given in the plots.

Note that the value for Vq increases from figure 4.6 a to c, which reflects the increasing 

value of Roo during 1-octanol perfusion. This caused ioo to decrease and as a consequence 

the voltage drop over the series resistance decreased, bringing Vq closer to V^.

As the infinite cable model parameters were directly calculated from the experimentally 

obtained input resistance of the syncitium, the model current responses were effectively

forced to coincide with the experimental current at the steady state value ioo, as well as

at the initial peak current io which depends only on R^ and Rg. As both these parameters 

were directly read out from the data, the key point for assessing whether the model 

reproduces the experimental data adequately is to compare the model and experimental 

current time course between io and ioo, in other words to compare the time dependent 

current decay.

In figures 4.6a to c, it can be observed that the infinite cable model simulation does not 

reproduce the time dependence of the experimentally observed current decay well at 

any time point during 1-octanol perfusion for the values of X^ shown. As may be 

inferred from the trend of the model current responses with varying I j ,  it was in fact 

impossible to reproduce the experimental current responses with this model for any 

value of Xd.

As the time decay of the current will be directly dependent on Cm, Cm was adjusted 

gradually in consecutive simulations, but this was not found to improve the fit between 

the model and experimental current responses. It was concluded that the one

dimensional infinite cable model can not adequately describe the electrical network 

properties of the Deiters cell syncitium.
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As was discussed previously, for larger values of the infinite cable approximation 

may not be appropriate for the experimental preparation, which involves a finite number 

of cells. In that case, a finite cable treatment is required which assumes a different 

expression for Ri„ and thus calculates different values of Rg and R ^ for a given value of 

Xj. As was discussed previously, it is not possible to obtain an exact finite cable 

description of the Deiters cell syncitium. However, it may be observed that the trend for 

larger values of in figures 4.6a to c is a slower current decay, thus diverging farther 

from the experimental current responses. This is expected to be equally the case for 

finite cables as for infinite cables. It can therefore be concluded that a finite cable model 

would also not be capable of reproducing the experimental current responses.

4.4.5 Two-dimensional equivalent circuit model

The leaky cable model discussed in the previous sections contained a number of 

assumptions that are potentially invalid in its application to the Deiters cell syncitium. 

The most prominent inaccuracy of the model lies in describing the Deiters cell 

syncitium as a one-dimensional chain. Deiters cells extend to three rows radially ( = 

modiolus to outer wall) within the organ of Corti, and are thought to be gap-junctionally 

connected beyond the innermost row to other supporting cell types. The outermost row 

of Deiters cells are assumed to be gap-junctionally connected to the Hensen cells as 

well, but in the experimental preparation used here, these have been removed.

Thus Deiters cells form part of a syncitium which is likely to be electrically coupled 

both in the radial and longitudinal (base to apex of cochlea) direction. In order to model 

the experimental current responses adequately, the two-dimensional nature of cellular 

syncitium may need to be taken into account.

To investigate this possibility, the equivalent circuit representation of the cellular 

syncitium was extended to a two-dimensional network. As in the one-dimensional 

representation discussed in section 4.4.2, each cell was represented by an identical 

isopotential unit, and was connected by gap-junctional resistances to neighbouring cells
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according to a chosen two-dimensional lattice that was thought to most closely 

resemble the architecture of the cellular syncitium. From anatomical considerations it 

was assumed that the architecture of the Deiters cell syncitium could be described by a 

rectangular lattice, which means that each cell couples longitudinally and radially with 

two neighbours only. The two-dimensional equivalent circuit representing the Deiters 

cell syncitium is shown in figure 4.7a, where in the longitudinal direction the network 

extends from j = -N to N and in the radial direction from k = 0 : M. An important 

feature in this representation is that the gap-junctional resistances are allowed to differ 

in the longitudinal and radial directions and are denoted by Rgj and Rgk respectively. As 

will be shown later on, this feature is required in order to reproduce the current 

responses of the Deiters cell syncitium during perfusion of 1-octanol.

The voltage clamp electrode constitutes an external current source as given by equation

4.11 and is inserted at node j = 0, k = 0. The conservation of current now state that at

each node jk

Ajia + Akia + im= ie (4.31)

where away from the edges of the network

Ajiajk = (2*Vj k -Vj.i k - Vj+i k) /  Rgj (4.32)

^kiajk — (2*Vjk —Vj k-l " Vj k+l) / Rgk

im is given by equation 4.2, and ig is as zero everywhere except at node j =0 , k =0, 

where it is given by equation 4.10. Combining equation 4.33, 4.34, 4.2 and 4.10 

produces the following kinetic equation for the voltage at each node jk  away from the 

boundaries of the network:

Cm*dVjk/dt = AVj /Rgj + AVk /Rgk -  Vjk/Rm (4.33)

AVj = (2*Vj k -Vj.i k - Vj+i k)

AVk = (2*Vjk -V j k-l - Vj k-n) j , k # 0  and |j,k| N
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At the boundary conditions formed by the edges of the network and at the insertion 

point of the electrode, equations analogous to eqs 4.12 to 14 apply, which will not be 

given explicitly here. The total set of coupled differential equations can be represented 

by a matrix equation similar to eq 4.15:

dV/dt = (l/Cm)*(A2*V) + ie (4.34)

where V is now a vector of (2N-1)*M by 1, is a tridiagonal matrix of (2N-1)*M by 

(2N-1)*M , which is described in appendix B, and ig is a vector of (2*N-1)*M length 

containing the external current sources, which is zero everywhere except at j = 0, k = 0 

where it equals Vc/Rg.

4.4.6 Analytical solutions for an infinite two-dimensional network

The description of cellular syncitia by a two-dimensional electrical network 

representation has been applied to various cellular epithelia, most notably in the retina 

(see Poznanski and Umino, 1997). In the case where the gap-junctional resistance is 

assumed equal in all directions, application of Kirchoff s law will render for any lattice 

type (hexagonal, bethe lattice, etc.) a general equation for the voltage at each cellular 

node jk  in the network given by

Cm*dVjk/dt -f- Vjk/Rm + (Njk*Vjk - Zjk)/Rg = igjk (4.35)

where Njk is the number of nearest neighbours to node jk, and Zjk equals the summed 

membrane potential of all nearest neighbours (Poznanski and Umino 1997), both of 

which depend on the chosen lattice. A general analytical solution to equation 4.35 has 

been derived for the case that the network extends to infinity away from a well defined 

steady current source ( Torre and Owen 1983 ).

More particularly, the solution for a rectangular lattice when Ijl and Ikl go to infinity has

been found which describes the time dependent voltage spread in the network in
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response to a current source described by a delta function located at the origin of the 

network (j =0, k=0). In this solution, the voltage at each node jk  is given by (Lamb and 

Simon 1976):

Vjk = (1/Cm)* Ij (8)* Ik (8)* e (4.36)

0 = 2t/y*Xm 

Ô = (yf 4)/y*Tm 

y = Rg/Rm

where Ij is the modified Bessel function of the first kind of order j, and Ax is the cell 

spacing.

The steady state voltage response at node jk to a unit current injected at the origin is the 

infinite integral of equation 4.34 for t = 0 to <». Along a single dimension 1 within the 

network (either k = constant, 1 = j or j = constant, 1 = k) the steady state voltage spread 

will follow an exponential decay C*exp( - I 1 l*Ax I X )  where X is given by equation 

4.21.

The integral equation describing the steady state central cell voltage response to a 

steady current io can be described in terms of an elliptic integral of the first kind F 

(Lamb and Simon, 1976):

Voo = (4*io*Rg / (Rg/Rm+ 4) )* F[ (4 / (Rg/Rm +4) f  ] (4.37)

This expression can be approximated (Poznanski and Umino, 1997) using a series 

expansion and including only the first two terms:

Voo -  [ 4*io*Rg /  (Rg/Rm + 4) ] * [ 1 + 64/( Rg / Rm + 4)'̂  ] (4.38)

From this expression the input resistance of the infinite two-dimensional rectangular 

network can be approximated according to Rjn = Voo/io-
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The analytical model described above cannot be applied directly to the experimental 

situation investigated here, where at least in one dimension (radial) the network must be 

regarded as finite. Moreover, as discussed in the one-dimensional case, the boundary 

condition of the electrode, which has finite input resistance, cannot be described by a 

delta function current source, for which the time dependent solution above has been 

formulated. Instead, the responses of the two-dimensional network model as defined by 

equation 4.34 will again be simulated, by numerically integrating the matrix equation 

given in equation 4.34, and compared to the experimental data. The steady state voltage 

spread and input resistance of the simulated responses will afterwards be compared to 

that of the analytically described infinite network model.

4.4.7 Comparison of experimental data to a two-dimensional network simulation

The model parameters for the two-dimensional network simulation were set as follows. 

N was assumed large enough for internal current in the longitudinal direction to 

approximate zero before node N is reached. This latter assumption is analogous to the 

infinite cable assumption used in the one-dimensional case, and roughly requires that N/ 

Xd> 10. The argument behind this assumption has been given in the one-dimensional 

simulation.

As there are three rows of Deiters cells in the organ of Corti, M was initially set at 3. In 

reality, the Deiters cells form part of a coupled syncitium, which extends in the radial 

direction beyond the innermost Deiters cell, towards the pillar cells and beyond. The 

additional cells in the radial direction may be included in the network representation by 

increasing M. However, in this case the assumption that the electrical properties of the 

cells do not vary will be more likely to be invalid. The approach taken here was to 

initially assume that only 3 rows of Deiters cells constitute the coupled syncitium 

underlying the experimental current responses, and to assess the effect on the simulation 

of increasing M.

Rg and C ^ are known from the uncoupled cell data, and are assumed not to change 

during 1-octanol perfusion. This leaves three unkown parameters: Rm , Rgj and Rgk 

which are allowed to vary. Numerical integration was performed using the standard
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ODE solver provided in Matlab (ODE45) and time increments were chosen to equal the 

sampling rate of the cell recordings, which was 0.1 ms.

4.4.7.1 Two-dimensional simulation with Rgj = Rgk

Firstly, simulations were performed for the case where Rgj = Rgk =Rg.

The parameter variations were executed in the following order: Firstly, R ^ and were 

set at the value found in the uncoupled cell. Rg was assumed initially to equal 1 MQ and 

was varied until the best resemblance with the experimental current response was 

obtained (by eye). Subsequently, the visual fit between the model response and the data 

was improved by allowing R ^ to vary within one order of 10 relative to the uncouped 

cell value, which generally entailed adjusting Rg. Lastly, the value of Cm was adjusted 

to a small degree.

Figure 4.8a shows the current response of the in situ Deiters cell of figure 4.4 before 1- 

octanol perfusion, compared to simulations of the two-dimensional network for various 

values of y ( = Rg/Rm)- The model parameters are shown in the plot for each simulation 

in terms of y and %m, which are uniquely defined by Rm, Rg and Cm, where Cm equalled 

55 pF in all simulations. The slowest decaying current is associated with the largest 

value for Tm- ft was found that the model responses for these values of y and Tm did not 

change significantly when M was increased from 3, and more generally that increasing 

M did not improve the resemblance between the model responses and the experimental 

data. M was in the simulations illustrated in figure 4.8 set at 5.

Rg and Rm were in each simulation chosen such that the model response coincided with 

the experimental current response at the initial peak and at the steady state value. In 

doing so, it was found impossible to fit the time course of the model response 

satisfactorily to that of the experimental data, although for y = 0.25, the simulated 

current response shows a much better resemblance to the data than that of the one

dimensional chain.
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Figure 4.8b shows the two-dimensional voltage spread observed in the best fitting 

simulation (y = 0.25) after 500 ms, at which time steady state was assumed to be 

reached. Figures 4.8c and d show this steady state voltage spread along the radial 

dimension at j = 0, and along the longitudinal dimension at k = 0 respectively for each 

of the simulations in figure 4.8a. In each plot, the exponential voltage decay given by 

equation 4.17 is shown in dotted lines, with the values of and Vq equalling those in 

the simulations. It may be observed that the simulated voltage decay in the longitudinal 

direction coincided almost exactly with the exponential decay, as would be expected in 

an infinite two-dimensional network. In the radial direction, the voltage spread did not 

show a simple exponential behaviour, but deviated in a manner similar to that found in 

finite cables with sealed ends (Jack, Noble and Tsien 1983). The apparent value for I j  

was in this direction smaller than that calculated from the model parameters according 

to equation 4.22. This deviation from the exponential decay should result from the fact 

that in this direction, the extent of the network is of the same order as Xj, while in the 

longitudinal direction, N far exceeds X̂ .

In equation 4.38, an approximation was given for the input resistance of the infinite 

two-dimensional network. The model network simulated here extends only in one radial 

direction away from the electrode (k =0..M), while in the longitudinal dimension it 

extends in both directions (j = -N:N). We can compare the input resistance found in the 

simulated model to the analytical expression in eq. 4.38 by assuming that the simulation 

would, if M was set large enough compared to I j ,  resemble a semi- infinite network, 

that is an infinite network cut into two halves at k = 0. The input resistance of the semi

infinite network Rsemi is assumed to be twice that of the infinite network. Rsemi was 

calculated for each of simulations shown in figure 4.8a :

y = 1.5, Xm= 1.1 ms : Rsemi =11.7 MÜ 

y = 0.25 Tm= 3.3 ms : Rsemi = 8.3 MÜ 

y = 0.01, Tm= 9.3 ms : Rsemi = 6.0 MQ
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The input resistance of the experimental syncitium was 8.15 It may be noted that 

the input resistance calculated for an semi-infinite two-dimensional network using the 

parameters of the best fitting simulation ( y = 0.25) is very close to the experimental 

value.

In conclusion, it was found that two-dimensional network model, with Rgj =Rgk, could 

not reproduce the transient current responses adequately when the experimental 

preparation was bathed in standard saline, although a closer similarity with the 

experimental current response was obtained than with a one-dimensional simulation. 

The experimental current responses during 1-octanol perfusion were even less well 

reproduced by this two-dimensional network, and these simulations will not be 

illustrated here.

4.4.7.2 Two-dimensional simulation with Rgj • R gk

Next, simulations were performed in which Rgj and Rgk were allowed to differ.

Figure 4.9a shows the current response of an in situ Deiters cell after 10 minutes of 1- 

octanol perfusion (left panel), together with the simulation that showed the best visual 

resemblance to the experimental current. The model parameters are shown in the graph. 

The right panel shows the steady state voltage spread in the simulated two-dimensional 

network along the lines j = 0 and k = 0. In this plot, the dotted lines show the 

exponential decay for the associated value for in each direction 

As can be observed, the model simulation in this case reproduced the experimental 

current well, although the value for needed to be slightly reduced from the 

uncoupled cell value. To achieve the good fit between the simulation and the data, it 

was necessary to set the coupling in the simulated network to be much stronger in the 

radial than in the longitudinal direction. This difference between Rgk and Rgj was 

responsible for the particular shape of the current response, which showed two phases 

of decay: one fast initial decay followed by a slower decay. It was found that for fixed
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values of Rm and Cm, the initial decay rate was controlled by Rgj, while the second 

decay was set by Rg^.

Figure 4.9b shows the experimental current response of the same cell after 5 minutes of 

1-octanol perfusion (ie after a shorter period of bath perfusion of 1-octanol than in 

figure 4.9a), where the gap junctional resistances were expected to be smaller than those 

in figure 4.9a. The best fitting model simulation is shown, and the parameters are given 

in the plot. Again, the simulation reproduces the experimental current decay well. It can 

be seen that both Rgj and Rgk are decreased relative to the values in figure 4.9a, while 

Rgk is again over 10 times larger than Rgj. Both Rm and Cm had the same values as in 

figure 4.9a.

Figure 4.9c shows the experimental current response of the cell before application of 1- 

octanol, together with the best fitting model simulation. Unlike the results shown in 

figure 4.9a and b, it was found impossible in this case to find a combination of model 

parameters that provided a good visual fit to the experimental data. The best resembling 

simulation was in this case not associated with a unique combination of model 

parameters, and the one shown was chosen because its parameter values coincided most 

closely with those obtained for the same cell in figures 4.9a and b. To achieve a 

reasonable resemblance, the value for Rm needed to be sharply reduced from the 

uncoupled cell value, and was also much smaller than that found in figures 4.9a and b.

The simulations in figures 4.9a and b show very good agreement with the experimental 

current responses. However, in both cases, the whole cell membrane parameters Rm and 

Cm were altered compared to the observed uncoupled cell values to achieve the good fit. 

As will be shown later on, 1-octanol in fact does affect the membrane conductance, in 

particular it appears to inhibit ion channels in the membrane, and this may account for 

the apparently lower value of Rm in the coupled cells which have been exposed for less 

time to 1-octanol. Cm is not however not likely to be affected by 1-octanol, and the need 

to slightly reduce Cm in the network model from the measured single cell value may
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reflect an inaccuracy of the model. In particular, the variation in Deiters cell size in the 

radial direction within the organ of Corti, which shows a decrease towards the inner 

Deiters cells, was not accounted for and could be expected to reduce the effective 

uniform Cm in the network model.

In both figure 4.9a and b, it was found that Rgj needed to be chosen substantially 

smaller than Rg^. The apparent difference between Rgj and Rgk observed in figures 4.9a 

and b may reflect an inherent difference between gap-junctional connections in the 

longitudinal versus radial direction, either in intrinsic conductance or in sensitivity to 1- 

octanol. However, it is also possible that the architecture of the cellular network makes 

the gap-junctions that occur longitudinally more accessible to the 1-octanol solution 

than the gap-junctional plaques between cells in the radial direction.

When M was increased in the simulations in figures 4.9a and b, a reasonable fit to the 

data could also be achieved, but only when the value of Cm was substantially lowered 

relative to the uncoupled cell value. It was notable however that the best fitting results 

were obtained with M = 3. This is slightly surprising, as the Deiters cells are thought to 

be express gap junctional connections with supporting cells beyond the innermost row. 

As the internal current does not appear to drop to zero before the innermost row of 

Deiters cells is reached, it would appear that, at least during perfusion of 1-octanol, 

these connections do not show significant conductance.

In summary, it was concluded that during perfusion of 1-octanol, when gap-junctional 

resistances are presumably high compared to the original values in standard saline, the 

discrete two-dimensional network simulation reproduced the experimental data well. 

These results confirm the two-dimensional nature of the Deiters cell syncitium, and also 

provide a quantitative estimate of the changes in gap junctional conductance during 1- 

octanol perfusion.

As the model simulations were numerical, and could not be directly related to an 

analytical expression for the time dependent or steady state voltage spread, it is not 

possible to interpret these results directly in terms of the electrotonic space constant. 

However, from the steady state voltage spread for each case shown in the right panels, it
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can be seen that the voltage decay is essentially exponential in the longitudinal 

direction, as in an infinite network or cable. In the radial direction, the small voltage 

decay resembles that of a very short cable. As the cells in this direction are almost at 

equipotential due to the relatively low value of Rgj, the situation appeared to 

approximate a one-dimensional chain with a width of 3 cells rather than 1.

In contrast to the good fits found during 1-octanol perfusion, it was found to be 

impossible to reproduce the experimental current responses in standard saline with the 

two-dimensional network model. Even when Rm, Cm and Rgj were allowed to vary 

substantially, no satisfactory simulation could be produced. Unlike the results in figures 

4.9a and b, there was no value for M that produced markedly better resemblance than 

another. As the interest in this chapter is mainly in the network properties of the Deiters 

cell syncitium as it would be in vivo, that is in standard saline, in the following section a 

modified two-dimensional model will be presented with which the responses of the 

cellular syncitium in the absence of 1-octanol may be reproduced more accurately. This 

model will also allow comparison to a more analytical treatment.

4.4.8 Continuous sheet approximation of two-dimensional syncitium

In the previous section, the current responses of the Deiters cell syncitium at time points 

before and during 1-octanol perfusion were compared to a discrete two-dimensional 

network model simulation. It was found that the simulations could reproduce the 

experimental current responses well when the gap-junctional conductances had been 

partially inhibited by 1-octanol. However, the model was not able to reproduce the 

responses of the syncitium before 1-octanol application, when gap-junctional resistance 

was presumably substantially lower.

There are a number of assumptions underlying the discrete two-dimensional network 

representation of the Deiters cell syncitium of which the validity may be compromised 

when the gap-junctional resistance is very low. For instance, as the spatial extent of 

electrotonic coupling increases with decreasing values of Rg, the variation in cell size 

will become more important, and the electrical parameters will be increasingly non-
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uniform along the network. Moreover, the apparent electrotonic space constant will 

become increasingly long, and the infinite cable assumption made for the longitudinal 

dimension will become less valid. However, the most important way in which low 

values of Rg will undermine the model lies in the central assumption that the 

intracellular fluid resistance was negligible compared to the gap-junctional resistance, 

Rg »  Rj. This assumption allowed each single cell to be treated as an isopotential unit, 

represented by whole cell parameters Cm and Rm- The results of the previous section 

suggest that during perfusion of 1 -octanol, the values of Rgj and Rgk were sufficiently 

high to warrant the discrete treatment. The gap junctional resistances before application 

of 1-octanol would be expected to have been substantially smaller, and it is possible that 

in this case, the assumption Rg »  Rj did not hold. This would imply that the voltage 

drops along the membrane of a single cell due to the fluid resistance become 

comparable to the voltage drops over the gap junctions, in which case the cells cannot 

be regarded as isopotential units, and so the cellular syncitium can not be modelled by a 

discrete network.

A more accurate model of the syncitium would include both the continuous internal 

fluid resistivity and the discrete gap-junctional resistances. Such a model would require 

detailed knowledge of the cellular and gap-junctional architecture, which is not readily 

available. Here, a more simplistic approach was taken, which assumed that the gap 

junctional resistance was equal to or smaller than the intracellular fluid resistance. In 

this case, the effect of discrete gap-junctions can be neglected, and a continuous 

approximation used for the internal resistance of the syncitium. The cellular syncitium 

was thus modelled as a pair of thin parallel sheets of uniform membrane, separated by a 

continuous intracellular medium, as shown in figure 4.10a, while the internal 

discontinuities at cell-cell interfaces were neglected.

The continuous planar sheet was discretised into equal sized portions of Ar by Ar,

resulting in cubes of fluid of height h covered at the top and bottom by cell membrane
2

of area (Ar) , as depicted in figure 4.10b. Ar needed to be chosen small enough to 

ensure that the cube was at isopotential throughout. Current was assumed to flow only
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at right angles to each face of the cube, so that membrane current leaked out through the 

top and bottom, while internal current flowed only in the x and y direction. This 

assumption is not strictly valid, as in a continuous internal medium, current may be 

assumed to flow away from the electrode in all directions. However, if Ar is chosen 

small enough, the current spread in the discretised sheet will approximate that of a 

continuous internal environment.

Each cube was represented by the equivalent circuit shown in figure 4.10c, where Rj is 

the internal resistance between the centres of two neighbouring cubes. This equivalent 

circuit is identical to that for an individual cell used in the previous sections, but the 

electrical parameters of the cube unit are now defined explicitly in spatial parameters, 

such that:

Cm = A*Cm (4.39)

~ Tm /A 

Ri = rj / h 

A = 2*Ar^

2where A is the total membrane area within the unit, Ar is the cube width, c^  (F/m ) is 

the specific capacitance of the membrane per unit area, r^  is the specific resistivity of 

the membrane per unit area in Q*m^, q is the resistivity of the internal fluid in ^l*m and 

h is the height of the cube.

Each cube, or rather its equivalent circuit, was denoted by index j, signifying the 

longitudinal position x = j * Ar, and k, which indicates position in the radial direction 

y = k *Ar. The equivalent circuit network resulting from connecting all the cubes is in 

fact identical to the discrete network model shown in figure 4.7. However, the units 

were now not single cells but rather areas of membrane connected by a volume of 

internal medium.

With the expressions for the electrical parameters given by equation 4.39, the kinetic 

equations for the sheet model are identical to those given in equation 4.34, except that 

the internal resistance Rj replaces Rgj and Rgk. Identical boundary conditions are
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assumed to apply as in the discrete network, with the electrode located at position x = 0 

and y = 0. In principle, at the edges of the cellular syncitium, the open fluid cube should 

be considered sealed off by extra membrane, but this type of refinement is not expected 

to influence such model behaviour significantly and will not be inserted here.

The total set of coupled differential equations for the discretised continuous sheet model 

are represented by a matrix equation similar to 4.35:

dV/dt = (l/Cm)*(A2c*V) + ie (4.40)

where V is a vector of (2N-1)*M by 1, À2c is a tridiagonal matrix of (2N-1)*M by 

(2N-1)*M , which is described in appendix B, and ig is a vector of (2*N-1)*M length 

containing the external current sources, which is zero everywhere except at x = 0, y = 0 

where it equals Vc/Rs-

4.4.9 Analytical steady state solution for an infinite continuous sheet

A linear ‘two-dimensional cable’ equation can be formulated for a continuous sheet 

conductor when radial symmetry is assumed around a point of current injection, such 

that current flow can be assumed equal in all direction (Jack, Noble and Tsien, 1983):

d V d r^  + 1/r *dV/dr -  Xi *(Xm*dV/dt+ V) = k  (4.41)

where r is the distance from the current source (electrode) and 1% is the two-dimensional 

space constant given by:

X.2 = V (r„*h/) (2*r|) (4.42)

where r^  is the membrane resistivity in i2*m^, h is the separation distance between the 

parallel sheets and q is the specific resistivity of the intracellular medium in Q*m
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This equation can be solved in the steady state for certain well-defined boundary 

conditions (Jack, Noble and Tsien, 1975), and in particular in the assumption that r goes 

to infinity, the steady state voltage decay as a function of r in response to steady current 

io injected at the origin (r = 0) is given by:

T/(r) =  (io * r i ) /(2 *7r*l])* Ko(r/k;,) (4 .4 :3)

where Kq is the modified Bessel function of the second kind and order 0. At r = 0, the 

voltage can be seen to go to infinity. This is due to the fact that it is assumed that the 

current originates from a infinitely thin line source, so that at r = 0 the current density is 

infinite. In reality, the electrode supplying the current will have finite dimensions. 

However, if the electrode is very small compared to the space constant, equation 4.43 

will be an accurate description of the voltage spread in an infinite sheet for all but very 

small values of r.

4.4.10 Comparison of experimental data to continuous sheet simulation

In this section, the transient current responses to small applied voltage steps of three 

voltage clamped cells in an in situ preparation bathed in standard saline are compared to 

the responses of the discretised ‘continuous’ sheet model described in the section 4.4.9. 

The approach was to numerically integrate the kinetic equations given in equation 4.35 

using the electrical parameters given by equation 4.39. Unknown model parameters 

were varied until a good visual resemblance was obtained between the model response 

and the experimental data. Subsequently, the steady state voltage spread associated with 

the best fitting simulation was compared to the analytical infinite sheet solutions to 

obtain a meaningful interpretation for the voltage spread in terms of the electrotonic 

space constant X2 .

The model parameters were set as follows. The spatial extent of the cellular syncitium 

in the longitudinal direction was chosen long enough to approximate infinity, so that the
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internal current would drop to zero before the end of the cellular chain. This was found 

to be achieved when Lj / 2 = Ar * N > 5*^2. and this condition was used for all 

simulations.

The radial extent of the cellular syncitium, was taken as finite and in principle 

unknown. However, it was assumed from anatomical considerations that the radial 

width Lk of the syncitium would at maximum equal 200 |Lim, and simulations were 

initially run for this value. Afterwards, the effect of increasing or decreasing Ly was 

assessed. M was set to equal Lj /Ar.

Rs was found from the uncoupled cell data. The specific capacitance per unit area of 

cellular membrane c^ has been found to equal approximately 0.01 F/m (Jack, Noble 

and Tsien 1983), and as this value is not thought to vary much between cells, this value 

will be used here.

This leaves r^, q and h as unknown parameters. However, q and h can be absorbed 

together in Rj, as in equation 4.39, as no explicit reference to q or h individually is made 

in the kinetic equations. Therefore, there are only two variable parameters in the 

simulation, r^  and Rj.

Ar was decreased in consecutive simulations, which effectively decreased the area that 

could be considered at isopotential. It was found that the model simulations resembled 

the experimental current responses more closely for increasingly smaller values of Ar, 

and the value of Ar used for the simulations was the largest value that still produced a 

good visual fit. Numerical integration was performed in time increments of 0.1 ms, 

using the ODE45 solver provided by Matlab.

In the left panels of figure 4.11, the transient current responses of the three in situ 

Deiters cells, voltage clamped in three different preparations and bathed in standard 

saline, are shown together with the best fitting discretised sheet model simulations for 

Ly set at 200 |im. The values of and Xm that define the model parameters used are 

given in the figures. The right panels show the two-dimensional voltage spread in the
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sheet after a time period of 150 ms, at which point steady state was reached in each 

case.

Figure 4.11a shows the results for the cell whose responses were simulated in the 

previous sections, and shown in figure 4.4. For this cell, a good fit was obtained for the 

simulation with discretisation width Ar = 10 |L im . M was therefore set at 20. The values 

for rm and Rj in this simulation were 0.4 Q*m and 6.3 MQ respectively. X2 was 

calculated from equation 4.42, with R[ = q/h, and equalled 178 |L im . N was set at 100, so 

that Lx /2 (= N*Ar) > 5 *^2, as was required.

The cell used in figure 4.11b was also located at the second turn from the apex of the 

cochlea. Again, Ar = 10 p,m provided a good visual fit to the experimental current 

response, with r^ and R; set at 0.425 ^2*m^ and 13.6 MQ respectively. Thus X2 in this 

simulation equalled 125 |im.

Figure 4.11c shows the result for a cell located at the most apical turn of the cochlea, 

and in this case no part of the organ of Corti was removed for access, except that the 

Hensen cells were stripped off for the entire apical turn. For this cell, a good fit was 

obtained for the simulation with discretisation width Ar = 20 |im. M was therefore set at 

1 0 . The values for r^  and R, in this simulation were 0.225Q*m and 2.2 MQ 

respectively, and thus X2 equalled 226 |Ltm. N was set at 150, so that Lx/2*^2 > 5.

For all three cells, the discretised two-dimensional sheet model, with the longitudinal 

dimension approximating infinity, and the radial dimension stretching 200 |xm wide, 

reproduced the experimental current responses to a good visual fit. The model 

parameter r^  varied relatively little between the cells, although the more apical cell 

value was smaller than that of the turn 2 cells. R\ varied more, but within 1 order of 

magnitude. It is interesting to note that the value of R\ (= q/h) found for the most apical 

turn cell is smaller than that in the other two more basal turns. These relative values of 

Ri may be due to the fact that the cell height h is expected to be larger at more apical
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locations.

It was found that for Ly <200 |im, model simulations produced less adequate fits to the 

experimental data. However, increasing Ly from 200 |im produced equally good fits for 

the same values of R\ as given above, but in that case the value of r^  needed to be 

increased. Doubling Ly roughly doubled the value found for X2 . Thus the simulations 

shown here represent the good fits for Ly = 200 jim, but these ‘solutions’ are not 

unique. However, it was assumed that the radial width of the syncitium would not have 

exceeded 200 pm, and as such the simulations shown here may be taken as reasonable 

approximations for the syncitial architecture of the Deiters cells in situ.

Although a two-dimensional space constant X2 was defined and calculated, it is 

impossible to give this parameter a meaningful interpretation without an functional 

expression relating the voltage decay to X2 . In order to evaluate this functional 

expression, the steady state voltage spread in the simulations was compared to 

analytical solutions obtained for an infinite sheet model, which was found by inserting 

the same electrical parameters as used in the model simulations into equation 4.43.

Equation 4.43 expresses the steady state voltage as a function of distance from the 

electrode in an infinite sheet, which extends away from the electrode in a radially 

symmetrical manner. The numerical model used to describe the experimental 

preparation is symmetrical in the longitudinal direction, but extends only in one 

direction radially. This situation is most appropriately compared to a ‘semi-infinite’ 

sheet, ie an infinite sheet which is cut into half along the line y = 0. If one assumes that 

each half of the infinite sheet constitutes an equal fraction of the total input resistance, 

one can conclude that the expression for the voltage spread in a semi-infinite sheet 

reads:

V(r) = 2* (io * r i )/(2*7t*h)* Ko(r/^2) (4.44)

As the voltage spread in the simulation was calculated as a function of x and y rather
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than r, points along the numerical grid must be chosen for comparison to the analytical 

expres 

y = 0.

2 2 2expression for which x + y = r = constant. The easiest case is where either x = 0 or

In figure 4.12, the steady state voltage spread (ie after 150 ms) along the lines y = 0 (left 

panels) and x = 0 (right panels) are shown for the model simulations in figure 4.11 

(dotted lines), together with the function in equation 4.44 (solid lines) for the same

parameters, in which io = L , which is simply the steady state current measured from the

data, and q/h = R\.

The first thing to be observed in figure 4.12 is that for small values of r, the voltage 

spread found in the numerical solution approaches the analytical expression in 4.44 very 

closely.

At r = 0, the analytical expression goes to infinity, so that the input resistance of the 

semi-infinite sheet cannot be directly compared to that found experimentally and 

reproduced by the numerical simulation. However, the effective input resistance of the 

semi-infinite sheet can be calculated from equation 4.44 at a small distance rg from the 

origin. The discrete cube at x = 0, y = 0 can be considered as an isopotential unit at 

which the internal current density approximately equals the current provided by the 

electrode. In other words, the membrane current at x = 0, y = 0 may be neglected. In 

that case, this central unit can be considered an effective current source of radius Ar/2. 

The effective input resistance of the semi-infinite sheet Rgff seen by this current source 

can be calculated for each cell at r = ro = Ar/2 in equation 4.44. Both the calculated Reff 

and the measured Rjn are given in the plots in figure 4.12, left panels, an can be seen to 

show a fairly good agreement.

At larger values of r, the voltage decay in the numerical model can be seen to diverge 

from the analytical expression for the semi-infinite sheet, which is to be expected as in 

the radial direction X2 is approximately equal to the radial width Ly, so that in this 

direction the syncitial sheet will not tend to behave like an semi- infinite sheet.
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In summary, a linear two-dimensional continuous sheet model, which is infinite in the 

longitudinal direction and has a radial width of 200 |im, adequately reproduced the 

Deiters cell syncitium responses to small voltage steps applied at a single point along 

the edge. The steady state voltage spread in the model was found to approximate to that 

of a semi-infinite sheet at distances in the order of the electrotonic space constant ^2 

from the current source.

The two-dimensional electrotonic space constant obtained through this linear 

approximation was in the order of 100-200 |Lim under the experimental conditions used. 

The electrotonic space constant is however a function of both Ri and r^. While Ri can 

be assumed to be a constant for a particular preparation, r^  is a linear approximation for 

Gm(Vm,t). The value of r^, and thus of X2, will in fact depend on the range of actual 

membrane potentials (rather than changes in membrane potential) at which the voltage 

steps were applied, and cannot be considered as constant.

The linear approximation was based on the assumption that if the voltage change over 

the membrane at a certain point is small enough, the local change in is insignificant. 

What has not yet been accounted for is the fact that at all times during the voltage 

protocol, the actual membrane potential varied as a function of distance from the 

electrode. This implies that the value of r^  would not have been the same at all 

locations. The membrane potential, which equals a given value Vq near the electrode, 

will decay towards the resting potential Erest with distance from the electrode, so that 

Gm would have varied between Gm(Vo) and Gm(Erest). The model simulations described 

so far assumed r^  to be constant throughout the syncitium. The extent to which this 

simplification has compromised the validity of the simulation results depends on the 

actual values of Gm(Vo) and Gm(Ej-est)- Vq in the experimental voltage protocol used will 

have ranged between -40 mV and -20 mV. Erest would have depended on the membrane 

permeabilities as well as on the ionic concentration gradients, and cannot be known a 

priori, as the internal ionic concentrations within the syncitium are not controlled in 

these experiments. However, as will be shown later on in this chapter, the cells appear
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to be fairly depolarised, with Erest ranging between -15 mV and -5 mV.

This potential inaccuracy of the linear approximation does not appear to have prevented 

a relatively good fit of the simulations to the experimental responses, and the main 

architectural features of the model are likely to be a fair approximation for the Deiters 

cell syncitium. However, the values found for Ri, r^  and X2 can only be considered 

linear approximations of the network electrical parameters.

In the following sections, the non-linear conductance of the Deiters cell membrane will 

be explicitly integrated into the discretised two-dimensional sheet model. The validity 

of this more generally applicable model will be tested by comparing the simulated 

steady state currents at a range of central potentials V q to the experimentally obtained 

values. The effect of the non-linear membrane properties on the internal voltage decay 

within the syncitium can then be assessed from these simulations.

4.4.11 Non linear membrane properties in situ

In Chapter 3, an analytical expression was obtained for the voltage and time-dependent 

conductance (Vm, t) of the Deiters cell membrane. was described by

Gm(Vm,t) = Gmax * m^ * (ci*hi + C2*h2) (4.45)

dm/dt = am*(l-m) - pm*m (4.46)

dhi/dt = (h\oo - hi) / Thi ( i = l  ,2)

where am, Pm and hjoo are voltage dependent parameters functionally described by 

equations 3.21, 3.25 and 3.30 in Chapter 3. The constant parameters ci, C2, % , and 

those in eqs 3.21, 3.25 and 3.30 are listed in tables 3.1 and 3.2.
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Before proceeding to integrate these expressions into the continuous sheet equations, it 

needs to be shown that the membrane properties of the cells in the in situ preparation 

can be adequately described by the above expressions, which were obtained from 

isolated cells in vitro. In order to do so, the in situ cell responses uncoupled by 1- 

octanol were compared to the isolated cell responses in vitro.

4.4.11.1 Effect of octanol on Gm

Figure 4.13 compares a typical set of current responses of an in situ Deiters cell, which 

had been completely uncoupled by 1-octanol, to those of an isolated cell of 

approximately equal size. The in situ cell was located at the second turn from the apex 

of the cochlea, and the isolated cell was from the size assumed to originate from a 

similarly apical location. Significant differences between the two cells’ current 

responses could be observed. The uncoupled in situ cell currents were generally 

smaller, and the in situ uncoupled cells normally showed only a single, very slow time 

dependent inactivation, while in the isolated cells both a fast and a slow inactivation 

could be observed. Closer inspection of the initial activation time course of the currents 

revealed that the activation time constants in the in situ uncoupled cells were slower and 

showed a less sigmoidal shape than those of the isolated cells. Comparing the current -  

voltage relations at steady state (at 100 ms after the voltage steps, and disregarding the 

slow inactivation), the isolated cell in vitro showed a fairly steep outward rectification 

with current turning on at around -20 mV, whereas the uncoupled in situ cell I-V 

showed a slower dependence on potential which appeared more exponential in shape.

In order to assess whether this difference could be attributed to the action of 1-octanol 

on the in situ cell, an isolated cell experiment was performed in which current responses 

before and after bath perfusion of 1 mM 1- octanol were compared. The results are 

shown in figure 4.14. Before application of 1-octanol, the current responses showed fast 

inactivation and activation, and the I-V curve closely resembled that of figure 4.13a. 

After application of 1-octanol, the current size was much reduced and the both 

activation and inactivation slowed down in a manner similar to observed in figure 

4.13b. The steady state I-V curve after application of 1-octanol also closely resembled
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A In situ
(uncoupled by 1-octanol)
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Figure 4.13. Comparison o f current responses o f in situ Deiters cell uncoupled by 1 
mM 1-octanol to those of an isolated Deiters cell. Currents were elicited by 
command voltage steps of 200 ms duration from a holding potential o f -4 0  mV. 
Voltage steps ranged from -1 2 0  to 4- 120 mV in 10 mV increments. Time interval 
between steps was 3 s. The patch pipette was filled with a KCl based solution 
(solution 1, table 2.2 Chapter 2). First 50 ms o f the current responses are shown. 
(A) In situ Deiters cell uncoupled by 1-octanol. (B) Isolated Deiters cell. (C) and 
(D) show current-voltage relation at the end of the varying voltage step for cell (A) 
and (B) respectively. Open circles: Holding potential = -80 mV. Closed circles: 
Holding potential = -40 mV.
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control B + 1 mM 1-octanol
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Figure 4.14 Comparison of current responses o f isolated Deiters cell before and 
after bath application o f 1 mM 1-octanol. Currents were elicited by command 
voltage steps o f 200 ms duration from a holding potential o f -5 0  mV. Voltage steps 
ranged from -1 2 0  to 4- 100 mV in 10 mV increments. Time interval between steps 
was 3 s. The patch pipette was filled with a KCl based solution (solution 1, table 2.2 
Chapter 2). (A) Before bath perfusion o f 1 mM 1-octanol. (B) After - 1 0  mins o f  
bath perfusion o f 1 mM 1-octanol. (C) and (D) show current-voltage relation at the 
end o f the varying voltage step for cell (A) and (B) respectively.
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that of the in situ uncoupled cell shown figure 4.13b.

It was concluded that the uncoupled in situ cell responses show identical behaviour to 

that of isolated cells to which 1-octanol has been applied. It was observed that the 

current size of the isolated cell, which has been exposed to 1 mM 1-octanol, was even 

smaller than those generally observed in the uncoupled in situ cell. This may be due to 

the fact that the membrane exposure to 1-octanol during bath perfusion is less complete 

in the in situ preparation, as the cells are packed tightly within the cellular syncitium 

and less membrane is directly exposed to the external bath medium. The effective 

concentration of 1-octanol may also be less in the in situ preparation, as the bath 

volume is large and the standard saline solution may not have been completely replaced 

by the 1-octanol solution. Alternatively, the actual single cell conductance may be 

larger in the in situ cells before application of 1-octanol than in the isolated cells, the 

latter possibly being affected by the isolation procedure.

It is not clear by what mechanism 1-octanol is able to modulate the membrane 

conductance. As 1-octanol is thought capable of inserting into the cell membrane, it is 

possible that the properties of the ion channels within the cell membrane are altered 

through direct interaction with the 1-octanol molecules.

The model formulated for the Deiters cell membrane conductance in Chapter 3 assumed 

that the ion channel population was homogeneous as far as activation properties were 

concerned, but that this population divided into two subgroups according to inactivation 

properties. Although this assumption provided a good fit to the data, it is possible that 

there are in fact two populations of ion channels, each with distinct activation and 

inactivation properties, of which the separate activations could not be distinguished in 

the experimental and analysis procedure used. In their (phenomenological) description 

of Deiters cell currents, Nenov et al suggested on the basis of pharmacological 

alterations to the currents that there may be two populations of ion channels expressed 

by the Deiters cells, one of which shows fast activation and inactivation properties 

associated with A-type currents, and another type of ion channel which shows slower 

kinetics and may be related to the Kv family (Nenov et al, 1998). It should be noted that 

no definitive channel separation was made, as the pharmacological agents used could 

not be directly associated with any specific ion channel type. However, if it is for the 

moment accepted that there are two populations of ion channels, it may be that 1-
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octanol inhibits only one component, characterised by a fast activating and inactivating 

time course.

From the overall similarity seen between figures 4.14 and 4.13, it will here be assumed 

that in the absence of 1-octanol, the activation and inactivation properties of the cell 

membrane conductance of the Deiters cells in situ can be described by the same 

analytical expression as was formulated for isolated cells in vitro.

4.4.11.2 Na  ̂block of membrane conductance

Figure 4.15 shows the current responses recorded from an in situ voltage clamped 

Deiters cell, in 3 minute intervals after the transient current responses indicated that the 

cell had completely uncoupled due to 1-octanol bath perfusion. The I-V curve obtained 

from the very first recorded current responses after uncoupling showed a “dip” at 

membrane potentials above ~ +60 mV, which moved towards more depolarised 

potentials in subsequent recordings and finally disappeared completely. As the “dip” 

moved towards more depolarised potentials, the measured current sizes increased.

The “dip” in the I-V curve showed a similarity to the voltage dependent block by 

internal Na"̂  ions that has been observed for many types of channels (Hille, 1992). 

To assess whether the shape of these I-V curves was due to internal Na  ̂an isolated cell 

experiment was performed in which the patch pipette solution contained varying ) 

concentrations of Na^.

Figure 4.16 shows the current responses of two isolated cells for which the pipette 

solutions contained 35 mM and 75 mM of Na"̂  respectively. In these solutions, the 

concentration was decreased in proportion to the increased Na^ concentration to 

maintain ionic strength. The current responses in these experiments showed a very 

similar voltage dependence to those of the uncoupled in situ cell, which strongly 

suggest that the membrane conductance of Deiters cell is indeed subject to a voltage 

dependent internal Na^ block.

It appeared that the severity and the voltage dependence of the Na"̂  block depended on 

the intracellular Na^ concentration. Comparing the I-V curves of the uncoupled in situ
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Figure 4.15 Changes in current responses of in situ Deiters cell after uncoupling by 
1-octanol. Currents were elicited by command voltage steps o f 200 ms duration from 
a holding potential o f -5 0  mV. Voltage steps ranged from -1 2 0  to 4- 100 mV in 10 
mV increments. Time interval between steps was 3 s. The patch pipette was filled 
with a KCl based solution (solution 1, table 2.2 Chapter 2). (A) Immediately after 
uncoupling. (B) ~ 3 minutes after uncoupling. (C) ~ 6 minutes after uncoupling. (D) 
Current-voltage relations at the end of the varying voltage step for data in A-C. 
Closed circles = A, open circles = B, squares = C. Membrane potentials were 
compensated for series resistance.
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^ [Na+];= 75 mM. B [Na+]j= 35 mM.
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Figure 4.16 Current responses o f isolated Deiters cells with varying intracellular 
concentrations o f Na"̂ . Currents were elicited by command voltage steps o f 200 ms 
duration from a holding potential o f -5 0  mV. Voltage steps ranged from -1 2 0  to + 
100 mV in 10 mV increments. Time interval between steps was 3 s. (A) Pipette 
solution contained 70 mM of Na'*’, 65mM of K'*’. (B) Pipette solution contained 35 
mM of N a \  100 mM of K'*’. (C) and (D) show current-voltage relation at the end of 
the varying voltage steps in (A) and (B) respectively. Membrane potentials were 
series resistance compensated. Closed circles = data, open circles = model 
simulation for membrane conductance including voltage dependent Na"*" block.
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cell in figure 4.15 to the isolated cell I-V curves shown in figure 4.16, it was concluded 

that the intracellular fluid in the in situ uncoupled cell initially contained fairly high 

levels of Na^ (closer to 75 mM than 35 mM), but that the internal Na^ concentration 

decreased with time after uncoupling. This apparently changing intracellular Na^ 

concentration may be explained as follows. The coupled syncitium is assumed to have 

contained a high Na^ concentration, while the patch pipette solution contained a low 

concentration of Na^. Once the whole cell mode had been achieved with the in situ cell, 

the patch pipette solution would have equilibrated with the intracellular fluid bulk by 

diffusion. In the coupled state, the intracellular fluid volume with which the pipette 

solution equilibrates would be very large, as the gap junctions are open and ions diffuse 

freely through the entire cellular syncitium. Thus the Na'*’ concentration in the central 

clamped cell would have remained high even though the low Na^ patch pipette solution 

was diffusing into the cell . However, once the cell was uncoupled and the gap- 

junctions closed, the intracellular fluid volume with which the pipette fluid equilibrated 

would be much decreased, in which case the intracellular Na^ concentration would 

equilibrate towards that inside the patch pipette. The gradual dilution of intracellular 

Na'*’ after uncoupling would be responsible for the changing current responses shown in 

figure 4.15.

In vivo , Deiters cells would be expected to maintain low internal Na^ concentrations. It 

is not unexpected for cells to load up with Na^ after removal from their in vivo 

surroundings, as the mechanisms in place for maintaining the appropriate ionic 

gradients will be disturbed by the removal of any metabolic supply. Ruptures in cell 

membrane during the preparation procedure may also have provided a direct leak 

pathway for Na"̂  to enter. Cell membrane ruptures during the dissection could have 

caused release of ATP into the external fluid. Most supporting cells in the organ of 

Corti, including Deiters cells, are known to express P2X receptors coupled to cationic 

ion channels which are highly permeable to Na^ (Chen and Bobbin 1998). In response 

to extracellular ATP, large inward currents have been observed in Deiters cells (Skelett 

et al 1997). In standard extracellular saline, these currents will be largely carried by
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Na^, and in fact, in isolated cell experiments, application of ATP was observed to cause 

I-V curves to show the characteristic features of voltage dependent Na^ block (data not 

shown).

The ATP induced entry of Na^, combined with the inhibition of energetically 

demanding mechanisms for removal of Na^ from the intracellular environment, are 

likely to be responsible for the high intracellular Na^ concentration observed in the in 

situ preparation. The concomitant depolarisation will have caused the exit of K^, so that 

effectively Na^ would have replaced in the cell interior.

The high levels of intracellular Na^ in the in situ Deiters cells will have affected their 

membrane currents in two ways. Firstly, the voltage dependent activation properties of 

the conductance will have been altered due to the Na"̂  block. Secondly, the zero current 

potential of the conductance, which depends on the ionic gradient across the cell 

membrane, will be different from that observed in the isolated or uncoupled cells under 

whole cell voltage clamp with low Na"̂  intrapipette solutions.

The effect of the voltage dependent block of the conductance by Na"̂  was found to be 

accurately reproduced in the quantitative conductance model by entering it as a voltage 

dependent inactivation process h^a , with a very fast and voltage independent time 

constant which was set at 1 ms.The differential equation for h^a reads

d hNa / dt = (hNaoo - h^a) / (4.47)

The voltage dependence of this ‘inactivation’ was fitted empirically to the following 

equation:

h N a ~ (V m )= l-S /( l+ e ''’ + e “''’ ) (4.48)

4) = (Vm-VNa) / dVNa
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where V^a and dV^a are the half maximum inactivation potential and slope 

respectively, and ô is a factor describing the severity of the block. The total 

conductance of the in situ Deiters cell can now described by

Gm(Vm,t) = Gmax*m^*hi*hNa (4.49)

where the fast inactivation component hi (see section 3.3.6, Chapter 3) is left out for 

simplicity, as this component of the inactivation affects only a small fraction of the 

conductance.

By replacing equation 4.49 into equation 4.1, which describes the current equation for a 

single cell, and combining this with equations 4.46, 4.47 and 4.48, a set of coupled 

differential equations is obtained from which the voltage and time dependent time 

current responses can be computed for a model voltage clamped cell with a high 

intracellular concentration of Na^. The value for Bq is obtained using the relative 

permeabilities for Na^ and Cl’ of the conductance found in chapter 3. Entering these 

into the Goldman-Hodgkin-Katz voltage equation (3.2), together with the intra- and 

extracellular ionic concentrations, renders the expected value for Eq for any choice of 

solutions.

A model cell simulation was performed by numerically integrating the coupled 

differential equations outlined above, and compared to the current responses of the 

isolated cells shown in figure 4.16. The parameters (Xm, Pm, oChi, Phi and N used were 

those found to reproduce the current responses of a single voltage clamped cell in 

chapter 3, listed in table 3.1 and 3.2, right columns. Eq was calculated as described 

above, and Cm was directly obtained from the current transient of the isolated cells in 

figure 4.16. A linear leak current through the pipette seal was fitted to the I-V curve of 

the cells at hyperpolarized membrane potentials and inserted into the model 

conductance. Gmax, 8, V^a and dV^a were varied to obtain a good resemblance between 

the simulation and the data. Time-integration was performed in Matlab, in increments 

of 0.1 ms for a period of 200 ms.
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The best fitting simulated I-V curves (solid lines), found at 200 ms after the applied 

voltage step, are plotted with the experimental data (open circles) in figure 4.16. The 

model parameters used for these simulations were:

[Na" ]̂i = 75 mM : Gmax = 20 nS, 8 = 2.2, V^a =  65 mV and dV^a =  35 mV,

[Na^li = 35 mM : Gmax = 50 nS , 8 = 1.6 , V^a =  95 mV and dV^^ =  35 mV.

Using these parameters, the model simulation reproduced the effect of the Na"'’ block 

well. Gmax was required to be smaller than the average maximal conductance observed 

in isolated Deiters cells. This can be explained if it is considered that some Na^ block 

occurs even at hyperpolarized membrane potentials. The main difference between the 

two different internal Na^concentrations was the location of the half maximum block 

potential V^a and the parameter 8.

The manner in which internal Na^ blocks the channels is thought to be entry of Na'*’ 

ions into the channel pore, which bind at an internal site, and electrostatically repel 

ions from entering (Hille, 1992). The driving force on Na^ ions to enter the pore from 

the inside will be a function of the trans-membrane Na^ gradient and of the membrane 

potential. As the membrane depolarises, this driving force increases, hence the voltage 

dependence of the Na^ block. It is not clear why at very depolarised membrane 

potentials the Na^ block disappears. This may indicate that the driving force at these 

membrane potentials is so great that the Na^ ion is effectively pushed through the pore. 

For increasing concentrations of internal Na^, the outward driving force will be larger, 

and thus the amount of block at a certain membrane potential will be larger for higher 

[Na^li. This would explain why the Na^ block effect becomes significant at lower 

membrane potentials for higher values of [Na^]j.
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4.4.12 Non-linear two-dimensional sheet equations

In the discretised sheet model, Kirchoff s law requires that at each node jk  , the total 

sum of current entering and leaving the node equals zero:

ĵiajk ^kiajk imjk — iejk (4,50)

where for a continuous internal resistance Rj defined in equation 4.39

Ajiajk = (2*Vj k -V j.i k - Vj+i k) /  Rj (4.51 )

Akiajk = (2*Vjk -V j k-i - Vj k+i ) /  Rj

In a non-linear model, i^ will be given by equation 4.1, in which Cm represents the 

capacitance per discrete unit area of membrane given in equation 4.39, and Gm (Vm, t) 

is the non-linear membrane conductance per discrete unit area of membrane. In the 

previous section, it was shown that in the in situ preparation, Gm is for a whole cell 

described by equation 4.48, in which the fast inactivation described for isolated cells 

may be neglected, and a voltage dependent [Na^]j block is inserted. In this equation 

Gmax describes the maximal whole cell conductance of a single cell. When using this 

expression in the discretised sheet model, Gmax must be replaced by gmax, which is the 

conductance per discrete unit area of membrane.

The kinetic equations governing the voltage at each node away from the boundaries of 

the network are now formed by a set of four coupled differential equations:

Cm*dVjk/dt = AjVjk /Rj + AkVjk /Rj -  gm(Vjk, t) * (Vjk - E q)  (4.52) 

dmjk/dt = am*(l-mjk) - Pm* nijk 

d h l j k / d t  =  ( h l o o j k  “ h i  j k ) /  T h i  

d h^a jk / dt = (hjsjaoo jk " hjsja jk)/ ThNa
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in which oCm, Pm» h l^  and hNaoo are voltage dependent parameters, while Thi and XhNa are 

constants.

At the boundaries of the network, modified versions of equation 4.52 apply, analogous 

to those in the linear model, and the total set of coupled differential equations 

describing the non-linear discretised sheet model can be expressed by the following 

matrix equations:

dV/dt = [ B*V + G*(V-EO) + L] / (4.53)

dm/dt = ttm* (1-m) - pm* m 

dhl/d t = (hloo - h i  )/ Thi 

d h^a / dt = (hNaoo - h^a )/ ĥNa

Here, V, G, m, h i  and h^a are vectors of (2*N-1)*M by 1 containing the voltage, 

conductance, activation, inactivation and Na^ block at each node, which are time

dependent, am. Pm » hloo and h^aoo are vectors containing the voltage dependent 

parameters at each node which are directly calculated from V using equations 3.21, 

3.25, 3.30 and 4.47.

Cm, Eq, Thi and ThNa are assumed not to vary spatially or temporally and are thus 

numerical constants. B is a matrix of (2*N-1)*M by (2*N-1)*M described in appendix 

B. ig is a vector of (2*N-1)*M length containing the external current sources, which is 

zero everywhere except at j = 0, k = 0 where it equals Vg/Rg.

4.4.13 Comparison of experimental data to non-linear sheet simulation

In this section, the current responses of the non-linear discretised sheet model to a range 

of applied voltage steps are simulated and compared to the responses of an in situ 

Deiters cell bathed in standard saline. For a non-linear conductance, the current 

responses to an applied voltage step will depend on the initial conductance state prior to
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Figure 4.17 Current responses o f non-linear sheet model. (A ) Simulated current 
responses o f  point polarised non-linear discretised sheet using parameters 
discussed in text. (B) Comparison o f relationship between central potential Vq and 
total injected current ioi„ the model simulation (open circles) and as measured in 
an in situ  voltage clamped Deiters cell (closed circles) at 20  ms after voltage  
steps. (C) Simulated current responses o f  voltage clam ped single cell with 
membrane properties as in (A ). (D) I-V relation o f  voltage clam ped model cell in 
(C) at 20 ms after voltage steps. (E) and (F) show  voltage decay in the non-linear 
sheet simulation along the longitudinal ( y = 0) direction and the radial direction 
(x = 0) respectively at 20 ms after the varying voltage steps (solid  lines). Dashed  
lines show functions o f  the form C*KQ(r/?i2), where C is fitted to the voltage at r 
= 10 pm in the simulations, Kq is the modified B essel function o f  the second kind, 
order 0, and 1-, is 121 pm.
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the step. The initial conductance state along a non-linear sheet will depend on the initial 

voltage distribution. In the in situ preparation, the initial voltage distribution along the 

syncitium cannot be inferred from the data, except at the central cell, where V q equals 

(Vhoid -  ihoid*Rs)> and at a long enough distance from the electrode, where the 

membrane potential may be assumed to sit at the resting potential of the membrane, 

which for a single membrane conductance will equal E q. Without knowledge of the 

complete initial voltage distribution, it is impossible to find the initial conductance state 

with which to initialise the simulation. This makes it unfeasible to produce an accurate 

simulation of the time dependent current responses.

However, it will be assumed that the final steady state response of the non-linear sheet 

is not sensitive to the initial condition. The initial voltage distribution will be set in the 

simulation at E q throughout the non-linear sheet, and the steady state relationship 

between V q and the total applied current io will be compared to the experimental I-V 

curve. It should be noted that for a membrane conductance with time dependent 

activation as well as voltage dependence, there is not necessarily a unique steady state 

voltage distribution along a given non-linear sheet for a particular value of V q. The 

steady state voltage distribution may actually depend on the initial condition 

(Jack,Noble and Tsien, 1983). The assumption made here is that setting the initial 

voltages throughout the model sheet at E q provides a close enough approximation to the 

actual pre-pulse conductance distribution to achieve a realistic simulation of the 

experimental situation in the steady state.

Equation 4.53 potentially constitutes a set of 4*(2*N-1)*M coupled differential 

equation. This involves a very large number of computations, which makes for a very 

slow simulation.

In figure 4.1a, it can be seen that no perceptible time dependence is observed in the 

current responses of the in situ Deiters cell after 20 ms. This would imply that relatively 

little change occurs after this time point. As the inactivation time constant is almost 50 

times longer than this time period, it may be concluded that the inactivation has little 

influence on the steady state I-V curve. To speed up the simulation, the simulated time
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period for the non-linear sheet model was restricted to 20 ms, at which point the io -Vq 

curve was taken to be at ‘steady-state’. The slow inactivation h i was assumed not to 

change during this time and was set at 1 throughout, leaving just 3*(2*N-1)*M coupled 

differential equations, which were numerically integrated in time steps of 0.2 ms.

Most of the model parameters have already been established in previous sections and in 

Chapter 3. As the experimental I-V curve used here was the taken from the same cell 

for which a linear simulation was performed, shown in figure 4.11b, the values for Lx, 

Ly, Ar, Ri and Cm were taken directly from the best fitting linear sheet model 

simulation.

The activation parameters of the non-linear conductance were described in Chapter 3, 

with the activations constants listed in table 3.1. Here the values given in the right 

column are used, which were fitted to the current responses of a single representative 

cell. The activation parameters are thus not directly taken from the particular cell used 

here, and can only be considered approximate expected values.

The expression for the [Na^Jj block is given by equation 4.47. The current responses 

showing the voltage dependent [Na^jj block in figure 4.15, recorded after bath perfusion 

of 1-octanol, were taken from the same cell as is used in the present simulation . From 

comparison between figure 4.15a (the in situ cell) and figure 4.16 (fitted Na^ block to 

isolated cells), it was estimated that the internal Na^ concentration in this in situ 

preparation was roughly 75 mM, and the Na^ block parameters found for that 

concentration in the isolated cell in section 4.4.12b were used in the present simulation.

The remaining unknown parameters were gmax, the maximal conductance per unit area, 

and E q , the zero current potential of the conductance. These were varied until the model 

simulation generated a relation between central voltage Vq and total injected current io 

after 20 ms, which most closely resembled that of the in situ Deiters cell. Since the 

initial voltage was set to equal Eq at all locations, the initial activation state of each 

point along the discretised sheet was described by gm(Eo,®o), and the Na"*" block by
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hNa(Eo,°°)-

Figure 4.17 summarises the results of the simulation. In figure 4.17a, the current 

responses of the non-linear sheet simulation are shown to a range of voltage steps 

applied to the central clamped cell. While no quantitative comparison is shown with the 

time varying experimental current responses of the in situ Deiters cell, it can be 

observed that these current responses show the same qualitative features of the 

experimentally obtained current responses illustrated in figure 4.1a. In both the 

experimental current responses and the non-linear sheet simulation, the time-dependent 

activation and the rectifying voltage dependence of the non-linear membrane 

conductance are obscured.

Figure 4.17b shows the relation between the central cell membrane potential V q and the 

total injected current io at 20 ms after the applied voltage step. The simulated values are 

shown in open circles, and the experimentally obtained io -Vo curve is shown in closed 

circles. Vo was found for the experimental data by subtracting the voltage drop io *Rs 

over the series resistance from V .̂ The values for gmax and Eo that were found to 

produce the best match between simulated and experimental io-Vo curves were:

êmax — 5 S m 

Eo= - 5 mV

To illustrate these non-linear membrane properties, figures 4.17c and d show the 

simulated current responses and steady state im -Vo curve respectively of a single model 

cell, voltage clamped to equi-potential throughout, which was given the same non-linear

membrane properties as those used in the non-linear sheet simulation, with values of
-9 2

gmax and E o  as given above. The cell membrane area was set at 5 *10 m , so that the 

whole cell capacitance was 50 pF, which would represent a fairly large single Deiters 

cell. The whole cell maximal conductance Gmax thus equalled 25 nS, which is 

approximately the value fitted to the isolated cell containing 75 mM of intracellular Na"̂
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in figure 4.16. Comparing the current responses of the point polarised non-linear sheet 

simulation to the uniformly polarised single cell simulation, it can be observed that the 

two-dimensional coupling of the in situ Deiters cell results in a linearisation of the 

membrane current responses, which is in fact a well known feature of point-polarised 

non-linear cable conductors (Noble, 1962, Jack, Noble and Tsien 1983).

The result of this particular non-linear simulation cannot be regarded as a unique fit to 

the experimental ig -Vg curve, as a different set of membrane conductance parameters 

might have produced a similar ig -Vg curve. These results do show however that the 

apparently linear and ieak-like’ current responses of the Deiters cell syncitium can in 

principle be adequately reproduced by a leak-free model which incorporates only the 

non-linear membrane conductance of the Deiters cell membrane as found from the 

isolated cell experiments. This result suggests that the two-dimensional sheet model, 

and the internal resistance value obtained from the linear fits, provides an adequate 

representation of the Deiters cell syncitial network properties.

In figure 4.17 e and f, the simulated voltage distributions in the x and y directions away 

from the electrode are shown at 20 ms after the start of the applied voltage step. 

Although the total current is assumed to be at steady state at this point, the membrane 

potential at long distances from the electrode may not to be completely at steady state. 

The effect of the small voltage changes at the edge of the sheet on the total current will 

be negligible.compared to the voltages near the electrode.

At distances from the electrode smaller than ~ 500 \im, the voltage distributions did not 

appear to change after -10  ms, and are thus assumed to be at steady state in the figure. 

Also plotted in figures 4.17e and f (in dashed lines) are the expected voltage 

distributions in a linear semi-infinite sheet, given by equation 4.44, scaled to coincide 

with the simulated values of V at r = 10 |Ltm, and with the value of % 2 that was found for 

this particular preparation in section 4.4.9 to equal 121 \im. It may be observed that for 

relatively hyperpolarized values of Vg, the non-linear simulation behaves almost exactly 

like the linear case illustrated in figure 4.12b. Only at fairly depolarised values of Vg 

does the voltage distribution in the non-linear simulation deviate significantly from the
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linear case, with a decreasing apparent value of ^2-

This result is not surprising: only at sufficiently depolarised values of V q does a 

significant membrane area enter the non-linear range of the membrane conductance. As 

the membrane conductance increases near the electrode, more current will escape 

locally through the membrane and this necessarily reduces the apparent value of X-2. At 

hyperpolarized membrane potentials, the voltage-conductance relation is linear and 

therefore the linear approximation made in section 4.49 effectively still applies.

The value found in this simulation for E q is even more depolarised than expected for a 

75 mM value of [Na^]j. This would suggest that the Na"̂  and concentrations have 

come very close to equilibrating across the membrane in the in situ preparation. The 

high Na"̂  concentration is also partially responsible for the relatively small value found 

for gmax- Inactivation of the membrane conductance at the resting membrane potential 

may also have contributed to the relatively low value for gmax- The small gmax and 

depolarised E q both reduce the strength of the membrane non-linearity, and contribute 

to the markedly linear behaviour of the syncitium.

In vivo, the internal Na"̂  concentration of the Deiters cells should be very low, and the 

Deiters cell membrane conductance and E q would be be expected to be different from 

that in the in situ preparation. Thus, unfortunately, the quantitative findings of the 

experiments discussed here cannot be considered to apply to the in vivo situation. In 

figure 4.18, a non-linear sheet simulation is shown which has an identical architecture 

and internal resistance as used in figure 4.17, but with a membrane conductance which 

is not subject to Na"̂  block. In this simulation, E q was set at -65 mV, as might be 

expected to be the case in vivo. The simulation was run in time steps of 0.5 ms, and for 

a period of 50 ms after applied voltage steps.

In this case, both the time- and voltage dependence of the membrane conductance can 

be seen to affect the syncitial responses, with marked ‘outward rectification’ of the 

current responses as well as time dependent activation. The input resistance (determined 

from the slope of the io -V q curve and shown in the figure) is higher at the
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hyperpolarised values o f  V q than at depolarised values.

In figures 4.18c and d, the voltage distribution as a function of distance from the 

electrode at 50 ms is shown in both x (y = 0) and y (x = 0) direction. It can immediately 

be seen that the effective space constant X2 is in this case is much greater than in the 

previous simulation, and appears to be comparable to the chosen value of Lx, which 

means that the ‘infinity’ assumption in the longitudinal direction is no longer valid. In 

principle, Lx should be increased to achieve the same architecture as in the previous 

simulations. However, this would involve an extremely large number of computations. 

As an illustration, the present simulation will suffice, as the main effect of the non

linear membrane conductance is not expected to change dramatically with increasing 

Lx- In figure 4.18c and d, dashed lines show the voltage distributions expected in a 

linear semi-infinite sheet (equation 4.44) , scaled to coincide with the simulated values 

of V  at r = 10 |Lim. These curves were found to fit the simulated voltage distributions 

well at hyperpolarized values of Vq when %2 was set at 2000 p,m. This approximate 

value for the effective space constant is likely to vary with Lx, but can be expected to be 

in the order of millimetres.

At more depolarised values of Vq, the voltage distribution increasingly deviates from 

the linear case, although at distances further than 50 |xm from the electrode, the voltage 

distribution curves for the more depolarised values of Vq all coincide and resemble that 

of a linear semi-infinite sheet with %2 = 2000 |Lim. At distances < 50 jim, the voltage 

decay is steeper at these values of Vq, suggesting smaller effective length constants at 

these locations. This is consistent with expectations, as at these locations, the membrane 

potential is depolarised and the (voltage dependent) resistance will be smaller. In turn, 

the local effective value of %2 decreases.
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Figure 4.18 Current responses o f non-linear sheet model representation o f Deiters 
cell network using expected in vivo  membrane parameters. (A) Simulated current 
responses to point polarising voltage steps applied at x=0, y=0. (B) Relationship 
between membrane potential at x=0, y=0, and total injected current at 50 ms after 
voltage step. Dotted lines show linear trend lines o f the I-V curve labelled with the 
fitted slope resistances. (C) and (D) show voltage decay in the non-linear sheet 
simulation along the longitudinal ( y = 0) direction and the radial direction (x = 0) 
respectively at 50 ms after the varying voltage steps (solid lines). Dashed lines show  
functions o f the form C*Ko(r/A<2), where C is fitted to the voltage at r = 10 p.m in the 
simulation, Kg is the modified Bessel function o f the second kind, order 0, and X2 is 
2000 |im. r equals x in (C) and y in (D).
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4.5 Sum m ary and conclusions

Since the discovery that mutations in connexins form the major cause of known 

congenital hearing impairments, an increasing number of investigations have been 

reported on the gap-junctional expression and electrical coupling in supporting cells of 

the organ of Corti. Most studies concentrate on the coupling between individual cells or 

on the properties and localisation of individual gap-junctional channels. In this chapter, 

an attempt has been made to assess the larger scale network properties of Deiters cells 

of the apical turns of the cochlea in particular, which are the focus of this thesis. 

Comparison of current responses to voltage clamp stimulation of an in situ preparation 

of the organ of Corti to those of simulated network models has led to the following 

findings.

The transient current responses of the in situ patch clamped Deiters cells to small 

voltage steps could not be reproduced by a one dimensional network for any 

configuration of cable parameters. This finding was unsurprising given the anatomical 

layout of the syncitium and the pattern of connexin expression found in the organ of 

Corti.

A discrete two-dimensional network representation, in which cells formed equipotential 

units, was capable of reproducing the current responses of the in situ Deiters cell 

adequately when the preparation had been perfused between 5 to 15 minutes with 1- 

octanol. The 1-octanol was assumed to have partially inhibited gap-junctional 

conductance, which would ensure that the gap-junctional resistance far exceeded the 

internal fluid resistance of the syncitium, so that the discrete cell unit representation was 

justified. A feature of the discrete two-dimensional network was in this case that the 

gap-junctional conductance in the radial (modiolus to outer wall) direction needed to be 

up to ten times larger than that in the longitudinal (base to apex of the cochlea) 

direction. The latter condition may reflect either an inherent difference in gap-junctional 

properties in the respective directions, or may be due to the manner of penetration of 1- 

octanol into the preparation. The best fitting network simulation required that the radial 

width of the network was set at 3 cells deep, suggesting that at least during 1-octanol 

perfusion, coupling did not extend beyond the innermost Deiters cell.
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In the absence of 1-octanol, the gap-junctional resistance appeared to be too low to 

allow a discrete treatment, and a continuous two-dimensional sheet model was 

formulated. For three separate preparations, a linear continuous sheet model was found 

to reproduce the experimental current responses well. The longitudinal extent of the 

sheet was set large enough for internal current to reach zero before the edge was 

reached. The radial width of the sheet model, however, needed to be chosen at a finite 

value not exceeding 200 \im  given the dimensions of the organ of Corti. The value of 

the internal resistivity in the sheet model was defined as rj/h, where rj is the specific 

resistivity of the internal medium, and h is the sheet separation, ie cell height. This 

parameter had a unique value associated with best fitting simulations, which ranged 

between 2 and 14 MQ, with the lowest value found for the most apically located Deiters 

cell, which may be related to the increased cell height towards the apex of the cochlea. 

The specific membrane resistivity r^, defined in Dm, however, could not be uniquely 

associated with a best fitting simulation, in the sense that varying combinations of Ly 

(radial width) and r^ could reproduce the experimental data equally well. As the best 

fitting simulations were found when Ly equalled or exceeded 200 jim, the case Ly = 200 

|im  was chosen as the best approximation. For the three preparations used, the 

associated value of X2 in this linear sheet representation was found to range between 

120-220 ^im.

Comparison with analytical solutions of the two dimensional cable equation showed 

that in steady state, the voltage decay in the model simulations approximated that of a 

semi-infinite sheet, which is given by equation 4.44, and is essentially described by a 

zero order Bessel function of the second kind. Bessel functions approximate to an 

exponential decay at distances over approximately one space constant away from the 

current source, and are increasingly steeper nearer the current source.

Voltage clamp recordings of the in situ Deiters cells after more than 15 minutes of 1- 

octanol perfusion indicated that the cells at that time point were completely uncoupled 

from their neighbours. Comparison with isolated cell data indicated that 1-octanol 

partially inhibited the Deiters cell membrane currents, apparently affecting in particular 

a fast activating and inactivating component, which may correspond to a subpopulation
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of ion channels within the cell membrane. From the current responses of the in situ 

Deiters cell immediately after uncoupling, it could be deduced that the in situ 

preparation had been loaded with Na^ internally during the preparation procedure, 

which was assumed to have replaced to a large degree in the internal medium. The 

Deiters cell membrane conductance was seen to be subject to an voltage dependent 

internal Na^ block, which could be modelled as a fast inactivation process.

After adjusting the model formulation for the Deiters cell membrane conductance, as 

obtained in Chapter 3, to include the Na^ block, and leaving out the inactivation 

parameters, the non-linear conductance was integrated into the previously formulated 

discretised sheet simulation. The non-linear sheet simulation reproduced the steady state 

relationship between applied voltage and total current well when the resting potential 

was set to a very depolarised value, and the maximal membrane conductance chosen 

small compared to the values found in isolated cells. Both these modifications could be 

attributed to the extensive Na^ loading of the preparation. The Na^ block and the two- 

dimensional coupling in combination produced a complete linearisation of the current- 

voltage relationship of the syncitium compared to the outward rectifying I-V curve of 

the Deiters cell membrane.

The reason for the coupling-induced linearisation of the I-V curve is essentially that the 

total current through the syncitial membrane increases with both membrane 

conductance and total area of polarised membrane. Depolarisation of the membrane 

near the electrode increases the local membrane current, but decreases the local length 

constant and thus decreases the total area of polarised membrane. The two factors affect 

the total current in opposing directions and thus tend to cancel out effects of voltage 

dependent membrane conductance on the total current. More generally, it can be 

inferred from equation 4.44 that the effective input resistance seen from a small 

diameter electrode is much less sensitive to the membrane resistance than to the internal 

resistivity.

The steady state voltage distribution in these non-linear sheet simulations was seen to
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coincide with those of the linear semi-infinite sheet for all but the most depolarised 

values of Vq, where the apparent space constant was decreased near the electrode.

The linear behaviour of the in situ preparation was to a degree also the result of 

extensive Na^ loading. This could be observed from the result of a simulation in which 

the Na^ block had been removed from the conductance, and Eq was reduced to -65 mV. 

With these modifications, the current responses to point polarisation showed both 

outward rectification of the steady state current with V q and time dependent activation 

of the currents. Steady state voltage distributions were comparable to those of a linear 

sheet at hyperpolarized values of V q, but now the length constant was seen to be in the 

order of millimetres, and a point input resistance of 26 MQ.. At highly depolarised 

values of V q compared to Eq, the voltage decay near the electrode became increasingly 

steep, while at distances over 50 |L im  from the electrode, the voltage decay showed the 

slower decay of the linear sheet, with the interesting side effect that the voltages at these 

points in absolute terms did not increase at all with Vq.

In principle, this simulation might be viewed as a theoretical prediction of the network 

properties of the Deiters cells in the in vivo organ of Corti, where internal Na^ 

concentration should be low. There are some important factors, however, to be 

considered before making such a comparison.

Firstly, the outer supporting cells of the organ of Corti, which were removed in this 

preparation, are very likely to be electrically coupled in vivo to the Deiters cells, and 

their presence will obviously alter the layout of the network. If it could be assumed that 

the electrical properties of these cells are similar to those of the Deiters cells, the 

network architecture and space constant might be extrapolated from the results 

presented here. In fact, isolated Hensen cells have been reported to show mainly 

outward rectifying membrane currents similar to the Deiters cells (Santos Sacchi 1991), 

although some evidence has been given for the presence of a small inward current at 

hyperpolarized membrane potentials (Mammano et al 1996). Very low gap-junctional 

resistances have been found in Hensen cells, which suggests a continuous 

approximation of the internal resistance might be applicable. An important unkown 

parameter is however the gap-junctional conductance between Hensen and Deiters cells.
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Moreover, the properties of various supporting cells between the Hensen cells and the 

root cells which form the outer edge of the supporting cell syncitium are not known.

A second hindrance to a direct extrapolation of the present results to the in vivo organ of 

Corti is that coupling in vivo has been reported to be smaller than in vitro (Santos 

Sacchi 1987). This effect may be related to the physiological modulation that the gap- 

junctional conductances are thought to be subject to. The large space constant implied 

in the non-linear sheet simulation performed here may therefore only represent an 

extreme value, while the both the extent and the directionality of the coupling may be a 

dynamical parameter within the organ of Corti.
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Appendix A Matrix formulation for one-dimensional network

Equation 4.10 expresses the set of coupled differential equations describing the kinetics 

of the discrete cellular network. To describe one-dimensional network, A is a 

tridiagonal matrix of 2*N-1 by 2*N-1 in which the off-diagonal elements are given by:

A(i,i+l) = A (i,i-l)=  1 / R g  (A l)

The diagonal elements are:

A(i,i) = - 1 / R m  - 2 / R g  ( A 2 )

i ^  0, i ^ r f , i : f  2*N-1

A(i,i) — -1/Rm —1/Rg —1/Rg (A3)

i = N

A(i,i) = -1/Rm-1/Rg (A4)

i = 0, i = 2*N-l

ie is a vector of 2*N-1 by 1 which is given by:

ie(D = )A/Rs CA5)
i = N

L  0 )  =  o  (A f i)

i
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Appendix B Matrix formulation for two-dimensional network

The two-dimensional discrete network kinetic equations are described by equation 4.10, 

where replaces A and ie2 replaces ig . A% can be viewed as a matrix of 2*N-1 by 

2*N-1 elements, where each element is formed by a matrix B of dimension M. If the 

position of each element is denoted by (j, k), the matrix Bjk at each position is given as 

follows. For all positions (j, k) except (N, N), (N, N4-1) and (N, N-1), Bjk is a zero 

matrix. The non-zero matrices Bjk are defined as follows. At off-diagonal positions (N, 

N+1) and (N-1, N), Bjk is a diagonal matrix given by:

Bjk(i,i) = l / R g x  (B l)

At diagonal positions (j, k) where j = k, the matrices Bjk are tridiagonal. The off- 

diagonal elements are given by:

Bjk (i,i+l) = Bjk (i,i-l) = 1 /R g y  (B2)

i ^  0 and i M

Bjk (i,i+ l)=  1/Rgy (B3)

i = 0

Bjk (i,i-l)=  1/Rgy (B4)

i = M

and the diagonal elements by:

for j = k and j 0 and j N and j 9^2*N-1:

Bjk(i,i) — "2/Rgx —2/Rgy — 1/Rm (B5)

i ^  0 and i M

Bjk(i,i) = -2/Rgx ~1/Rgy “ 1/Rm (B6)

i = M or i = 0
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for j = k and j = 0 or j = 2*N-1:

Bjk(i,i) = -1/Rgx —2/Rgy -1/Rm (B7)

i 9̂  0 and i M

Bjk(i,i) — "1/Bgx “ 1/B.gy -1/Rm (B8)

i = M or i = 0

for j = k and j = N:

Bjk(i,i) = -2/Rgx - 2 / R g y  - 1/Rm (B9)

i 9̂  0 and i 9̂  M

Bjk(ki) = -2/Rgx —1/Rgy -1/Rm (BIO)

i = M

Bjk(iji) — - 2 / R g x - l/B-m — 1/Bs (Bl 1)

i = 0

ie2 is a vector of (2*N-1)*M by 1 which is given by:

ie2(i) = Ve/Rs (B12)

i = ( N - l ) * M + l

ie(i) = 0 (B13)

i 9t (N -l)*M -hl

For the discretised continuous sheet model, the matrix A2c is found from A2 after the 

following replacement is made: Rgx = Rgy = Rj. Rj and Rm are in this case defined in 

equation 4.39.

For the discretised non-linear continuous sheet model, equation 4.44 applies. The 

matrix B is found from A2c by removing the factor 1/ Rm at each position where it 

appears.
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Chapter 5 Distribution of conductance on 

the Deiters cell membrane

5.1 Introduction.

Glial cells of the brain and the retina are known to regulate in the confined 

extracellular space of neural tissue by a process known as spatial buffering (Orkand 

1986, Gardner-Medwin 1983, Newman et al 1996). Spatial buffering involves the 

passive redistribution of over extracellular fluid space through electrotonic coupling 

of entry and efflux at remote locations within cells or cellular networks.

An important aspect of the membrane properties of cells that perform spatial buffering 

is the distribution of conductance along the cell membrane. It has been shown in 

Müller cells, supporting cells in the retina, that the conductance is concentrated at 

the end foot of the cell, which faces the vitreous fluid. accumulating around the cell 

body is thought to be siphoned via this end foot into the vitreous fluid (Brew et al 1986, 

Brew et al 1984). Non-uniform distributions of conductance along the cell 

membrane have also been observed in Schwann cells (Mi et al 1996) and brain 

astrocytes (Newman 1986), which have similarly been suggested to indicate the 

involvement of these cells extracellular regulation.

In this chapter, an electrophysiological study is presented that investigates the 

distribution of the conductance along the membrane of isolated Deiters cells. This 

distribution may have implications for the possible buffering by Deiters in the 

immediate environment of the outer hair cell within the organ of Corti.

In Chapter 3 of this thesis, the membrane properties of isolated Deiters cells were 

investigated using the whole cell voltage clamp technique. It was found that the whole 

cell membrane current of the Deiters cell could be described by

ira = Cm*dVm/dt 4- G^ (Vm,t) * (Vm -Eo) (5.1)
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where Cm is the whole cell capacitance, Gm(Vm,t) is the time and voltage dependent 

whole cell conductance and Eq is the zero current potential of the conductance.

Gm (V,t) and Cm are whole cell parameters, which describe the electrical properties of 

the total cell membrane. These parameters in fact represent the summed capacitance and 

conductance of an arbitrarily chosen number of patches of membrane that together 

make up the total cell membrane. Each individual patch of membrane could be 

represented electrically by a conductance gmp and a capacitance Cmp, which in an 

equivalent circuit representation sit in parallel between the intracellular and 

extracellular fluid media. In series with the conductance a battery would be placed to 

represent the zero current potential Eop determined by the local ionic concentration 

gradient across the patch. The current through each patch will be given by

imp— Cmp * dVmp/dt + gmp* (^mp ~ Eop) (5.2)

where Vmp is the local transmembrane potential across the patch. The equivalent circuit 

of the entire cell membrane is obtained by connecting all the individual patch circuits to 

each other in parallel through the resistances formed by the intracellular and 

extracellular fluids immersing the cell.

The essential assumption underlying whole cell voltage clamp analysis is that the fluid 

resistances are for a moderately sized cell negligible compared to the membrane 

resistance. In this case, all the individual patches are connected to a single potential 

node intracellularly and extracellularly,and the conductances and capacitances of the 

individual patches can be lumped into single whole cell parameters Cm and Gm :

Gm — ^p êmp (5.3)

Gm — ^ p  ^mp

If Eop does not vary with location along the cell membrane, the whole cell current is 

then given by equation 5.1.
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Although the whole cell voltage clamp method is in this way very useful for 

investigating the electrical membrane properties of a cell, it is not by itself capable of 

yielding information on the variation of those membrane properties along the cell. 

While the specific capacitance per unit area is not expected to vary along a cell, the 

ionic conductance of a patch of membrane will depend on the density of ion channels 

within that patch, which can easily vary with location along the cell. In the next section, 

an experimental protocol is described which can supply information on the distribution 

of the conductance along the Deiters cell membrane, by combining whole cell 

voltage clamp with highly localised external application of a high [K^] solution.

5.2 Experimental methods

5.2.1 General methods

All experiments described in this chapter were performed using the whole cell patch 

clamp technique on an in vitro preparation of isolated Deiters cells. The experimental 

method, preparation and solutions are all described in Chapter 2.

5.2.2 Experimental protocol for estimating conductance distribution

Figure 5.1 illustrates the experimental protocol that was used for estimating the 

conductance distribution along isolated Deiters cells. An isolated Deiters cell, perfused 

with standard extracellular saline (table 2.1, Chapter 2, solution 1), was voltage 

clamped at a holding potential of -70 mV, at which the channels are closed and in a 

non-inactivated state. A small tipped (~ 1 pm diameter) puffer pipette was brought very 

close to the cell membrane at a certain location along the cell. This puffer pipette 

contained standard extracellular saline in which 50 mM of Na'*’ had been replaced by an 

equal concentration of K^. The details of the puffer solution are listed in table 2.1, 

Chapter 2, solution 2.
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x =  100%

x = 0(%

Puffer on
puffer pipette

Puffer off

Deiters Patch
pipette

Figure 5.1 Experimental protocol for determining the distribution o f  K'*’ 
conductance across the Deiters cell membrane. A single Deiters cell was w hole 
cell voltage clamped using a low K""" intrapipette solution ( Solution 5, table 2.2, 
Chapter 2) . Small tipped ( - 1 p m  diameter) puffer pipettes were filled with high 
K'*’ solution ( Solution 2, table 2.1, Chapter 2). and positioned very close (< 0.1 
pm ) to the cell membrane at various positions along the cell length ( denoted by x 
in % o f total cell length from bottom o f cell). The position o f  the puffer pipette 
was recorded by a CCD camera and the image was stored. Depolarising command 
voltage steps were applied via the patch pipette, which activated outward currents 
At set times during the depolarization, controlled by a digitimer, a short pulse (50  
ms) o f  high K'*' solution was applied via the puffer pipette to the cell membrane. 
The whole cell current during the voltage protocol was monitored and stored.
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The membrane was stepped to a depolarised potential to activate the conductance. 

When the conductance had reached a steady state value, a short pulse of high [K^] 

solution was applied. As a result, the K"*" concentration will have increased locally. As 

will diffuse rapidly away from the puffer pipette in all directions into the bath fluid 

bulk, it was assumed that the concentration fell off rapidly as a function of distance 

from the puffer pipette during application. Therefore, only the area of cell membrane in 

the immediate environment of the puffer pipette would have experienced a significant 

transient change of extracellular concentration, and thus a changed value of Eop (eq. 

5.2). As the zero current potential is now not be the same at all locations of the cell 

membrane, the whole cell current must be described by:

im~ Cm * dVm/dt + Zp gmp * (5.4)

where the contributions of patches of membrane with different values of Eq are 

calculated separately and summed. Vm is clamped throughout the cell and does not vary 

between patches.

The transient change in the steady state whole cell current due to the puffer application 

will be given by:

— Emp * (Eop " Eop ) (5.5)

where gmp is the conductance of the membrane area experiencing the concentration 

change and Eop’ is the associated new zero current potential. In this case, Eop’ would be 

time-dependent.

If gmp varies with location on the cell membrane, the change in the whole cell current 

will vary with the position of the puffer pipette relative to the cell. Specifically, 

according to equation 5.5, the whole cell current change in response to focal puffer 

application will be proportional to the local conductance gmp close to the puffer pipette, 

assuming that the local change in Eop is the same at each puffer location. Thus the
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relative size of the whole cell current change as a function of puffer pipette location will 

indicate the relative contribution of the local membrane area to the total cell membrane 

conductance.

In order to maximize the elicited current change, the whole cell current before puffer 

application needed to be relatively small, while at the same time the ion channels should 

be significantly activated. In order to achieve this, an intrapipette solution was used 

which contained a low concentration of (10 mM). NMDG^, which was assumed not 

to permeate the channels, was used to replace intracellular K^. The composition of 

the intrapipette solution used is listed in table 2.2, Chapter 2, solution 5. According to 

the relative ionic permeabilities calculated for the Deiters cell conductance in Chapter 3, 

the expected zero current potential of the Deiters cell conductance for this intrapipette 

solution and a standard extracellular solution would be -7  mV. When the membrane 

potential is stepped to depolarised potentials between 0 to +30 mV, at which the 

channels are expected to be over 50 % activated, the elicited currents elicited will still 

be small with this intrapipette solution, as the driving force on the current (V^ -  Eq) 

will be relatively weak.

5.3 Data analysis

All datafiles were converted into text files and exported into Matlab for analysis. 

Statistical analysis was performed in Microsoft Excel.

5.4 Results

5.4.1 Whole cell currents using low intrapipette solution

In figure 5.2, the whole cell current responses are shown of an isolated Deiters cell 

recorded using the low [K^] intrapipette solution discussed in section 5.2.2 (Solution 5, 

table 2.2, Chapter 2). Figures 5.2a and b show the current responses and steady state
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Figure 5.2 W hole cell currents o f  Deiters cells recorded using a low  [K+] 
intrapipette solution. (Solution 5, table 2.2, Chapter 2). (A ) Currents were 
elicited by command voltage steps o f 400  ms duration from a holding 
potential o f  -  70 mV, in 10 mV increments from - 8 0  to +120  mV. Tim e 
interval between steps was 3 s. (B) The current-voltage relation at the end

o f the varying steps in A is shown. The pipette leak current o f  the form  

= V^./ Rj.g |̂ was fitted to the linear region o f the I-V curve (thin solid line) 
and subtracted from the data. Membrane potentials were calculated from  
the voltage drop over the series resistance. (C) Tail currents elicited by 
voltage protocol shown in inset. (D ) Peak tail current I-V  curve was 
measured (solid circles) as was the leak I-V curve 20 ms after the varying 
step (open circles). The intersection point o f the I-V curves indicates the 
zero current potential o f  the conductance.
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current-voltage relation of the cell to a range of command voltage steps from a holding 

potential of -70  mV. Outward rectification can be observed, as expected based on the 

previously investigated properties of the Deiters cell conductance (cf Chapter 3). A very 

notable feature of the current responses is the highly non-linear behaviour of the current 

voltage relation at membrane potentials above ~ +70 mV. The S-shape in this part of 

the I-V curve can be attributed to a voltage dependent block of the conductance by 

intracellular Na^ (20 mM in this intrapipette solution). The intracellular Na^ block of 

the Deiters cell conductance has been discussed in Chapter 4, section 4.4.6.

Figure 5.2 c shows the tail currents elicited from the cell by the voltage protocol 

described in the figure. As discussed in Chapter 3, section 3.4.3, these tail currents can 

be used to determine the zero current potential, as illustrated in figure 5.2d. The zero 

current potential in this experiment was found to be ~ -9 mV, which agrees well with 

the value predicted in section 5.2.2.

5.4.2 Current changes due to focal application of high [K ]̂ solution

Figure 5.3 shows the current responses of a single isolated Deiters cell using the 

experimental protocol described in figure 5.1. The membrane potential was in this case 

stepped to 0 mV before application of the high [K^] solution through the puffer pipette. 

The location of the puffer pipette relative to the cell was recorded as a video image as 

shown in the left column. In the right column, the whole cell current responses are 

shown. The light lines indicate the control current response without puffer application, 

while the darker lines show the current response when high [K^] puffer solution was 

applied for 50 ms at 200 ms after the voltage step. Five puffer pipette locations were 

chosen at roughly equal distances along the cell.

In response to application of the high [K^] solution, the whole cell current was observed 

to transiently decrease, and recover rapidly after puffer application ceased. This was in 

accordance with the expected response, as according to equation 5.4 the driving force 

on the current would have been locally decreased due to the increased extracellular 

shifting the zero current potential towards more depolarised potentials.
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Figure 5.3 W hole cell current changes due to locally applied high [K+] solution  
(Solution 2, table 2.1, Chapter 2) at various positions along the Deiters cell. 
Experimental protocol is described in figure 5.1. Vhold = -70  mV, Vstep = 0  
mV. Vstep duration = 400  ms. Puffer on from 200 ms to 250  ms after start o f  
step voltage command, indicated by dashed lines. Grey lines = voltage step 
without puffer application, black lines = voltage step with puffer application. 
Cell length approximately 60 pm.
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Figure 5.4 W hole cell current changes due to locally applied high K'*’ solution  
at various locations along the Deiters cell membrane for four cells. 
Experimental protocol as in figure 5.3, where locations o f puffer pipette are 
shown.
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Figure 5.5. Averaged normalized maximal current change as a function o f  
location along the Deiters cell membrane. Maximal current changes were 
measured as illustrated in inset and normalised to the highest measured value 
for each cell. Normalized maximal current changes were averaged for each  
location over four cells. Location is illustrated by schem atic representation o f  
the D eiters cell.
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It was furthermore observed that the whole cell current change varied with location of 

the puffer pipette. In particular, while at the extreme ends of the cell relatively small 

current changes were observed, the changes at the upper part of the body and at the 

lowest part of the phalange were substantially larger.

As has been discussed in section 5.2.2, the relative size of the current change should, 

with certain qualifications, be proportional to the relative size of the local value of g^p 

at each location. The qualifications are due to the fact that neither the size of the 

membrane area experiencing the increased external [K^], nor the size of the change in 

Eop can be expected to be exactly the same between different puffer locations. The 

variation would be due to the exact angle and distance of the puffer pipette relative to 

the cell membrane, and to the local morphology of the cell, which determines the 

amount of membrane that is directly contingent to the puffer pipette. The smaller 

current changes observed at the phalange compared to the cell body may be due to the 

fact that the total membrane area in the immediate environment of the puffer pipette is 

smaller there. However, different puffer locations along the phalange did produce 

varying amounts of current change, as did varying locations along the cell body. As 

neither cell morphology nor puffer angle/distance appeared to differ substantially 

between these locations, it is likely that the varying current responses at different 

locations along the cell are indeed due to variation of the conductance along the cell. 

It will be assumed here that these observed relative current changes provide an estimate 

for the relative conductance densities along the cell membrane.

In figure 5.4, the observed current changes are shown for the locations indicated in 

figure 5.3 for four cells. All four cells were large (60-100 |im in length) and were 

assumed to originate from the apical region of the cochlea. In one cell, no recording was 

made for the puffer location at the very top of the phalange. The current responses were 

smoothed by adjacent averaging over a time period of 5 ms to reduce the noise on the 

signal caused mainly by the perfusion system. In all experiments, bath perfusion via a 

peristaltic pump as described in section 2.1.1.3, Chapter 2 was applied at a moderate 

speed (~ 100 jil per minute).

In all four cells, the current change varied significantly with location along the cell
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membrane in a similar manner as observed in figure 5.3. For each cell the maximal 

current change was observed when the puffer pipette was located in the area covering 

the upper body or lower region of the phalange (x = 50-75% in figure 5,1). The smallest 

changes were observed on the higher regions of the phalange (x = 100%).

It may be noted that the current changes in the cell illustrated in figure 5.4b showed a 

slightly different time course from those in the other cells. In this cell, the current did 

not recover to control level as rapidly as observed in the other cells. This could be due 

to slower diffusion of into the bath in this experiment, possibly because of slower 

effective perfusion. The variation of current change along the cell membrane was also 

less pronounced in this cell, which may be related to this slower diffusion. If did not 

diffuse rapidly away from the cell, it is possible that accumulated around the entire 

cell membrane, thus reducing the localised effect of the puffer. It should be observed 

that the rate of current change during puffer application is in this cell still steepest at the 

top part of the cell body (x = 50 %).

Figure 5.5 shows the maximal current change Aim as a function of location on the 

Deiters cell averaged over the four cells in figure 5.4. In the inset, the measurement of 

the maximal Aim is illustrated. The current changes were normalised to the highest 

value for each cell and the normalised current changes were averaged over all cells for 

each location. A schematic representation of the cell is shown which connects the 

average maximal current changes to the location on the cell membrane.

If it is assumed that the observed relative current changes are directly proportional to 

the relative size of the local conductance density, the following relative distribution can 

be estimated from the averaged data, where 100 % is the sum of the conductances at the 

five locations :

Top phalange (x = 100%): 3% +/- 5%

Mid phalange (x = 75%): 20% +/- 8%

Top body:(x = 50%): 38%

Mid body:(x = 25 %): 22% 4-/- 6%

Bottom body: (x = 0 %): 17% 4-/- 6 %
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No deviation for the percentage at the top body (x = 50%) is given as this was the 

maximal location for each cell to which the relative current changes were normalized.

5.4.3 Current changes due to increased [K̂ Jext as a function of step potential

Figure 5.6 shows the current changes in response to puffer application of high [K^] after 

the cell membrane was stepped to a range of potentials. The puffer was located at the 

top of the cell body (x = 50 %). The current-voltage relation was measured just before 

puffer application and at the point of maximal current change during puffer application, 

indicated by arrows in figure 5.6a. Figure 5.6b shows both current-voltage relations.

The I-V curve before puffer application showed the expected outward rectifying 

properties similar to those shown in figure 5.2b, with outward current turning on above 

~ -20 mV. The value of the zero current potential was in this cell apparently at or below 

-20  mV, as no inward current was observed apart from the leak current, which was not 

subtracted here. Although the expected value of E q was predicted to be ~ -9 mV, it is 

possible that the intracellular had not been completely washed out into the low 

intrapipette solution, which would explain the apparently slightly more hyperpolarised 

value of E q.

The I-V curve at the point of maximal current change showed inward currents at 

membrane potentials between ~ -3 0  mV and - 1 0  mV. This indicates that the value of E q 

was in this case depolarised relative to the potential at which the conductance activated, 

at least at some location along the cell membrane. This will have been due to the local 

application of the high [K^] solution. These I-V curves confirm that the observed 

current changes in response to the extracellular application of high [K^] solution were 

due to altered driving forces on the current through the outward rectifying channels, 

rather than altered leak currents or through alternative extracellular sensitive 

conductances.
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Figure 5.6. Current changes in response to puffer application o f a high K+ 
solution (Solution 2, table 2.1, Chapter 2) as a function of stepped membrane 
potential. Puffer location was at the top o f the Deiters cell body ( x = 50 %). 
Patch pipette contained low K+ solution ( Solution 5, table 2.2, Chapter 2). (A) 
Currents were elicited by command voltage steps o f 400 ms duration in 10 mV  
increments. Time interval between steps was 3 s. At 200 ms into the varying 
step, puffer solution was applied for 50 ms. (B) Current-voltage relation was 
measured just before puffer application (closed circles) and at the point o f  
maximal current change (open circles). Time points where I-V curves were 
measured are indicated by arrows in (A). Membrane potentials were 
compensated for series resistance.
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Figure 5.7. Current changes in response to puffer application o f  a high K"*" 
solution (Solution 2, table 2.1, Chapter 2) as a function o f  stepped membrane 
potential. Patch pipette contained low  solution ( Solution 5, table 2.2, 
Chapter 2. (A ) Currents were elicited by command voltage steps o f  4 00  ms 
duration to 0 mV, 10 mV , 30 mv and 80 mV. Time interval betw een steps was 
5 s. At 200  ms into the varying step, puffer solution was applied for 50  ms. (B) 
M aximal current change measured from data in (A).
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Figure 5.8. R elief o f  intracellular Na'*’ block o f  Deiters c e ll’s conductance by 
external K"*". Currents were elicited by command voltage steps o f  400  ms duration 
in 10 mV increments from -1 2 0  mV to + 120 mV. Tim e interval betw een steps 
was 3 s. Patch pipette contained a high Na"̂  , low  K"*" solution. (Solution 4, table 
2.2, Chapter 2). (A) Current responses in normal external saline (Solution 1, table 
2.1, Chapter 2). (B) Current responses during application o f  high K"*" solution ( 
Solution 2, table 2.1 , Chapter 2). (C) The current-voltage relation at the end o f  the 
varying steps in A (closed  circles) and (B) (open circles). M embrane potentials 
were compensated for series resistance.
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In the experiment depicted in figure 5.6, the stepped membrane potentials ranged up to 

+30 mV. At higher depolarisations, the current changes showed a different dependence 

on membrane potential, which appeared anomalous. Figure 5.7 shows the current 

changes (in a different cell) due to puffer application of high [K^] solution after the cell 

membrane was stepped to 0 mV, 10 mV, 30 mV and 80 mV respectively. The puffer 

pipette was again located at the top of the cell body. It can be observed that with 

increasing membrane potential, the current change Aim, which was in the expected 

negative direction at first, decreases and turns in fact turned positive (= current 

increase) at the very depolarised potential of + 80 mV. Note that the potentials have not 

been series resistance corrected. As the current sizes were small, the voltage drop over 

the series resistance was assumed negligible.

The fact that increased external [K^] caused the outward current to increase at + 80 mV 

appeared inconsistent as the change in Eop was expected to be the same at all potentials, 

and should have led to a decreased driving force on the current.

This observation can be explained by considering figure 5.8. This figure shows the 

current responses of a Deiters cell for which the intrapipette solution contained 75 mM 

Na^ and 60 mM K'*’ (Solution 4, table 2.2, Chapter 2). In figure 5.8a, the current 

responses were elicited while the cell was bathed in normal extracellular saline 

containing 5 mM (Solution 1, Table 2.1, Chapter 2). The current responses in figure 

5.8b were elicited during puffer application of the high [K^] solution (Solution 2, Table 

2.1, Chapter 2). In this case, a large tipped puffer pipette (diameter ~ 3 |im) was used, 

so that the whole cell membrane was expected to experience the changed external [K^].

,0

Figure 5.8c shows the steady state current voltage relationship for the current responses 

in figure 5.8a and figure 5.8b. The I-V curves in figure 5.8c both show the non-linear 

behaviour associated with the voltage dependent block of the conductance by 

intracellular Na^. During application of the high [K^] solution, the current decreased at 

most membrane potentials, flowing inwards for a certain range of membrane potential, 

as was expected for a depolarising shift of Eq . However, at membrane potentials above
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solution. This was accompanied by a shift of the local dip in the I-V curve, related to 

the Na^ block, towards a more depolarised potential.

This phenomenon is most simply explained by the possibility that the extracellular 

partially relieved the intracellular Na^ block. The removal of the intracellular Na"̂  block 

of channels by external has in fact been observed for a number of channels 

(Lopatin and Nichols 1994, Rowe et al 1992), and is usually attributed to the expulsion 

of Na^ ions from a binding site within the channel pore through electrostatic repulsion 

by ions entering the pore from the external side.

This effect could explain the apparent anomalous current change observed in figure 5.8, 

as relief of intracellular Na^ block by external would increase the local 

conductance. The associated increase in current at highly depolarised membrane 

potentials apparently exceeded the negative current change due to the decreased driving 

force, so that a net increase of current resulted.

5.4.4 Current changes due to focal application of external TEA

In this section a corroboration of the results in section 5.4.2 is presented. The 

experimental protocol described in figure 5.1 was repeated but using different 

intrapipette and puffer pipette solutions. The result for one Deiters cell is shown in 

figure 5.9. The patch pipette in this case contained a normal high [K^] intracellular 

saline, (solution 2, table 2.1, Chapter 2), while the puffer pipette contained 20 mM TEA 

in standard extracellular saline. TEA is a well-known, non-specific blocker of 

channels which can act on both the internal and external side of the cell membrane 

(Hille, 1992).

The membrane potential was in this experiment stepped to + 30 mV, eliciting a sizeable 

outward current. The experimental protocol was otherwise identical to that illustrated in 

figure 5.1. The left column shows the video images recording the puffer pipette location 

relative to the Deiters cell, while the right column shows the current changes. The 

current change at the top of the cell phalange was measured, but is not illustrated as this
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Figure 5.9 W hole cell current changes due to locally applied solution o f  20  mM  
TEA at various locations along the Deiters cell membrane. Experimental protocol 
is described in figure 5.1, with puffer solution replaced by 20 mM TEA in external 
solution. Vhold = -70 mV, Vstep = -i-30 mV. Vstep duration =  400  ms. Puffer on 
from 200 ms to 250 ms after start o f  step voltage command. (A ) Current 
responses. Grey lines = step without puffer application, black lines = voltage step 
with puffer application. (B) Maximal current change measured from data in (A ) 
Values indicated in pA.
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puffer location fell outside the image of the video camera.

It was observed that local application of TEA partially blocked the whole cell current. 

The recovery from the TEA block was relatively slow, compared to the recovery from 

transient extracellular [K^] changes (cf figure 5.3). This may be due to the fact that the 

TEA ions do not dissociate from the channels rapidly, or that extracellular diffusion 

of TEA is slow relative to diffusion. Although the current change is clearly largest 

when the puffer pipette was located at the top of the cell body (x = 50 %), the variation 

with puffer location was less pronounced than that observed in figure 5.4. However, the 

rate of current change due to TEA application was seen to be slower when the puffer 

pipette was located at the extreme ends of the cell. This may indicate that the TEA from 

these puffer pipette locations did not act locally but had diffused towards the central 

parts of the Deiters cell.

Figure 5.9b shows the maximal observed current change Ai^ as a function of puffer 

pipette location. The TEA induced whole cell current change will be described by:

Aim — h tea * êmp * (^m"Eo) (5.7)

where hxEA is the fraction of the local conductance blocked by external TEA. This 

parameter will depend on the affinity of the TEA ions for binding to the ion channel 

pore and on the local TEA concentration. In principle, should not vary with the 

location of the puffer pipette, apart from considerations discussed previously, and thus 

variations in Aim with puffer pipette location should reflect the variation of gmp along 

the cell membrane.

In this way, figure 5.9b can be interpreted as reflecting the distribution of the 

conductance over the Deiters cell membrane analogous to figure 5.5. It can be seen that 

the results shown in figure 5.9b qualitatively confirm the findings illustrated in figure 

5.6.
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5.5 Sum m ary and conclusions.

The results of the experiments deseribed in this chapter suggest that Deiters cells from 

the apical region of the cochlea show a non-uniform distribution of conductance 

along their cell membrane. In particular, the conductance appears to be largest at the 

membrane area on the top of the Deiters cell body and the lower region of the phalanx. 

Very little conductance was observed on the higher parts of the phalanx, while at the 

lower parts of the Deiters cell body a conductance was present but markedly smaller 

than that at the cup region of the Deiters cell.

It was shown that the variation of the conductance along the Deiters cell reflects an 

inhomogeneous distribution of the outward rectifying ion channels expressed in the cell 

membrane.

The qualitative estimate of the conductance distribution made on the basis of the 

experimental results suggests that over 50 % of the total cell membrane conductance is 

concentrated in the membrane region directly facing the outer hair cell basal membrane 

in vivo, which would correspond in figure 5.5 to the locations denoted by x = 50 % and 

X = 75 %. It has been shown that the main portion of the flux leaving the outer hair 

cell does so through the basal most part of the outer hair cell membrane (Santos-Sacehi 

et al 1997). accumulating in the confined extracellular fluid space between the outer 

hair cell base and the Deiters cell could potentially compromise outer hair cell function 

and viability. The finding that the conductance of the Deiters cell appears to be 

concentrated in the membrane area directly facing the outer hair cell may indicate that 

there is a role for Deiters cells in regulating levels in the immediate environment of 

the outer hair cell. This possibilty is discussed further in Chapter 6.
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Chapter 6 Discussion

This thesis has studied ionic and electrical properties of Deiters cells related to passive 

ionic transport, and has focussed on Deiters cells of the apical regions of the (guinea pig) 

cochlea. The aim was to assess whether these cells are capable of buffering external [K^] in 

the immediate environment of the outer hair cell, using passive uptake mechanisms.

In Chapter 3, the ionic membrane currents of the Deiters cells were analysed. The ionic 

membrane conductance was confirmed to be highly selective for K^, with barely significant 

permeability for Cl’. This finding rules out passive uptake coupled to Cl’ entry, but is 

favourable for spatial buffering. Spatial buffering is the process in which passive uptake of 

at regions of high activity is electrotonically coupled to release of at remote regions 

where activity is low. This results in a redistribution of and allows the rapid 

clearance of localised excess [K^] in sensory-neural tissue where extracellular diffusion 

may be slow due to space confinement. Spatial buffering occurs without any net uptake of 

or energy consumption by the cell(s) involved, and this would be favourable in the 

organ of Corti where relatively little blood supply is present. The essential properties of 

cells that perform of spatial buffering can be summarized as follows (Amedee et al 1997):

1). The main and crucial requirement is that the cells express selective channels, which 

are open within the range of membrane potentials that the cells operate in.

2). A strongly negative membrane potential increases the flux into the glial cell and thus 

promotes uptake from extracellular space.

3). Variation of density of channels over the cell surface controls the direction and 

distance of movement.

4). Extended cellular processes or gap-junctional coupling between individual glial cells
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increases the area of electrotonically coupled cell membrane, and thus enhances the volume 

of extracellular fluid space over which can be redistributed.

These four properties were investigated in Deiters cells in this thesis. The experimental 

findings will be discussed here for each point individually to begin with. Subsequently, 

some simple calculations will be performed and more general implications will be 

discussed.

6.1 Discussion of experimental results in context of spatial buffering

1). conductance of the Deiters cell membrane.

It was shown in Chapter 3 that Deiters cells possess highly selective ion channels, with 

a average maximal conductance per cell of -100 nS in vitro, indicating high levels of 

expression. The gating properties of these channels were however found to be highly 

outward rectifying, showing little activation at membrane potentials below —  20 mV. 

Although outwards rectifying channels have been observed in glial cells that perform 

buffering, it is generally thought that spatial buffering is mediated by inward rather than 

outward rectifying channels. As the range of membrane potentials in which Deiters cells 

operate in vivo is thought to be no more than 5 mV either side of -  -75 mV (Dallos and 

Oesterle 1989), the activation parameters obtained in Chapter 3 would imply very little 

conductance under normal physiological conditions.

However, the voltage dependent activation of the Deiters cell conductance showed signs of 

being subject to physiological modulation. A large hyperpolarising shift and broadening of 

the voltage dependent activation curve occurred in most Deiters cells in vitro at later stages 

during the cell recordings. Caffeine was observed to change the time-dependent activation 

but also appeared on occasion to accelerate the run down effect. It is possible that under in 

vivo conditions, the activation of the conductance of the Deiters cells is actually more
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similar to that observed at later times of in vitro recordings then those observed initially. 

Alternatively, the conductance may be adjustable in response to physiological changes. A 

possible pathway of modulation of the conductance in Deiters cells was suggested to be 

via the second messenger cAMP, which can be activated by a large number of signalling 

pathways.

2). Hyperpolarised resting membrane potential.

As the Deiters cells form part of an electrically coupled cellular network, their membrane 

potential is set not only by the membrane properties of the cell itself, but also by that of 

surrounding cells. However, the observed in vivo resting membrane potential of -75 mV 

agrees well with the relative ionic permeabilities calculated for single Deiters cells in 

Chapter 3, given ‘normal’ ionic conditions, which would produce a strongly negative 

reversal potential across the Deiters cell membrane. This value for the membrane potential 

can be considered favourable for uptake and spatial buffering.

3) Distribution of conductance over the cell membrane.

In Chapter 5, experimental data was presented which indicate that over 50 % of the total 

conductance of the Deiters cell is located in the cup region of the cell, where it directly 

faces the outer hair cell basal pole, through which most of the mediated transducer 

current is thought to flow out of the cell. This finding provides suggestive evidence for a 

role for Deiters cells in regulation of [K^] near the outer hair cell basal membrane. Non- 

uniform distribution of channels has in various glial cells been linked to

redistribution, notably in the Muller cell of the retina (Brew et al 1986, Mi et al 1996, 

Newman 1984). In Deiters cells, the concentration of conductance in the cup region 

would appear to favour uptake in that region, while the relatively lower membrane 

conductance per unit area at the other regions of the cell would mean that little leaves
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the cell directly at those locations due to depolarisation, and thus would ensure that current 

flow out of the cell is mainly via the gap junctions towards remote regions of the cellular 

network.

4). Extended area of electrotonically coupled membrane.

In Chapter 4, comparison of model simulations to electrophysiological measurements in an 

in situ preparation of Deiters cells within the organ of Corti suggested that the Deiters cells 

show extensive electrical coupling in both the radial and the longitudinal direction. In the in 

situ preparation, the gap-junctional resistance was found to be low enough to allow a 

continuous two dimensional sheet treatment, with an apparent internal resistance in the 

order of 5 - 10 m"\ Due to strong tissue depolarisation resulting from excessive Na^

loading, the electrotonic space constant in the in situ preparation was found to be fairly 

short, ranging between 100 - 200 p,m. A simulation of the network behaviour under 

assumed in vivo conditions suggested that under ‘normal’ ionic conditions, the electrotonic 

space constant in the Deiters cell network would be much longer. Assuming gap-junctional 

resistances as observed in the in situ preparation, and a membrane conductance as 

described in Chapter 3, a two-dimensional electrotonic space constant in the order of 

millimeters was predicted for the in vivo condition.

An important question is whether the space constant in the intact supporting cell network 

would be similar to that found in the preparation used here, which included only cells from 

the outer Deiters cell towards the modiolus. Of the outer supporting cells lateral to the 

Deiters cells, only Hensen cells have been studied intensively and these have been found to 

show similar membrane and gap-junctional properties to Deiters cells (Santos-Sacchi 1991, 

Mammano et al 1996). The electrical coupling between Deiters cells and Hensen cells has 

however not been studied as yet.

As an approximation, it will be assumed here that the space constant inferred for the 

Deiters cell network in Chapter 4 is a reasonable measure of the space constant within the 

intact supporting cell network. A space constant of over a millimeter implies that
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depolarisation of Deiters cells due to uptake would spread with very little loss to the 

outermost root cells, which are at a distance less than half a millimeter from the Deiters 

cells. Root cells directly face the lateral wall fibrocytes, which are thought to absorb [K^] 

through pumping action and thus deplete local extracellular K^. Thus, entry into Deiters 

cells could lead directly to efflux through the root cells, provided the latter also express 

a selective conductance. In that case, spatial buffering would coincide with the K'*’ 

recycling pathway that has been proposed to run via the two non-sensory cellular networks 

of the cochlea.

The findings of Chapter 4 thus appear to support the notion of spatial buffering in the radial 

direction. Redistribution of between Deiters cells along the longitudinal direction would 

not seem useful, as this would simply ‘transport’ from one outer hair cell to another. 

Nevertheless, coupling in the longitudinal direction appears to be as strong as in the radial 

direction. It was noted however that the gap-junctional coupling in the two directions might 

possibly differ subtly, as longitudinal coupling seemed more sensitive to 1 -octanol 

perfusion than radial coupling. In practice, outer hair cell activity will occur over a 

longitudinal region of at least 0.5 mm up to 1 millimeter (Russell and Nilsen 1997), and 

over the length of this region [K^] will be raised uniformly near the cup region of the 

Deiters cells , which would make longitudinal flow between neighbouring Deiters cells 

unlikely. It is nevertheless possible that redistribution of occurs over the larger fluid 

spaces of the organ of Corti and towards scala tympani as well as following the ‘recycling 

pathway’ directly towards the lateral wall.

The extensive two-dimensional coupling of the Deiters cells causes the input resistance of 

any individual Deiters cell to be very small. In the network simulation which assumed 

‘normal’ ionic conditions, the input resistance at a single area of membrane of 10 by 10 p,m 

in the sheet representation of the cellular network was found to be 26 MQ. The small input 

resistance implies that the depolarisation due to uptake by an individual Deiters cells
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will be small, which is favourable for maintained passive uptake at that location. This also 

agrees well with the fact that the depolarising DC shifts in intracellular potentials that were 

observed in Deiters cells in vivo during sound stimulation were no more than millivolts. To 

generate a 1 mV DC shift over a 26 input resistance requires a current of 

approximately 40 pA, which is in the order of the standing current that has been suggested 

to flow through a single hair cell at rest.

The extensive coupling also results in an effective internal ‘volume’ of the network, which 

is very large, and could muffle any changes in internal [K^ ] resulting from uptake. Thus 

the extensive coupling may provide a stabilising mechanism that ensures that the 

electrochemical driving force on into the Deiters cells is not rapidly diminished during 

uptake.

6.2 Calculation of uptake by an individual Deiters cell

To summarise the conclusions of the previous section, the conductance distribution 

suggests that Deiters cells may provide a local uptake point into the supporting cell 

network at the membrane area directly facing the outer hair cell base. The properties of the 

cellular network appear to be such that the Deiters cells could essentially constitute the 

entry point of an extensive sink, which at the same time provides a good conductor for 

electrotonic current spread, such that uptake at the cup region of the Deiters cells can be 

directly coupled to passive release at regions of the cellular network as far as a millimetre 

away. These points appear to support a role for Deiters cells in spatial buffering. A 

remaining question is however whether the conductance of the Deiters cell membrane 

in the cup region is sufficiently large around the resting membrane potential to cause 

sufficient passive uptake of to make a significant contribution towards lowering the 

external [K^] in the immediate environment of the outer hair cell basal membrane.

It is possible to do a simple calculation for the uptake by an individual Deiters cell if a
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Figure 6.1 Schem alic representation o f  possible K+ How through an outer hair 
cell and its associated Deiters cell. î ,̂ . is the current that flow s into the hair 
cell through the transducer channels at the apex o f  the cell and exits mainly 
through ion channels in the basal pole membrane into the confined extracellular 
volum e between the two cells, denoted by V. i^ ,̂ is the K+ current flow ing from  
V into the Deiters cell through ion channels in the membrane at the cup region  
o f the cell, ig^ is the K+ current diffusing out o f  V into the spaces o f  Nuel.
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number of assumptions is made. Figure 6. 1 shows a schematic representation of a Deiters 

cell and the associated outer hair cell. V is the volume of the extracellular space between 

the cells at the cup region of the Deiters cell, inc signifies the mean transducer current

flowing out of the outer hair cell into volume V. led is the current flowing out of V by

extracellular diffusion, and i^c is the current flowing from V into the Deiters cell. It 

will be assumed that depolarisation of the Deiters cell due to ipc is negligible, as is the 

change in internal K^. ioc is then given by

io C  =  G (V rest)*(V rest-E o) ( 6 .1 )

where Vrest is the resting membrane potential, which is set by the properties of the entire 

network, and was found on average to equal -75 mV in Deiters cells (Dallos and Oesterle, 

1989). In Chapter 3, Eq was found to be given by

E o= (R * T /F )* ln (A /B )  (6.2)

A = Pk *[K1o + ? N a  [Na^o + Pci [Cl’]i 

B = ?K *[K li + ?Na [Na-̂ ] i + Pci [C1-] o

with ?K : Pwa^Pci = 100:2:1. The steady state value of G(Vrest) is described by:

G(Vrest) = Gmax* ^ (6.3)

moo = OCiY|/ (OCjyi+Pm)

Otm (Vrest) = OCq / [ 1 + exp ((])) -h exp (\|/) ]

4) — (V r e st  " V ( x i )  /  S(xi

n /= (Vrest - Voc2) / s«2 

Pm(Vrest) = Po*exp (- V rest/ Sp)
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where the conductance inactivation is assumed negligible around the resting membrane 

potential , so that the two inactivation parameters hi and \i2 described in Chapter 3 are set 

to equal 1.

With the values for {oq , Vai , Son , V«2 ,S«2, Po, sp , N, Gmax) found in Chapter 3, it is 

possible to calculate the steady state value of ioc for any given value of [K'*’]o, assuming 

the standard values for the remaining relevant ionic concentrations:

[K"̂ ]i = 140 mM 

[Na"̂ ] i = 5 mM 

[Cl ■ ]i = 20 mM 

[Na"̂ ] 0 = 150 mM 

[ C r j o =  150 mM

According to the findings of Chapter 5, Gmax will need to be set to equal 50 % of the 

observed average total cell conductance value, to represent the area of membrane directly 

facing the outer hair cell basal pole. As a rough approximation, Gmax will in these 

calculations be set at 50 nS.

In figure 6.2a the current-voltage relations of the membrane conductance of the cup region 

of the Deiters cell are shown for two different sets of activation parameters. Open circles 

indicate the values when the standard parameters, listed in table 3.1, right column, were 

used. These represent the membrane conductance found in the in vitro Deiters cells at the 

start of whole cell recordings. In figure 6.2b, the steady state value of ioc in figure 6.1 is 

shown as a function of [K'"']o for the same activation parameters, again plotted with open 

circles. At each value of [K"̂ ]o, ioc indicates the steady state current that flows into the 

Deiters cell.
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The minimal current released by hair cells at rest is thought to be approximately 50 pA. To 

illustrate, if the volume V constituted a cube of 1 by 10 by 10 pm, this value for Ihc would 

cause an increase in [K^] within V of approximately 50 mM within 10 ms if no 

clearance occurred. As an estimate, it will be assumed that for the outer hair cell to 

maintain a suitably hyperpolarised membrane potential, [K'*’] o should not exceed 10 mM. 

For significant buffering of [K^] in V, the Deiters cell should take up a current which is 

in the order of inc- It is clear from figure 6.2b that with the standard activation parameters 

for the conductance (open circles), ipc does not achieve any significant value for [K"̂ ] o < 

10 mM, and in fact does not become significant even for values of [K"̂ ] o which are ten 

times higher. This implies that, in this simplified model of an individual Deiters cell, it is 

unlikly that any passive uptake occurs that would significantly alter [K^] o, and thus a

role for Deiters cells in spatial buffering would appear to be ruled out.

Although such a conclusion may be correct, it does leave some observations unexplained, 

such as the concentrated conductance found in the Deiters cell cup region, and the DC

shifts observed in apical Deiters cells during sound stimulation. In Chapter 3, some 

evidence was presented to suggest that the Deiters cell membrane conductance is subject to 

physiological modulation. At late times into cell recordings, both the time and the voltage 

dependent activation was found to change, otm was found at those times to be described by 

a simple Boltzmann equation, and to cause a large hyperpolarising shift in the voltage 

dependent activation curve, of which the most extreme case was described by the 

parameters:

oco = 0.27 ms’^

Y  a] = 13 mV

Sai= 19 mV 

N =  1

while pm appeared unchanged.
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Using these parameters, the current-voltage relation and the relation between ioc and [K^] o 

were calculated and plotted in figures 6.2a and b in open squares. With these activation 

parameters, significant inward currents (carried almost exclusively by ions) are found to 

flow into the Deiters cells, well in the order of the minimal standing current of 50 pA, at 

steady state values of [K^]o which do not exceed 10 mM. In particular, without any 

extracellular diffusion, the external concentration in the volume V would not exceed 6 

mM if a standing current inc of 50 pA flows into volume V, as this current could be 

completely taken up by the Deiters cell. In other words, in spite of continual flow of 

into the confined extracellular volume V, uptake by the Deiters cells could with these 

parameters ensure that [K^] o remains stable at 6 mM, which is higher than the assumed 

[K^] in the organ of Corti fluid, but is low enough to protect outer hair cells and maintain a 

good driving force for across the outer hair cell basal membrane. By the same logic, if 

the mean current through the outer hair cell was increased to twice the resting value, 

uptake by the Deiters cell alone could stabilise [K^] o in volume V to a value of 10 mM, 

with a minimal adaptation delay as no changes in the conductance are assumed.

These values suggest that with the most hyperpolarized activation curve actually observed 

in Deiters cells in vitro, these cells could make a significant contribution to clearance 

near the outer hair cells. It is of course not certain that the in vivo membrane conductance is 

ever described by activation parameters as listed in equation 6.5. It is clear moreover that 

even for these most favourable activation parameters, additional clearance mechanisms 

will be required if the transducer current becomes much larger than 100 pA.

6.3 Summary and general conclusions

While both the network properties and the conductance distribution of the Deiters cells 

of the apical regions of the cochlea appear to favour spatial buffering, a crucial factor 

for such a process lies in the activation properties of the membrane conductance. If it is the
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Figure 6.2. Membrane current through cup region o f individual Deiters cell. (A) K+ 
current as a function of membrane potential given a fixed K+ concentration gradient 
([K+lo = 3 mM, [K+]i= 120 mM). (B) K+ current as a function o f external [K+] in 
confined volume between Deiters cell and outer hair cell, given a fixed membrane 
potential (-75 mV) and internal [K+] (120 mM). Circles show values found using 
activation parameters obtained early on in isolated cell recordings; squares show  
values found using activation parameters observed at later times during isolated cell 
recordings.
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case that the membrane conductance of Deiters cells in vivo is accurately described by the 

activation parameters obtained in isolated cells, which were judged to be in optimal 

physiological condition, it appears to be unlikely that any passive uptake of by Deiters 

cells occurs. As a consequence, no spatial buffering of could in that case be performed 

by Deiters cells.

It is possible that in the apical region of the cochlea, where outer hair cell activity is 

thought to be less important, and where the outer hair cell basal conductance as well as 

endolymphatic potential is slightly smaller than those in the base, buffering by Deiters 

cells is simply not necessary. The extracellular fluid spaces have been observed to be larger 

in the apical organ of Corti, and this may imply more efficient extracellular diffusion of K^. 

Alternatively, it is possible that buffering by apical Deiters cells occurs via the K-Cl co

transporter recently detected in Deiters cells in mice cochleae (Boettger et al 2002). The 

less profound effects of mutation of the co-transporter gene on the state of the apical outer 

hair cells relative to those in the base may, as described previously, be due to the lesser 

extent of release by outer hair cells in the apex.

It is even so intriguing that the apical Deiters cells appear to show a conductance which 

is concentrated in the cup region of the cell membrane, and that they show slow 

depolarisation during sound stimulation. It was shown in the previous section that under 

certain conditions of rundown, the isolated Deiters cell membrane conductance was altered 

in a way that would greatly enhance the uptake of K'*’. If this behaviour is indicative of a 

real physiological modulation, this suggests the possibility that the in vivo conductance 

may be generally different from that observed in freshly isolated cells, or that it may be 

altered in response to physiological conditions which require increased uptake by 

Deiters cells.

There are several cell signalling pathways that have been reported to occur in Deiters cells 

(Dulon et al 1993, Chen and Bobbin 1998,Fessenden and Schacht 1997, Matsunobu et al 

2000,2001, Tian et al 1999). These have been suggested to act on the gap-junctional 

conductance of the Deiters cells (Sato and Santos-Sacchi 1994, Blasits et al 2000), possibly
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modulating transport though the supporting cell network. It is possible that such 

modulation may also act on the membrane conductance. It would be useful in this context 

to study the modulation of the Deiters cell conductance in more detail.

Ultimately, problems such as dynamics and the role of supporting cells may be best 

answered by direct measurements on in vivo cochleae. However, as the cochlea is 

notoriously inaccessible and vulnerable to disturbance, it is still useful to consider the 

cochlear components separately and attempt to infer or model in vivo conditions from 

those. A true model of dynamics in the organ of Corti would require information on 

both the extracellular fluid spaces and the other supporting cells within the organ of Corti. 

This thesis has concentrated only on the properties of Deiters cells, and thus can only 

provide some individual components for an integrated model of the organ of Corti’s ionic 

and electrical dynamics.
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